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This government publication describing the national
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contains a statement by the Secretary of Commerce, Elliot L.
Richardson;- the goals for the national marine fisheries plan; a

description ,scription of the sixparts of the pi4n; and a cost estimate for jhe
r Program. The goals for the plan are as follows: (1)-restore,-
[ maintain, enhance'and utilize in a rational manner, fisheries and

resources of importance to the United States; 42} develop and
Maintain a healthy commercial fishing industry; (3} strengthen the
contribution of marine resources to recreation and other social
needs; and (4) insure adequate supplies of,vholesome seafood products
for consumers. the second part of the publication summarizes tze
national plan and describes the recommendations of tike National.
Marine Fisheries Service among other things. Recommendations include:

t (T} manage fish stocks for optimal utilization; (2) develop a sound
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and scientific pata base_ for the fisheries resources to

VG managed; (3) mitigate losses of habitat; (4) restore habitats lost
[ 'o; degraded; (5) develop economically, feasible enbandeMeni. T

soppottunities; and (6) increase United State's Commerdial landings by
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by The Honorable
Elliot L. Richardson,
Secretary of
Commerce

The living resources of the
seas and &our large inland
waters have always been an
important source of food for
the Naticin. From our earl IW
days, we have harvested th0
fish and sheitjish that swim
and Ile in abundance in the
high seas, off our coasts, and
in our estuaries, lakes and
rivers, Our fisheries have also
ten important fOr our
economy and for recreation
The American fishing industry
has a long and noble history,

. and over the years has made a
significant contribution to our

economic welfare. And for an
increasing number of-

'Americans, fishing has
become a popular recreational
activity. There are now nearly
30 million marine recreational'
fishermen, in the United States
and their number Is steadily
increasing.

in the years ahead, we may
expect the living resources of
the oceans to take on still
greater importancenot only
for our Nation but for the
world at large,,The world's
population 14 now increasing
rapidly, and there are already
r5red lotions that the next
century will see food short-
ages of crisis proportions. It
Is clear that mane ability to
nurture, preserve and fully
harvest fish and shellfish can
play a significant role in his
efforts to prevent this threat
from bepothIng a reality.

Thirty years ago, our fisheries
seemed inexhaustible. Today

o
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we know they are not. The
fault Iles in large measure With
Man, Man I,s a voracious
consume, and modern
technolotf has made it
possible for fishing vessels to
harvest the living resources of
the seas in prodigious
amounts. In recent years,
many vessels, notabrapme
flying foreign flags, Aave'done
to off our coasts and in the
adjacent oceans without
regard for the capability of
fish to continue to renew
themselves. Asa result,
approxlMately Twenty spectei
of fish and slIellfIsh off bttr
coasts haye now been
seriously depleted and many
others are threatened.

We have also been destroiing,
slowly and inadvertently,
many of the habitats and
spawning grounds-of the fish
and shellfish we harvest. The
coastal zone of the United

. Statesthe areas borderint}
our waVs and the Great
Lakes-=bontaIns our seven
largest metropolitan centers,
almost half bf our population,
and approximately 40 percent
of the American industrial
complex. The concentration of
people and the proliferation of
man's social and economic -

activities in the czoastal zone
have had a destructive effect
upon many of the living
resources that are sustakied
by the 'waters of the zone.

Over the past decade, there
has been a serious deplettem
of a vital source of food and a

weakening of the Amit, dean
fishing industry, and we must
now set to work to restore
both our fisheries and our
industry. The Congress has
provided us with a new op-
portunity. Earlier this year, it
enacted the Fishery Con-
servation and Management/
Act of 1970, which the
President signed into law on
April 13;1976. The new law
represents not wily the efforts
and concern ofithe Congress
but also thosti of the -
Department of Commerce and
other interested agencies of
the Executive Branch, of state
governments, 011ie dam- .
merclal tithing industry, of
re-w4A lonal fishermen, and of
Int-ted members of thik
public. The underlying pur-
pose of the Act is to provide a
basis in laW for a strong
national program fet

-the conservation and
management of our fishing
resourcesto prevent the
depletion of ounfish stocks
through overfishing, to rebuild
stocks that have been over-
fished, and to conserve and
manage our fisheries so that
the Nation may develop their

. full potential. And with such a
program, we can expand the
American fishing indu
provide ne1v opportunities t
recreational fishermen. The
Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1976 does
not stand alone. Over the past
twenty years, the Congress
has enacted a numberoof
stres affecting one aspect
or nother of fisheries
management. But the 1976
Act is the most significant
fisheries legislation in the



Nation's 200-year history and
is the keistone 61 a national
program fbr our marine
fisheries. ,

The reoort that follows sets
forth tpa progfam of the
department of Commerce as

' the Federal agency that must
take the lead in the formu-
lation and execution of
a...national program The
Department program reflects
years of study of the problems
Orttir marine fisheries by the
Notional Marine Fisheries
Service of the Natkonal
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and was
carried out with th, assistance
of State Governments, the
frilling industry, and
recreational and environ-
mental organizations. The
fruits of that study are set
forth in the proposed National
Plan for Marine Fisheries
which Is appended to this
report.,) recommend that the

this plan to gain
a re thorough under-
st ng of our fisheries
and their problems. it answers
riany of the questions that
cannot be covered in the
Department Program which
follows this statement.

The program set out In the
report that follows falls iMo
six parts. The first part deals
with the actuatconservatiort
and management of fisheries.
The 1976 Act facilitates the ,
task by creating a fishery
conservation zope-extending
200 miles from our shores.
Within thisgone, American
vessels will have a preferential

I

right to harvest the optimum
yield consistent with the
renewability of its fish stocks.
Rafreign yesseis will be per-
mitted to harvest only that
portion of the yield that
American vessels cannot take.
The 1976 Act also establishes
eight Regional Fishery
Management Councils for the
promulgation of regional
management pians. The

i serve as a
mechanl for cooperation
and coordi tion between the
Federal Govehment and
regional-- groupings of
States. Conservation and
management of out fisheries
have many facets but one
underlying purpose to
secure the optimum yield from
each fishery on a continuing
basis.

To a considerable extent
conservation and man-
agement of our fisheries
turn on the protection and
preservation of fish habitats. .
If we cannot maintain a -

healthy and productive marine
ertvironrdent, there will be.few
fish. The second part of the
Department's program is
concerned with this problem.
It Is essentially an envi-
ronmental problem and
requires the establishment of
proper standards, monitoring,
and research.

The conservation and
management of our fisheries

4.

and the preservation of fish
abitats willin their turn

lanhance.the economic op-
portunities for our commercial
fishing Industry. But this will .

not happen by Itself. The
industry will require con-
siderabl echnical and
finan l sistance. The third

tia of the Department's
program is concemed with
how the Federal Government,
in cooperation with the
industry, can help it to realize
the new opportunities. How
can the Industry best be
.encoureged to harvest species
of fish Which nil= so far
caught only in small amounts,
Of not mall, or which it
catches in significant
amounts but discards? How
cab it be enabled through
improved productivity,
processing and marketing to .

sell glom in the ever-growing
domthtic market, or for
export?

4
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The fourth part is concerned
with marine recreational
fishermen. While their im-
mediate concern is the
pleasures of recreational
fishing, they make an im-
portant contribution to the
American dinner tablein

11970, they caught approx-
imately,1.6 billion pounds
of fish, nearly eq6ivalent to
two-thirds of the amount of
fish caught by the commercial
Industry for human con-
sumption. Marine recreational
fishermen also need
assistance, particularly as
they grow In numb& and
increase the pressure on the
stocks available for
recreational' fishing.
Recreationalfisherinen must

have access to sufficient fish
stocks, and the Department of
Commerce must ensure that
fishery management plans
take their interest Into .

account. .
The Department recognizes
that over the long term,
conservation and manage-
ment may not be ,
enough. If we are to meettour

increasing nee s
for fish and shelifistr, parfi-
culariy for stocks thatare
limited and are in high
demand, we must devise ways
of increasing, the production.
AuaCulture bffers a large
opportunity here, and the fifth
part offillie Department's
program focuses on research
terid development In support of
'aquaculture to produce fish.
for both food and recreation.

The sixth and final part of the
Department's program is
neither glamorous nor
esoteric, but it will materially
affect the fish and shslIfish
that Tech the American
dinner table. Thispart is
concerned with the quality of
the fish we consume. Thit goal
is to eneure that the fish
pffered the consumer Is
wholesome and meets
consistent high standards of r
quality.

A new national program for .
,r,....pur marine fisheries.will not

be Without cost. In FY 1977
the Departmentof Commerce
will spend approximately $100
million on its portion of a
national program. The
Department's new program
envisages an eventual in-

4
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, crease by 1985 of ome $67
milion annually in urrent
dollars. This is a nificant
amount, but In my udgment
the cost is far outweighed by
the benefits to our ecOnornjf.
At the presentilme, the
landed value of thefish caught
each year by the American
commercial fishing industry is
approximately $1 billion. The
total impact of this activity on,
the natliahal economy is much
greaterindollars, approx-
imately $6.5 billion, more
than six times the value of the
landed catch, in numbers of
Jobs, commercial fishing now
provided employment for
almost half a million pexsonS,
ither directly or indirectly.

new program will deepen
total impact by an addi-

tional $1.5 billion, arRI will
provide a significant increase
in job opportunities for
Americans. The new program
will also benefit the growing
number of Marine recreational
fishermen who make r
significant contribution to
household food budgets and
indirectly provide increasing
employment in supporting
Jndestitias.

-4.111111.
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It Woul d, be a mistake,
howevdt, to think of the
benefits solely in terms of the
immediate economic impact.
Our fisheries are one of the
Nation'sindeed the
world'sgreatest resources,
and will become increasingly .

important as a source of food ,

'for man in the decades ahead. .

We cannot permit the
depletion of our fish stocks
and the destruction of fish
habitats fdcontinue.-We-must
learn to manage this resource
so that we may use it to the

.,,optimum now and so that
future geoerations.rnay be
able to use it and draw even
greater yields from it. And we
can and must do it in ways
which are compatible with the
Nation's need to develop' other
valuable uses of the ocean.

ti

The design of a new program
for our marine fisheries is only
a beginning. The program
must be put inter effect, Ind
this is not a self-executing
process.-It will requffe 4sretu I
thought and hard work on the
part of the Department of
Commerce. And It cannot be
done by the Department
aiope..In this process, the .

Department must and will look
outside for advice and
assistanceto State
Governments, the commercial
fishing inqustry, the marine '
recreational fishermen,
marine sciehtists, conser-
vationists, environmental
organizations, and others. The
Department stands ready to
work with all thesetnd invites
their help and cooperation.

I
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atTAT.S-FOR THE FUTURE--OF MARINE FISHERIES

The Nat Anal Plan for Marine
Fisheries proposed four major
goals to serxe as guideposts
to the futurebf the Nation's
marine fisheries. These goals Restore, maintain,in,
have guided the Department of enhance and utilize in
Commerce In the preparation . a rational manner,

- of the Progr set out in this fisheries resources ofreport. The g als and
_corresponding s of the Importance to the
-program are as , follows : United StateS.

GOAL: ,

t

1

Pert 1. Conserve and manage
living marine resources.

Part 2. Conserve; restore and
enhance fish habitats.

/

e

GOAL: GOAL:
Develop an maintain
a healthy Commercial
fishing industry.
Part 3. Develop and maintain
a healthy commercial fishing
industry.

GOAL:
Strengthens the
contribution of
.marine resources to
redreation and other
social, needs.

Part 4\ Strengthen the
contra ution of marine
resour S to recreation and
other s 'at needs.

, I

Ensure adequate
supplies of
wholesome seafood
products for
consumers.

Part 5. Encourage the
development of public and
private aquaculture for
selected species of fish.

(Developing natural fish
resources is dealt with in Part
3.)

Part 6. Assure the safety,
quality and identity of the
supply of seafoods for U.S.'
consumers. .

\

4
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THE PROGRAM

PART 1..
Conserve and! manage
living. marine
resourdes.

Until quite'recentljfwewere
Unable to conserve our
fisheries resourcesiffectively
on a nationabasis because
,nb comprehensive authority
for actiongxisted. ,

Mahagement Wah exercised by
the several coastal states and
through voluntary inter-
national agreements; but
becai)se ofthe division of
jurisdictions these separate
authorities were notable to
provide the necessary
collective control overmany
widespread and migratory fish
stocks. Adequate protection
was therefore often difficult;
and at times impossible to
attain.

Now, three recent Acts of
Congress have changed this
situation and provided a basis
for effective stewardship of
the living marine resources in
our coastal waters. The most
recenPand by far the most
comprehensive of the trio,'Is
the FisherfConservation and
Management Act of 1976 (The
Act). This Act asserts U.S.
management authority over
stocks of fish and
within 200 miles of the S.
coast, except highly mig tory
species, and over anadromous
species of U.S. origin and
Continental Shelf fishery.
resources. It establishes
guidelines and collective
organizational arrangements
to ensure their proteetion and
wise use. It breaks new
ground by establishing '

Regional Managemeht
Councils to develsw
management plans for each
fishery and gives the Secretary
of Commerce authority to
approve them and to enforcellA
them beyond the territorial
sea. This combination of
authorities, by developing a
partnership of all interested
partles, resolves thiCkey
question of the relatiVe roles
of the States and Federal
Governments, a matter of '
much concern to both part*
in the arch for an effectiwk
mina erneat regime. The
man ement plans for each
fishery snust specify the
optimu(n yield for the fishery,
taking into account m-
mercial, recreation d other
relevant user interests. Such
plans must therefore consider
the public interest as well as),
conservation needs.

In addition to the Act, the
Marine Mammal Protection
Act of 1972 establishes a
moratorium on the taking of
marine mammals (whales,
porpoises, seals, etc.) and
bans importation of marine
mammals and their products, .
with certain exceptions. The
Endangered Species Act of
1973 provides a powerful
vans to conserve en-

d'a or threatened
species of fish, inaddition to
these acts mu th earlier
legislation affects one or
another aspect of managing ,
and utilizinmarine fisheries.

Program

The major.new task in
fisheries which now faces the
Department, and indeed all

' fishing Interests, is to ensure
effective conservation and
management of fishery
resources by putting the

recent legislation into full
effect through workable
management programs. In
particular, the provisions of
the Act must be Implemented
rapidly and effectively. The
Department's immediate
responsibility to implementit
will be given high priority.

The Departnient will:

integrate the management
responsibilities assigned to
it by tht Marine Mammal
Projection Act of 1972, the
Endangered Species Act of

'1973, and the fishery
Con.servation and
Management Act of 1976.

Establish Regional
Councils, pro-vide them with
operating guidelines,.and
support them by supplying
scientificinfotmatIon and
other appropriate
assistance.

Develop guidelines to Cab St
the Regional Councils in
preparing fishery.
management plans end
revisionk,

Work with the Regional
Councils in preparing
preliminary fishery
ntonagement plans ap-
plicable to foreign
fishermen and other
management plans required
by the Act

"."-\
Establish a permit and fee
system for fdreign
fishermen.

Develop and put into
operation effective
procedures for enforcing
regulations under the Act In
cooperation with the
Secretary of Trarirpoftation.

. ,

5
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Expand and reorganize
research capabilities to
meet the greatly enlarged
needs created by, the Act for
scientific, economic, legal
and other information.

,Asilst the Secretary of
State in negotiating foreign
access to U.S. coastal
fisheries,' including
renegotiation of
treaties and establishing
governing international
fishery agreements, and in
negotiating access for U.S.
fistNirmen to underutilized
resources within the
economic zones of other

.countries, and cooperative
arrangements for high Was
fisheries of interest to the
United States.

In cooperation with the
Secretary of State propose

and support favorable U.S.
fishery positions at the Law
of the Sea Conference.

Participate in appropriate
international research
activities.

Review the working of the \
Act and propose changes if
required.

and ensure that they will
continue to thrive. This In tum
will provide u's with a self-

~
renewing supply of as much
as twenty or more billion
pounds annually of fish for the
future growth of commercial
and recreational fishing
more than triple the amount .
Pow taken by domestic
commercial and recreational
fishermen from the United
States waters.

Benefits

, Effective management will
halt overflshing of our coastal
resources. It will restore many
marine species now depleted,

8
01.

O

PART 2. -

.Conserve, restore,
enhance fish --

habitats.

Coastal and estuarine areas of
our Nation are limited and

soot/competition for their use is
intensifying. Approxlmatel
two-thirdsof our imp
fishery reso are
produced-t re, but their .
habitat is threatened by
dredging and filling, con-
struction, development, t
disposal of untreated wastes,
and otker activities of man.
Development of the coastal

° zone must and will continue,
but with care its adverse
effects on fish habitats and
the'prOduction 6f fish

4
may be

minimized;

Three things can be done. We
can soli down the loss and
pollution of habitat using
existing' legislation to ensure
that atl actions taken In the
coastall zone give full don-

' sideratio \to fish habitat
effects. a may, in,some
cases re tire habitats. We can
enhance present habitats,
making then) more productive.

The first s ep is research to
inventory important fish
habitatst 0 Improve our
understan big of the effects
of hi)man ivifies on the
productivit of marine fish

t

habitats, and to determine
how undesirable Impacts may
be modified. The second is to
use the results of this and
other research to advise-
agencies which undertake or
permit activities likelyto
affectfish habitats of the
probaOle effects o proposed
actions ont4isherie and how
they may modifi
decrease losses of habitats
and retain or enhance
productivity

ExistingExisting legislation, if fully
implemented, may be suf-
ficient to provide full Con-
sideration to fisheries needs,
especially with amendments
now under; consideration by
the Congress. However,.
because of I trn Red staff and
resources, only about 10-15
percent of actions potentially
;affecting the environment and
submitted for.the Depart-
!penes consideration are given
Sign if icarrt review and
reSponses. This severely

. limits the ability to restrain or
. modify actions.threatenixto

reduce fisheries productfbn in
the coastal zone and so
reduce their impact.

4I



To restore and upgrade
habitats advantage should be
taken of a number of Federal
statutes, including the Marine
Protection, Research and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972, the
Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972, anckithe National
Wildlife Refuge Adminis-
tration Act of 1966, for
estaplishing fish habitats as
sanctuaries or in other ways
preserving them. .

, I

Program

The i")epartment will :
s .

pport amendment of the
Fah and Wildlife Coor-
'nation Act to clarify its

r sponsibliitles under the
of and to ensure fuller
verage of marine fisheries

/Values in environmental
decision making.

Initiate and develop im-
proved echanisms for
close rdination in the
review g proposed en-

Ivirenmental modifications
in cooperation with other
concerned agencies.

Increase review and
research capabilities to
provide amore complete\
and informed consultation
and review of environmental
modifications, with a view
to protecting, restoring, an
upgrading fish habitats.

o

Cooperate with other
. agencies in programs to

inventory and describe fish
habitat areas, including
those critical to threatened
species, and support efforts
to establish and manage
sanctuaries, refuges, etc.,
where appropriate.

Assure that, plans developed
under the Coastal Zone
Management Act provide for
adequate consideration of

, the importance of living '
marine resources.

The proposed National Plat. c

recommended'dedic tang
Outer Continental She f (OCS)
lease revenues to fu d
programs to minimiz OCS
impacts on fisher' s.
Dedication of revenues to
specific programs seduces
overall Federal program
flexibility. Funds for such
programs will therefore be
sought through the
regular appropriation process.

Benefits
With these-proposals fully
implemented, there will be an
adequate prior review of every
significant coastal and
estuarine action that may

1

affect ,the marine en-
vironment. While we cannot'
estimate quantitatively the a

extentio which this will
red ucd losses of fish
production, we believe that
improved Federal review of
permit actions, Federal water
resource projects, and state
coastal zone programs will
substantially increase con-
servation of fish habitats and
consequently strengthen our
fish stocks.

PVICIA -714 =A.M. NM MIA

PART 3.
Develop and maintain
a healthy commercial
fishing 'industry,
The Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1976
offs for the first time a

tg ensure that the
abun ant fish stocks off our
coasts will yield continuing
'harvests to our commercial
and recreational fishermen. It
gives domestic fishermen first
preference to take these
rest rces, and declares it the

of Congress to en-
courage the development of
resources now underutilized.
ThuSit secures tile fish
resources and the access
needed to accomplish the 0
intention previously ex-
pressed by Congress in the
Fish.and Wildlife Act of 4956,
the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act
of 1954 and the Eastland
ResolulaR (Sen. Con. Res. 11
of 197 strengthen the

'domestic fishing industry.

The growing U.S. demand for
seafood offers a natural
market for our fishermen.
,Today, fifty percent more food
fish and shellfishistonsumed
in the United States than in* ,

1960 and the present trend
indicates that more than a

,,third as much again will be
°required by 1985. This demand
can be met in a variety of ways
from resources. The

"s
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opportunity now exists to
restore depleted species such
as haddock off New England
or Alaska pollock to a full level
of production Our fishermen
can enlarge their share of fish
such as Atlantic herring and

'mackerel now being caught
mostly by foreign fishermen
off our coasts. The harvest of
species such as Pacific
herring 'which are not now
fully fished could be in-

, creased, as could that of
species such as mussels
which-are now almost unused.
Technological advancement
may enable low cost fish now
used for industrial purposes
to be trpsfomed into at- \
tractiveNiman food products.
In fully developed fisheries,
such as those for Gulf shrimp'
and salmon, the possibility
exists of increasing supplies
by means at aquacultUre, as
discussed in a later section.

How should the Department
assl'sf industry to take ad-
vantage of this opportunity?
Providing the resources by
improved management under
the Act wilt not be sufficient
to enable the industry to
overcome many years of
subsidized competition. On ,

the other !land, large direct *

subsidies would be extremely
costly and interfere whiStlie

,ot

,pFincitle of the free market.
The Department's objectives
will therefore be to provide
means to enable the private
sector to achieve economic
efficiency largely through its
own support.

Government can best help
industry Increaie Its shareof
the U.S. market for fishery
products by instituting and
strengthening strong regional
fisheries development
programs for a sufficient time
to enable them to become
self-sustaining. These
programs, building on present
technical, marketing, and
financial assistance programs
will concentrate on selected
high-potential fisheries. They
will use the experlence of
Government-tndustry,
cooperative planning funding
and action successfully
developed recently in New
England.

Program

Working with industry, the
.Department will :

Identify fisheries that have a
high potential for expansion
within resource and other,
limitations, and identify the
technical, economic, or
social factors liMiting their
commerical development.
This process will take into
account the results of the .

Eastland Fisheries Surveys
and the reports on the -
commeroial fishing industry'

by the General Accounting
Office (GAO) and Office-of
Technology Assessment

e and the National
Conference on the
al Development

o :ns.

lanni
Mier

Select
fisheries'
pension a

ijed number of
bie of ex-

design regional
or theirprograms

development, comprising
act Hies to improve fishing
tec nology, processing,
dist ibution and the
mar eting of fish aqd
fis products, as needed
in ch case. This will be
done in conjunction with ,-
regional advisory groups.

Conduct and monitor the
programs.

Seek re-legislation of the
fisheries loan fund (now
under moratorium) in order
to encourage the
development of fisheries
not fully utilized bythe U.S.
Industry, and improve
productivity aboard fishing
vessels. Use Fishing Vessel
Obligation Guarantee and
Capital Construction Fund
programs to foster adequate
private capital for vessel
construction and financing.

Continue the present basic
support program of
providing market outlook
reports, economic and
statistical information,
evaluation of vessel safety
and insurance, advice for
fishery cooperatives, etc.

Investigate mechanisms for
strengthening the ability of
the private sector to in-
crease operations on a self-
generating and self-
sustaining basis. ,

a.

The proposed National Plan
recommended that an in-
creased proportion of
Saltonstall-Kennedy funds be
sought to finance this
program. The Department
recognizes the need for
adequate funding of these
activities, but believes that It
Is better to fund programs
through regular appro-
priations so they will be
subjected to the financial
discipline of the budgetary
process.

Bentf its

.The program provides the
opportunity to increase the
U.S. production of food fish
by a substantial amount in the
next decade. Ail increase of a
billion pounds irithe U.S.
annual mtch of food fish over
thenexidecade would in-

-crease fishing revenues at
dockside levet by $400 million
anntlany with a total impact .
on the national economy of
$1,.5 billion each year. It could 4

provide up to 30,000 new jobs,
6,000 of these being dlrectiy in
the fishing industry. r

4

4'
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PART 4.

Strengthen the
contribution of
.marine resources to,
recreation and other
social heeds.
Recreational or sport fishing
is a major aspect of mail ne
fisheries. &declared purpose
of the Fishery Conservation
and Management Aot of 1976
is to promote domes&
recreational and comarcial
fishing. Thenajor con-
tribution of the Department

NiProgram to recreational
shing will-be in the t

,aggressive implementation of
this Act. Estimates based on
recent sprveys put the number
of marl ne reoreat I onal -
fishermen at almost 30
million. The number, is
projectectto increase-by as
.much as a further fifty percent
by1985. This continuing
growth puts inoreasing I.

pressure on the two most
Important requirements of
recreational fishermenfish
to catch, and access to places
to catch them; (beaches,
piers, party and private boats,
etc.). Provision for the future
m 4st address these two
needs. Rgliable data on the
numbers' preferences;
catches, effort, and
expenditures of recreational
fishermen are urgently needed
by both resource managers
and the supporting industries.

1

Program

The Department will :

Ensure that stock
assessment and research
programs for understanding
the ecology and behavior of
fish populations needed,fof
fishery management plans
give full consideration to
species of interest to
recreaticaial -I ishermen.

Require full consideration
of recreational needs in
reviewinishery
manag nt plans under
the Act.

Take appropriate actions on
a national scale to
encourage and support
adequate consideration of
recreationak access.,

Ensure that plans tfevelope
under thCoastal Zone
Management Act providafor
adequate consideration of
the importance of access
for recreational fishermen.

3

Conduct and support.
surveys to obtain in-
formation on numbers of
fisherfrien and their ac-
tivities (e.g. catches by
species and area, fishing
effort, conflicts with other
users, etc:). These surveys
are needed to improvethe
consideration of
recreational needs in
management plans, to
determine the effects of
recreational fishing on fish
resources, and to develop a
data base to assist the
supporting industries.

.
Make surveyerof cosh-

ercial activities serving
marine recreation to provide
improved estimates of their ,

economic significance,

The recommendation it
,propoeed NationalPlan
:establish a.unitbrm lice
system tor marine fecre
anglers on ionwicic
wets review the De
mart but was believed
unnecessary at this tim
Licensin4was consider
e primarily a State

responsifility and the
possibilities of the t
effeCtive anctap pr
alternatives for obtal
information needed f
management should
examined)

Benefits
Improved conservation
r'rianagement possible I
the Act will provide me

. ensure that stocks ofir
to recreational fieherm !
available to their.
together with increase(
ess, will proiride opr

1 '
I.

unities for satisfying
growing leisure, needs
U.S. population. As
'recreational fishing grc
will add significantly tc
Nation's food supply,1
increase theconom
benefits to the suppdrtpd
,industries.

11.
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PART 5.
Encourage the
development of public
and private
aquaculture forc,
selected species
of fish.
Agriculture, cultivating plants
and raising animals under
controlled conditions, has
freed man from ependence
uponWhat he coo hunt in
the wild: Establis ment of a
comparablesyste for-fish
and shellfish a a.culture
has,long been ream, whidh
in a few s has become a
reality. In t e United States,
public, aqu Itureof salmon
began a centu ago a,ncrabout
one quarter of t e Nation's
salmon originate 41) hatch-
eries. Private aquaculture
produces 40 percent of U.S.
oysters, half of the catfish and
crayfish, and nearly all of the
trout for a total of 143 million
poundpsjiquivalent to about 3
perce of U.S. landings.-
These fish are used, both for
food and recreation. World

uction fromosqua.culture
is tirnated to be about 13.2
billion pounds annually,
mostly reared in fresh water.

dr

t

kiitiny problems must be
solved before aquaculture can
be expanded to a scale that
will contributematerialfy to
future U.S. supply needs. For
some species such as oysters,
trout, and &Wish, aquaculture
methods are well known and
technical Information is
sufficient to enable
production to be reagily in-
creased; but production costs
are often high, ancktoreduce
therri solutions are needed to
long-range problems such as,
disease control and genetic,
improvement of stocks. For
other species, even !Daft
biological and technological
information does not exist or
is fragmentary.

Private companies often are
unit/Wing or unable to conduct
batic research or development
because of the uncertainty of
results, the need for ;
specialized facilities and
capabilities, and the potential
for few patentable
discoveries. Since the ex-
pected private returns from
investment in research and
development are low in
relation t6 alternative in-
vestments, it is unlikely that
adequate research and
development will be forth-
coming at the proper time if
left exclusively to the private .
sector.

4.

f

Prograin

The Depanmentw111:

I noreasse programs of
research and development
conducted or sponsored by
the Department of Com-
merce through the National
Marine Fisheries Service
and the Office of Sea Grant
to:

Provide the scientific,
technical, legal, and
institutional basis needed
for the developmentof

. aquaculture. -

N. Acielerate thear:i
placation of research
results by information
dissQminttion and ex-
tension services

Provide SVrtions to long-
range problems of .
currentlyArmed fish and
shellfish such as by
developing genetic
strains which will grow
rapidly on cost-effective
diets, are disease
resistant and have
desirable maricet
characteristics; deter-
mining nutrient
reqUirements related to
growth and disease
resistance; and iden-
tifying, controlling, or-
preventing disease
causing mortSlity. to
cultured animals.

r _4 undertaketto coordinate
the numerous
aquaculture research and
development activities
being conducted by
Federal and State
Governments, univer-
sities, and industry.,

t5

da.

Benefits

Aquatu It ure can be expected
to add significantly to the
present commercial ar_tri
lecreat lapel harvests of
selected specles. Public
aquacuiture, for example, that
provides for most of the
recreational trout fishing in
the United Sfatlis and more

than squatter of the Pacific
salmon catch, will continue to
increase. Private salmon
aquacuiture which currently
produces about 1' roillion
pounds, could provide 60
million pounds in a deOade.
Private production from oyster

'farms could be quadrupled to
about 80 million pounds.
Penaeid and fresh water -
shrimp productionswhich is
virtually nonexistent today in
the United States could reach
a !elle! of 25 million pounds.
Supplies of these species are
now limited but the demand is
high and additional sources
are essential if future
requirements alb tribe met.

8,
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PART 6.
Apsure the safety,

alityand identity
:the supply of
afoods-for

consumers.
supply of fishery products

consumers should
riot only be divert° and
adequate to meet future
demands, it should also be

_. safe wholesome, and of the
desired high quality. Because
fresh fish spoil more rapidly
than most other f s, the
quality of seaf ': offered for
sale and their acceptance by
consumers are variable and
sometimes loW. Public health
incidents Involving seafoods

r- have occurred withStufficient
frequency over past yeSts to

s' disturb public confidence and
have led to Congressional
proposals for action through
some form of mandatory
inspection. The need-for
improved and increased in- °-
sped-ton is supported by

. consurders and by many
peoplein the Ind ustry.._
However', the Department's
present voluntary seafood
inspection program covers
-only about 30 percent of the .

national prbduction and 5
t of the processing

ifrift?es.-Federal and state
inspection of the remainder is .
Inconsistent and at best
cursory. '

-NY

Program

The Department will:

Actively support lejlislation
to bring about, mandatory
surveillance of all seafood
plants and products.

Continue to expand the
present 1:i0C voluntary
inspection program and
integrate it into the national
seafood surveillance
system when this goes into
effect.

improve present procedures
for examining the safety
and quality of fish and`*
fishery products and
identifying the nature of the
product and its quality to
the buyer, to make,these
procedures more responsive
to consumer needs and
more cost-effective.

Support legislation and
programs to ensure that the
proposed use of chemicals
for agricultural, indufftrial,
and'other purposeiwill not
result in residue levels in
seafoods that will be
harmful to, consumers.

Carry out a national t
education,program to In-
form consumers and the
industry about the factors
affecting quality and safety
in fishery products and of
the meaning of Federal
identifying marks.

Benefits
Mandatory surveillance will
increase the safety and quality
of seafood products for the
Consumer, ensure consistent
standards, and reduce waste
and loss. It will provide
consumers'with fresher and
more attritive products and
by increasing consumer
confidence in the quality-of
the seafood purchased, in-
crease the enjoyment and
demand for these products.

.

1

1
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CANTHENATION AFFORD THE PROGRAM?

2

11,

The six-part program
proposed in thie report by the
Department of Commerce will
be phased in incrementally. It
is expected that much of it will
be implemented over the next
five years, but the program
will not be in full flower until
1985 The program will require
a moderate increase in the
Department's expenditures for
its activities.rdating to our
marine fisheries. However, the
benefits to the Nation will
far outweigh the costs of
the Department's program.

In fiscal year 1976, Which
ended on June 30, 1976, the
Department of-Commerce
spent approximately $76

=

25 . 6

will be the first full fiscal year
in which the Department will
administer the Fishery
Conservation and
Management Act of 1976, the
Department will spend
approximately $100 million
for the program set out in
this report. With full imple-
mentation of the program
by FY 1985, the proposed level

of annual expenditures would
rise to approximately $167
million. The following table
shows the anticipated
expenditures in FY 1977 and
by FY 1985 for each of the six
'parts of the Department's
program. The figures given, all
In 1976 dollars, are general
planning figures and will be
reviewed and refined in the
budgetary process.

Annual F

While the Department of
Commerce is the leading
Federal agency In the
execution of a national
program for o& marine
fisheries, other Federal
age-tidessuch as the Coast
Guard,.the Department of
State, the Department of the
Interior, and the Environ-
mental Protection
Agencyhave important roles
to play. Additional expen-
ditures will be incurred
also by these agencies.

We anticipate that the tbtal
Federal cost of a national
program will be redUced
significantly, by the fees to be
paid to the general treasury by
the owners or operators of
foreign fishing vessels for
permission to cat fish
within the 200-mi e con-
servation zone established by
the Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1976. A
Schedule of fees has not yet .

been established, and there

ding of Proposed Depart ent of Commerce Program
1/

($ in milii ns)
,;,-,

Part bf program. , -- _FY1977 --0Y 1 5 Total -ipc.ratasit..

1. Resource Management
c

2. Habitat Conservation

. 3. 'Fishing Industry
i , -

4. Marine Recreation

5. Aquaculture

6. Seafood Products
2 /,

65

17

5

3:

7

#

_

. 36,

. 1

.

.
,

.
.

.-.'-`..-

Taal , .

,-

. -
The buleofthe funds are for fishery programs administered by
the National Marine Fisheries Service but some relatbd
programs of other elements In.NOAA, particularly the National
Ocean Survey and the Office of Sea Grant are Included.

2/
mcludes Trust Fund receipts from plants participating in the
Department Voluntary Inspection Program which are
estimated to amount to $1.7 million In 1977 and, on full -
Implementation of the program to rise to $4.7 million. The final
figure will depend on the extent of industry participation.

12
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has as yet been no experience
With this provision of the 1976
Act. But we may say generally
that these receipts can be
substantialrising into the
tens of millions of dollars.

The anticipated costs of the
Depaitment's new prOgram are
modest. The benefits to the
national economy, however, '
are great . ln1973, the
dockside value of the fish and
shellfish caught by the
American fishing industry was
$1 billion. But this is not the
final measure of the industry's
impact on the national
economy. Fish must be
processed, stored, trans-
ported, and sold. And the
whOle chainfrom the
construction of the fishing
Vessel to the actual con-
sumption of fishis sup-.
ported by a large number of

. other industries. In dollars,
the industry's total impact on
the economy was approx- .
imately $6.5 billion. In
terms of jobs, commercial

* fishing employed directly

I

.

some quarter of a million
persons and indirectly
accounted -for %le employment
of an additionahalf million
persons. The De,par4ment
estimates that it* new
program will deepen the dollar
impact by an additioo41$1.5
billion and will provide?, either
directly or indirectly, an
additional 30,000 jobs.

The new,,progfreon, by
expanding Federal assistance
to marine recreational
fishermen, will also result In
economic benefit Marine
recreational fishing makes an
important contribution to
American household fond
budgets.,In 1970, marine
recreational fishermen caught
1.6 billion pounds of fish,
equivalent to,two-thirds of the
amount of food fish caught by
the commercial industry for
human consumption. Data on
the economic benefits of
recreational fishing are less
certain, but Marine anglers'
direct expenditures for goods .
and services are estimated to
have been $1.2 billion in 1970.
Indirect economic impacts
would probably be more than
twice this amount.

Marine fisheries as a whdte--
are therefore generating some
$10 billion annually in the
economy. Future growth in
our commercial and
recreational fisheries could
acid several billion dollars
more..

There are large benefits that
cannot easily be reduced to
economic terms. The living
resources of th)e oceans have
been and will always bean
important source of food for
the Nation. In the years ahead,
we may expect these
resource4 to take on still
greater importandenot only
for the Nation but for the
world at large. The world's
population is now increasing
rapidly, and there are already
predictions that the next
century will see food short-
ages of crisis proportions. It
is clear that man's ability to
nurture, preserve, and
properly harvest fish and
shrillfish can play a sign scant
r o l e in his efforts t o p relent
thietthreat from becoming a

There are still other'intanbible
benefits. If'we can increase
the opportunities for marine
recreational fishing, we will
enhance the pleasure of the
recreational fisherman. And in
we can ensure that the fish
ahri shellfish that reach the
American dinner table are
wholesome and consistently
meet high standards of
quality, we can provide the t
American consumer with a
degree of protectibp that he
has never had befdte. Above
all, we will boable to pass
these great resources on to
coming generations in a
healthy and productive
condition. Such bepef Its
cannot be measured, but they
affect tens of millions of
Americans. _

16
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A composite
eRpression of the'
views of national
fisheries interests,
as prepared by the
Director of the
National Marine
Fisheries Service.

t

tANfOR MARINE FISHER ES
4

< The Plan presented on the
following pages was sub- ,

.mitted tome Sectary of
Coinmerce in Deafriber 1975
as a document containing
views of ram pebpie in
fisheries on the future needs ,

'an'd ddportunitleafor the
Nation's marine fisheries.

,

Developing the Plan fostered a
nationwide discuesion on

any ascificts of fisheries';
especially those of.con-
servationarkd management. t .
Many of the conclusions were
subsequentlyembodied
FIshery,COnservatIon artti
Management Act of 1976
Which was enacted into law in
April of that year. As a result,
Mt Act closely parallels the

recommendations made la they,
Plan and provides the im
plementittlon of the
management recom-
mendations. Each of the
major-management recom-
mendations listed on page 26 '
Is followed by a reference to
the sections of the Act which
m9§1 directly correspondto It.

U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service _

October 'ISM` 4.
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rOlifWOIND

-.,
Phase 1 of the National Plan
for Marine Fisheries is the
product of a truly national
effort in which the National
Marine f=isheries Service was
the'catalyst. The plan rs a
composite expression of the
dews of,the Nation's fisheries
community, in all of its parts,
with regard to the need to
entaide and maintain for

x coming generations the
fisheries resources that are so
essential to the Nation's
health and prosperity.

This phase is simply a
statement of scope, policy
and objectives, not a total
solution. it 18 the)irst
essential step toward action.
As a document it has, I think,
landmark qualities. The plan
emphasizes priorities, but it
leaves room for choices. The
plan has breadthit covers
every aspect of fIsheries
activity from the catching to
the eatingyet it focuses on
issues. The plan speaks to
enduring national goals, but
its targ it 1985, and its,
Implp 1Iipntation Is soon to

n. The plan seeks to

resolve longstanding
probt&ns of r.rfanagement and ,

coordination at national,
regional, State, and local
levels, but it encourage4
evolutionary change. At eva'y
stage decisions were made
after careful weighing of
comments, irrespective of
source. We expect some
disagreement with the
recommendations. I take the
responsibility for what
appears.

The Natiogej Plan dictates
action. Bkt not all actions
should cane at once. in
certain fieldsimprOVing
rrianagement, utilizing
resources, attacking complex
problems of environmental
degradationpriorities are
high. Some axe distressed that
the implementation sectionNis,
not more pointed, precise, I

and meaty,: Who can commit
at this moment irrespective of
the-merits of the proposed
actions, the Federal or State
Governments-7er any other
entity for that matterto a
course of action and the
resources to support it?
Nothing would please me
more than to have such
pledges included in this
document. But it is premature
for that when so many must
and will be involved.

1

Hundreds of people of diverse
background and interest from
all parts of the coastal United
Stetes labored long and hard
for this common causea
meaningful future for marine
fisheries of this country. They
demonstrated they care.
Those who contributed their
fudgment and expertise tothe
planning process have my
thanks, and I hope that
developments of thmeming
decade will bear testimony tati
their collective iiisdom.

hi taking the next logical
stepagreeing on imple-
mentationwe must join
forces. The hour is late. The
need is great. I pledge you our
active participation and I
sincerelyseek yotirs.

\Robert W(gchoning
Director
%Venal Marine Fisheries Service

I
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THE NATICINALIWINSUMMARY

Phase I ofthe Nation( Plan
for Marine Risheriesis
,compreMensive outline of
actions considered necessary
to assure the growthand
vitality oft e Nation's marine
fisheries resources and their
enlighte ed use for the
Nation' wellrbeirib.

. The pia as developed by
Nations Marine Fisheries
Serylq9(NMFS) on the
recommendation of the
National Advisory Committee
on OcEiatisAnd Atmosphere
(NACOA). Arpunsl 3,000
-people representing other
Federal agencies, States,
industry, recreational, en-
vironmental and consumer
interests contributed opinions
and suggestiqns on aseries of
drafts through meetings,
interviews or corresponaence.
It was based on the assump-
tion that the United States will
have furisdlition over-fisheries
resources within 200 miles of
its coastlines, althorigh the
need fora plan is vital In any
&Ise.

resents Acommendatio s
achieving four broad

n tional goals. The target date
is.1985. The recommendations
were developed by the
National Marine Fisheries
Service with the advice and

-assistance of persons -

representing virtually every
aspect of thecational interest
in the conservation of marine
fisheries resources, their use
for food and recreation, and

= their contributions to the
Nation's economy.

. The plan is not an official
commitment to undertake or
pursue any of the fecom-
mendations contained
therein. It does represent an
effort-to bring together, at a
critical time In the history of
the marine fisheries, the best-
and most constructive
thinking in future courses of
action. The extelit and speed
of Implementation of ,the
recommenciations will
depend, hoVever, on the
importance attached to them
by the Congress and the
Executive Brandh as they -
considerlhem in relation to
'ether national needs.

Thp Need for PositiVe
Adtion .

The condition of the U.S.
marine fisheries, especially
when considered with regard
to the probable future
demands upon them, has
stirred deep concern. To
problems of long standing
have been added new
problems of which the Nation
is becoming acutely aware:-
Uncertainty and anxiety are
produced by trends such as
these:

The rap' ,,igrowth of foreign
fishing o U.S:coasts in

recent years is an important
factor in the depletion of
marine resources.

Increasing deterioration of
mtie and estuarine envi-
ronments threatens the
future of U.S. fish stocks.,

The growth of Marines
recreational fishing is
increasing the demands
on lisiikries resources, and
its future needs will be a
major factor in fisheries
management. .

While the world catch has
increased in response to
grouting demands for
fishery products, the U.S. -
catch hai remained static.

Large segments of the U.S.
harvesting industry are in a
chronically dephassed
state; overall productivity
has remained Wel or
decreased.

U.S. consumption of fishery
products has nearly
doubled in the last twenty-
five years; the Increase
being met by a fourfold
increase in imports.

Many important U.S.Marine
fish stocks are becoming -
depleted or threatened as a
Eisult of increased fishing.

t

0

The National Goals

The recommendations bt the
National Plan are designed to
move U.S. marine fisheries
ibward achievement of Mut ,,-
broad goals touching major glr
elements of the national
intent in such resources.
he goals, which were
entified in the beginning of
e planning process, Ore:

To restore, maintain, \*.enhance, and utilize in a
atlonal manner fisherie
esources of importance t
e United ates;

improve t contrib)llion
o marine res rtes to
r- reatton Eir social

ts;

To develop...and maintain
he lthy commercial and
r eatiorial fisheries.
Ind stries; and'

To I crease the supply pf
who = ome, economically
pri seafood products to
the nsumer.

These g Is are regarded as
fixed an constant points of
referenc: for future decisions
in the rea m of national policy
and pr pr y.



*The---r
.41 ReCOmimendatIon.s

At the heart of thedational
Plan are five majOrregom-
mendations, each thfcore of.
a nunibe§. of supporting
recommendations designed to
achieve the plan's goals.

The major recommendations
are concerned with (1) the
management and conser-

- vatiOn of marine fisheries;
(2) the conservation and

4. enhancement ()Utah tlabitat;
(3) strengthpning 0% com-
mercial fishing Industry, (4)
improving marine recreational
fishing opportunities; and (5)
meeting projected consumer
demands for tishery,products.C

(

I

The major and supporting
recommendations follow:

1t Estabilsh.policles, plane,
and InstItutiongmanagement
arrangements to restore,
maintain, and enhance fish
stocks within U.S. jurisdic-
tionf-to Insureth'e e9ultable
allocation of these stocks,
midi° assist in the conser-
vation of stocks of impor-
tance to the United States

45titelde U.S. waters.

Manage fish stocks for
optimum utilization.

Establish state and Federal
institutional arrakements
for management of
domestic fisheries
resources.

44 Insure that interested,
'parties have opportunity to
advise on'the needs for
fisheries management plank

_and the contents of them.

- Develop a sound statistical
and scientific datelbese for
the fisheries resources to be
managed.

p

-

Improve an's expand Federal
and state surveillance and
enforcement capabilities as
needed.

Establish a mechanism
which would permit limiting
entry into fisheries where

mtbiological, economic and
social evidence shows subh
action to be appropriate.

Establish a mechanism for
allocating the harvest;
providingior regional
variations as appropriate.

Develop a 'funding system
to pay management costs.

2. Reverse the downward
trends In quantity and qqality
of fish habitats by minlmizIng7--
further losses and degradation
of these habitats, restoring
and enhancing them where
possible, and establishing
sanctuaries-wheresnecessary,
while recogni;ing other
compatible essential uses of
fish habitat areas.

impr the consideration
given to h habitats In
decision eking processes.

Provide continued oppor-
tunity for U.S. fishermen
to participatiliri_fisharies for _

highly migratory species
wherever they are found, to 0
have access to areas of
historical U.S. fishing that
may be within the
jurisdiction of other
nations, and to participate
where appropriate in fishing.
fortunderutilized species
within other nations'
jurisdictions, and not
subject historically10
fishing.

' Strengthen int national
A arrangements w h respect

to sal monid stoc of U.S.
origin and other f is stocks
shared with adjacent
filationa.

%%.

Mitigate I sses of habitat
where po 4sible, restore
habitats lo or degraded,
and develop economically
feasible enhanCement
opportunities.

Establish sanctuaries,
reserves, or other systems
where necessary to protect
crit habitats, fish
p uctlon, and associated

raattonal and esthetic
ues.

Improve the quality, and
Increase the dissemination
of information required for

. fish habitat conservation
activities.

III



3. strengihin the U.S.
commercial industry to enable
it to provide increased sup-
plies at competitive prices.

Establish aneffective
fisheries developmerit
program to enable the U.S.
commercial fishing industry
to enlarge its share of
markets through Increased
productivity, lower costs,
and increased acceptability
of fishery products to the
consumer.

Design fisheries
management plans and
revise unnecessarily
restrictive regulations to
permit Increased industry
efficiency and lower
production costs.

4. improve opportunities for
participation in Marine
recreational fishing.

Expand and accelerate
research needed for the
improved management and
use of recreational .

fisheries, and improve the
distribution of informalloji
thus obtained.

Ificrease the amounts an
kinds of fisheries resourc
available for recreational
use.. , 4

Increase accessfor anglers,
and recreationists to *1
shorelines, waters, and
fish.

Determine the needs Of
commercial enterprises for
assistance in.developjng
access, facilities, and
services upon which marine
recreational fishermen
depend.

5. Ensure the availability to
the U.S..consumer of supplies
of wholesome fishery
products from U.S. sources
sufficient to provide for
projected increases in
consumption.

Increase U.S. landings by
2.3 blilion pounds by 1985
tó provide for the projected
increases in U.S.

s Implementatl n of the
Plan

Encourage th development.
of public and"private
aquaculture for selected
species of f !strand
shellfish.

Assure the wholesomeness
and identity of fishery
products to U.S. consumers
through a comprehensive
pr ram of inspection of
U.S'. and foreign production
facilities and supplies.

c

Phase I of the Nati
recommends dir
necessary action.
implementing th
mendations, is a f
and separate tas
.requires new man
techniques and bet
regional, and net'
coordination. Impl
is the Feerronsibil it
he N tional Mann
er ce but of m
egments of Feder
overnments and o

I therefore depen
s ccess One high d
n tional dommitm
w de public underst

d support.

nal Plan
tions of

hase 2,
recom-
lowing
that
gement

er state,
nal
entation

not just of
Fisheries
y
and State
industry.
s for
ree of
nt and

ing

es.°

14.

Implementation will not mean
that actions go forward
concurrently on all fronts. The
timing and course of action on
different recommendations
will depend on the state of
information available for the
next step, and the ongoing
actions in each case.
Congress has already begun
Implementation of certain of
the management recom-
mendations through a brill
designed to extend U.S.
fisheries jurisdiction, and
NOAA has kept pace by
establishing a task group to
coordinate the development of
detailed plans for establishing
a management regime.
Studies by the interstate
marine fisheries commissions
under the Eastland Resolution
are also under way In
addition,NMFS wiake
a follow-up study detail
specific implementation steps
needed, and to estimate their
costs. In doing this NMFr
expects to communicate with
many pf those who provided
comment and advice during
the drafting of the plan.
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DISAWIFIEOPPOIITUNITIE

A national plan is needed as a
deslgri for the future of the
marine fisheries of the United
States.

Phase 1 is ari out of scope,
policy and objectives
developed by the National
Marine Fisheries Service. it
was prepared with the advice
and assIstanbe of hundreds of
persons closely associated'
with marine fisheries or
Interested in the future of_
fisheries resources as they
contribute to the Nation's
food supplies, its recreational
opportunities, and:its
economic strength.

The plan does not represent'
an official commitment to-.
implement the recom-
mendations contained
therein. It does constitute,
hoWever, at a critical moment
in the historypf the Nation's
fisheries, a strong invitation
to constructive action.-

The Value of Living
Res9urces

The Nation owes its existence
to the sea, which in the
earliest days provided security
and sustenance and
encouraged the beginnings
of industry and commerce.
In this later agean ag@ of-
growing popOtations
growing demands ft:ifs:Sod

.' the se remains both Orontier
and a torehouse of living

resources of immense value.
Now, in the last quarter of the
twentieth century, the Nation
has an opportunity to
examine, totally, its position
with regard to the future of
that heritage.

The marine resources
available to the United States
are numerous,.andheir
ultimate capacity to con-
tribute to the Nation's
strength and well-being is,
even today, not fUll y realized.
They are not, however,
inexhaustible, as jnstances of
depleted fishetTes stocks
attest. Fortunatelyliving
marine resources are
renewable, and with proper
protection and cultivation,
they comprise a continuing
vital part of the Nation's
natural wealth.

.
The central question is how
the United States can best
preserve, enlarge, and use
judiciously these natural
resources of such funda-
mental importance.. A new
urgency is given this question
by the prospect that the
Nation son may have
exclusive Jurisdiction over

marine resources within 200
miles of its coastlines
judsdiction_over one-fifth of
the world's-Marine fish
stocks. The opportunities
never have been so great, the
responsibilities so pressing.

How Large Are the
Problems?

The National Plan is a product
of needs and forces long
gathering.

Virtually every segment of the.
U.S. marine fisheries lives .
wit problems, some local,

'some,relatedlo broad
economic or other conditiOnsi
some stemming from national
or international circumstances
too. far-reaching for any
segment to handle alone. Yet
the basic problems are not of
recent origin. Some have
existed so long that they have
come almost to be accepted
as characteristic of the
fisherman's chancy and
uncertain ways of life.
Problems have arisen from a
variety of causes, but behind
all is fa pervasive uncertainty
about the continued existence
of fisheries resources In the
face 'of the intense
competition taevIern. .

The situation was described
succinctly in 1972 by the
National Advisory Committee
'on Oceans and Atmosphere
(NACOA) in its first annual
report.to the President and the
Congress. In introducing its

discussion of the need to
rehabilitate United States
fisheries the Committee said

Fishermen have long
contended with one
another. Competition for a
common resource has silt
the commercial fisherman
against the sportsman, one
segment of the industry A,

against another, one
locality of the Nation
against another, one nation
against another. But now,
as a consequence of
technological improvement r-
and over-capitalization,
there exists the capability to
fish to extinction.
Awareness of this dreadful
possibility is becoming
universal... it,

This awareness certainly is
universal in.the U.S. fisheries
community. Tte-eettaitiq.04.,
the various el ments have
been discussed and
documented in a numeilr of
major conferences and
studies of the iast decade.'
Tile trends and Conditions of

articular concern are these:

Many important U.S.n'narine
fish stocks are becoming
depleted or threatened as,a

. result"gf increased fishing.

The rapid growth of foreign
fishing off U.S. coasts In

Reference is made .
paticularly to the University
of Washington Conference on
the Future of the U.S. Fishing
Industry, 1988; the reports, of
the Commission on Marine
Science, Engineering and
Resources, 196771969; and
the Technical Conference on
Fishery Management and
Development of the U.N.
Food and Agricultute
Organization, 1973.

25, c
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recent years is an important
factor in the depletionof
Marine resources.

Increasirig deterioration of
marine and estuarine envi-
ronments threatens the
luture of .U,S. fish stocks.

The growth of marine
recreational fishing
increases the deman
on fisheries resources and
its future,needs' will be a

?major factor in fisheries
Management.

While the world catch has
increasedin response to
growing demands for
fishery products,tha U.S.
catch has remained static. .

Large segments of the U.S.
harvesting Industry are in a
chronically depressed state,
end overall productivity has
remained level or
decreased.

U.S. consumption of fishery
p rod ucts'has nearly
doubled in the last twenty-
fiveyears, the increase
being met by a fourfold
increase in imports.,

These fundamental problems
rsist, and there is little

r-reason to hope that they will
sprnphow rectify themselvet
Action sullto the times will
be required to solve them and
to realize fully tht oppor-
tunities inherent- in
cultivation of the Nation's
living marine resources.

r3

A Phan to Achieve
National Goals,
As a design for the future, the
National Plan sets courses for
long term action to remedy
such problems.

The plan rlroposes speckfic
measures to move the marine
fisheries toward achievement
by1985 of four broad goals
touching major elements of
the national interest in such
resources. The goals, bvnich
form the theme of the plhn,
are:

To restore, maintain,
enhance, and utilize in a
rational manner fisheries
resources of importance to
the United States.

To improve the contribution
of marine resources to
recreation and other social
benefits.

To develop and maintain
healthy commercial and
recreational fisheries
industries.

e To increase the supply of
wholesome, economically
'priced, seafood products to
the consumer.

Development df a plan was
urged in 1973 by the National
Advisory Committee on
Oceans and Atmosphere
(NACOA), which suggested
that the task be undertaken by
the National OCeanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) of the U.P. Depart-
ment of Commerce. By the
end pf the year a small full-
time staff from the National
'Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS)tad been assigned to
the project under the guidance
of two steering committees,
one internal and the other a
subcomMittee of the Marine
Fisheries Advisory Committee
(MAFAC) with representation
from NACOA. As a planning
guide, these committees
instructed the staff to proceed

4 4

on the assumption that the
U.S. fisheries jurisdiction e
would soon be extended to
20p miles froth the coast.
However, it recognized the
vital need for such a plan even
if such an action were delayed
of not taken. ,

The proCess of planning
involved wide consultaticin
inside and outside govern-

, ment, Goals, problems,
issues, and possibilities for _

action were considered in
More than one hundred public
meetings in some fifty
locations. Thesewere con,'
ducted with the cooperationof
Sea Grant universities, the
Marine Advisory Service, the
Interstate marine fisheries
commissionsAand state
agencies. Participants
included, wore than 3,000
persons rdPresenting virtually
every aspe'ct of general
concernfishermen, Com-
mercial and recreational;
state and Federal fisheries
officials; representatives of
fisheriqa industries;

',spokesmen for environmental
and recreational groups; and-
perscins from universities and

- research laboratories. In three
extensive review papers of
August 1974, and April and
June 1975, proposals %verso
submitted to public and Q,r,
professional examinotion aid
hundreds of written co
rnents were received. Th
opinions expressed w
expectedly, diverNot all
who were consulta, ip,
meetings or otherwise, will
support all,of the recom-
mendations as they are
presented. The pPan never
theless constitutes a
thoroughly considered.
response to the views and
suggestions contributed so
geherously.

4.
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THE STATUS OF U.S. MARINE-fISHERIES

Most of the worlds marine
fisheries resources live in the
temperate and sub-arctic shelf
areas of the oceans. Almost a
fifth are found in waters withifi
200 miles of the U.S. coasts.

Yet, with such riches at hand,
the United States has not
devised truly national
approaches to harvest and
use. The Nation s unmatched
technological capacities have
not been applied uniformly to
the fisheries. Nor has the
Nation made the important'
decisions in the fields of
fisheries law, regulation, and
national policy needed to
protect its resources and
realize their potential. Perhaps
the greatest irony is that,
although the United States is
rich in resources and the

41,

capability to develop them,
other countries have supplied
its growing needs for fishery
products.

To understand this paradox
one must examine the con-
dition of the fisheries as a
wholehow the condition
came about, and how
economic or other factors
Med the fisheries generally
or in their separate parts.
Such an examination coverp
four, areas of national
concern.

The condition of fish stocks
and their habitats.

The nature and economic
value of u.S. commercial
fishing.

The poaltion and provable'
future of marine

, recreational fishing.

The contribution of marine
fisheries to the U.S. food
supply.

The_Condition of Fish
Stocks in U.S.
Coastal Waters
ft is estimated that the stocks
of fish off the U.S. coasts are
capable ot yielding 20 to 40

pounds annually on a
sustained basis.

This wealth of fisheries
resources off the U.S. coasts
has attracted a vast influx of
foreign fishing in the last
fifteen years. Due in part to
the lack' of comprehensive .
management authority and
the absence of effective
management programs,

fishing has difficult,
meaningful over

often inadequat, and at times
_absent altogether.

.

A
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By 1972, the foreign catch In
U.S. coastal waters had
reacbed an annual level of 7.9
billion pounds.* Of this total,
Japan took about 4.4 billion
pounds and the U.S.S.R.
about 2.4 billion pounds.
Since 1938; one third of the
increase of all Japanese
catches and one-fifth of the
U.S.S.R. Increases have come
from fishing operations within r-
200 miles of U,S. coastlines.
An example of the trend of
Increasing foreign catches
frorrrWaters of the U.S. coast
is illustrated in Figure 1. The
result of such rapidly growing
catches has been a drawing
down of valuable fish stocks
to levels low enough to reduce
production and, in a number
of cases, to threaten their
survival.

Catches and landings are
reported Internationally In
millions of metric tons, but In
the United States in millions
or billions of pounds. It was
decided to use the pound as
the unit of measure In the
National Plan since this unit,
is widely used and
understood In the U.S.
fishing and processing
industries.' One million metric
tons equals 2.2 billion
pounds.'

..

00

9

Figure 1. Estimated U.S. and foreign .
catches of groundfish and
herring off'Alaski,
Washington, Oregon, and
California
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1/ Some stocks have been so reduced through overfishing, or any
other,man-induced or natural cause, that a substantial
redudtIon In fishing effort must be achieved so.that stocks can
replenish themselves to produce optimum yield.

V Not all stocks-tietlieted.
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Not only are many important
stocks of fish already

. seriously deterloraked, but
these changes in abundance
may produce serious changes
in Vologrcal relationships
that we cannot r foresee.
Marine are
complex, and our knowledge
gf them is limited, but we can
see how overfishing creates
additional dangers.

FOr example, on many fishing
grounds a variety of species
exists in the same place at any
given time. A trawl fishery

, seeking a particular target
species will, in addition, catch
many of the others, and where
there is overfishing the other
species will also decline in
abundance. A prime example

a

Is the catch of Pacific halibut
by the pollock fishery in the
Eastern Bering Sea, an
incidental catch so high as
to have caused an alarming
decline in halibut, despite
1ecades of joint U.S..
Canadian management of the
halibut on a single species
basis.

In the KorthwestAtlantic
Ocean, the original decline df
the haddock was caused by
massive pulse fishing of the
species. It has not recovered,
primarily because of the inci-
dental harvest of haddock by
foreign vessels now seeking
cod and red and silver hake.

Effective management
requires that the optimum
yield for the total biomass be
considered in addition to
considerationsof optimum
yields for individual species.
Management of the total
biomass can permit effective
control of the incidental
catch, and make possible
maintenance of the ecosystem
in its most productive state.

a

.

'Attrition of Fish
Habitats

Fish habitats in the U.S.
coastal and estuarine waters
continue to be lost to physical
encroachments and the
effects of pollution.

Many marine species art.L...at
dependent upon such areas
for their existence, but the
environments they need are
slowly but surely being
diminished by dredging,
filling, and other
modifications of shorelines.
Information on the impact of
these changes is fragmentary
and incomplete, but much
available evidence shows that
the cumulative effect of such
changes acts to reduce the
stocks of fish upon which
commercial and recreational
harvests depend.

et.

Two examples illustrate the
kinds of changes that are
occurring.

The first relates to dredging
and filling of estuaries.
Between 1950 and 1969, 4 per-.
cent of the Nation's habitat
areas were lost through such
action. The figure in itself may
not seem high but, if followed
by others of slmilaf amount
over the next period, the
cumulative losses could
become formidable. Further,
the loss of 4 percent is only a
national average. On the
Southwest Pacific coast, the
loss was three times this-12
percent over the same period
As a more localized instance it
is estimated that the State of
Connecticut has lost two-
thirds of its original 27,000
acres of wetland since 1900.
Fairfield county in that State
lost 45 percent of its wetlands
in the ten years prec
1967.

S
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The second example Is the
accumulating Impact of
pollution on shellfish environ-
ments. In the five years
between 1966 and-1971, the
area closed to shellfish
harvesting because of
environmental pollution
increased by 6.4 percent.
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The Nature At Value
of the U.S.
Commercial Fishing
Industry

A

The U S commercial fishing
industry consists of 130,000
fishermen, 1,800 processors, .

1,200 wholesalers, and 2,000
importers/exporters, plus
frozen and canned food
distributors and retail,
restaurant, and institutional
buyers. It is largely composed
of many small enterprises
spread along the coastal
states and throughout-much
of the interior of the country.
An estimated 80 percent of the
fishing craft in the United
States are indiVidually owned;
84 percent are under 5 tons.
Small-unit operation also is
characteristic of the
processing industry. Com-

paratively few large com-
panies exist. About 42 percent
of the processing plants have
annual sales of less than
$100,000. Only 17 percent
have sales over $1 million and
only 2.4 percent (forty-three
plants) have sales of over $10
million. The few companies
that may be considered giants
In the fish processing Industry
are quite small When com-
pared to large companies in'
other areas of food
processing.

World landings have tripled
since 1948, although the
increase has dropped off
somewhat since 1971, largely

due to the tremendous decline
in landings. of Peruvian
anchovy. U.S. commercial
landings rose in the aggregate
only slightly since 1948; froth
4.$ billion pounds to 4.7
billion pounds In 1973. A
gradual rise to a high of 5.3
billion pounds In 1962 was
followed by a decline to the
4.7, billion pound level.
Despite arising demand In the
U.S. for fishery products, U.S.
fleet, with the exceptions

ncipally of the shrimp,
aha, klog crab, salmon, and

menhaden fleetsgenerally
have remained undeveloped or
have deteriorated. Processors
have had to rely,more and
more on Imports to meet
increasing demands.

In the last fifteen years, other
,nations with large and
efficient fleelsmany sub-

-sidized and carrying the most
.technologically advanced -
equipmenthave greatly

0
1950 1960

st
1970

J

Figure 2. Historic World
and U.S. landings
of fish and shellfish

1.
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increased theirfishrng efforts.
Gains recorded by six leading
fishing nations are reflected in
data published by the United
Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). The gains
(the totals including shell
weights) were these: Japan,,

"from 18.110 22.4 billion ..
pounds; U.S.S.R., from 3.3 to
16.2_billion pounds; China,
from 5.9 to 16.7 billion
pounds; Norway, from 2.4 to
7.0 billion pounds. For Peru,
the rise actually was 23.3
billion pounds by 1971, but
the 1972 landings fell-sud-
denly to 10.6 billion pounds
because of reduced catches in

r-

the atichovy fishery. In 1973,
whil foreign fishing fleets
hary ted an estimated 7.9
billi pounds within 200.
miles of the U.S. coast, the
domestic fleet landed 4.4
billion pounds in the same
area, and over half a billion
pounds, mostly tuna, off
foreign shores. It was
estimated that, at the same
time, U.S. marine recreational
fishermen landed over 1.6
billion pounds.

4

tt

The Growth of Marine
Recreational
Fifheries

A large number of persons
enjoy the seashores and
estuariesanglers, shellfish
gatherers, boaters, swim-
mers, and others. Recreation
has become one of the major
uses of coastal waters,
shorelines, and estuaries, and
has generated considerable
economic values. These uses
of the marine environment are
expected to continue to
increase rapidly in the next
ten years.

4'

. .

A number of important marine
specie; are of interest to
recreational fishermen. A
partial list is given in Table 2,,
Thp list is based upon'the
1970 Survey of Marine
Recreational Fishing. Also
included are some species
that are not caught in large
numbers but are impoitant
because of their trophy status,
decreasing abundance in
recent years, or future'
potential for recreation.

...Ritolotime-r10;spicieffofinieiestigiO4-000i011:-.Nstlerfoikty.:-

:it, 4-4,
Mantle Coast

Atlantic mackerel
Billfishes
Black- seabasses.
truefish
Bonefish
Cods, hakes
Dolphin

'Drum, and red-
King mackerel

Northern bluefln tuna
Porgies =

-.Puffers '
Sharks

Snook
Spot

'Spotted sea trouts
Striped bass
&inner flounder
Tarpon

Weakfish
Winter flounder

41*

Gulf of Meitico

Billfishes
Black drurn
lichefish
.Catfishes

Croakers

polphlit

,K1rwrnackenit
Grolipers.

'Perches
POrglab,

Red drum ,

Sea trouts (spotted, sand)
Snappers
Shoal<

Spanish mackerel
Sumlner flounder
Tarpon

Turras

.

Pacific Coast

,;!)Albacore
Barracuda

Billfishes
Bonito
Ditiffornia halibut

'hinOck-s.41moli
salmon

t 13,acific-bastas,

PaCific flatfishes
Rockfishes
Stripe'if bass
\Surf perches
h'pnas

"
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eys of marine
anglers have n few and
their reliability i not con-
sidered to be hig . A national
study of mann, fishing
conducted at five-year
intervals (1955-1970) by the
Bureau of Census for theish
and Wildlife Service andTle
NMFS, showed that the
numbers of marine
recreational fishermen
increased in that period from
4.6 million to 9.5 million.

, {Figure 3.) This trend indicates
that the number of fishermen
will increase substantially by
1985.

Marine fishing activity rose in
the same period, from 58 to
114 million angler-days. The
1970 catch of 1.6 billion
pounds was equal to about
two-thirds of the total U.S.

711

food fish catch in the same
year, although there Are no
data on what part of the
recreational catch actually
was csumed. No
shellfiAing activities were
included in the studies. A
survey made in 1974 on a
slightly different basis, (CF
#6236; NMFS, NOAA) gave a
preliminary estimate of 5.7
million marine recreational
fishermen.in the coastal
states including and north of
New York State, compared
with the estimate of 1.67
million in the same states ill
1970 derived from the earlier
Bureau of the Census survey.
This estimate and the results
of othekregional surveys of
the number and activities of
marine anglers indicate that
participation in marine
recreational fishing is much

Figure 3. Trend in numbers of
marine anglers. Based
on Saltwater Angling
$u rvey. (C.F.S: 6200)
finfish only.

greater than previously
believed.

The discrepancies between
different surveys demonstrate
the need for improved and
expanded surveys to provide a
more reliable picture of the
importance of marine
recreational fishing for future
planning and management. In
any case, it is evident that the
total number of marine
recreational fishermen is
tremendous and growing.

Marine angling not only
provides recreation and food,
but contributes substantially,
to the economy. It has been
estimated from the Bureau of
the Census surveys that the
direct expenditure of marine
anglers for goods and services
totaled $1.2 billion ($130 per
angler) in 1970. To this $1.2
billion could be adqed $1.5
billion in primary economic
benefits resulting from marine
recreational activities, a total
of $2:7 billion. However, little
is known of the dimensionsof
the commercial activities that
depend on marine anglerd.

.f

N

Few economic surveys have
been made of boat and motor'
deplers, and boat and tackle
rentals, fishing guides,
fishing piers, charter and
party-boat operators, and
others offering direct services
to anglers, or of other
activities indirectly affected
by marine anglers.

In addition to the millions of
anglers seeking food,
recreation, find trophy fishes,
there is an even larger number
of people who participate in
general recreational activities
in the marine environment.
These and many others are
deeply concerned about the
status of all the seas' living
resources. To them the
conservation not only of
flihes, but of birds, mammals
and other species in the
marine ecosystem is of great
importance. Fisheries
agencies should be alert to
management of fishing
practices that may be
detrimental to other species
and develop means to avoid
such damage:

11
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Fish and Food Supply

In 1965, FAO estimated that
the maximum potential annual
yield of conventional species
of marine fish, crustaceans,
and mollusks from the world's
oceans approximated 260
billion pounds (130 million
short-tons). Subsequent FAO
reassessments have agreed
that the figure is well over 200
biln pOunds. By 1972, the
to al catch was about 50
percent of this potential. The
world nominal catch of marine
fish and shellfish had
increased in fact, between
1938 and 1972, from 42. to
125 billiorrpounds.

An ultimate total of two or
three times 200 billion pounds
may be possible if harvesting
turns to less familiar types of
marine animals. Such animals
include, for example, squid
and other cephalopods,
heavily fished in a few areas,
almost untoubhed elsewhere.
Other examples are the krill of

Antarctica and the lantern fish
of the warmer oceans.,Har-
vesting and marketing of
these species on a large scale
present serious technological
problems. Nonetheless, some
experts have estimated that
the total sustainable annual
harvest of ati species might be
on the order of at least 300 to
650billion pounds, a volume
of animal protein sufficient to
furnish a substantial share of
the basic requirements of a
future world population of 6
billion expected by the year
2000. It is important to note
that such increases in the
catch of squid, krill, or other
fishes low in the food chain
would be likely o lead to

reductio in the catches
of familiar`sp

Estimates of fisheries
potential must be viewed with
caution,Not only are many of
the data uncertain or lacking,
but the estimates are based
upon the harvest modfal of
maximum sustainable yield
(MSY). There has been recent

criticism from the scientific
commtAty of MSY as the
basis for fishery management,
and scientists have suggested
that the harvest should be set
well below MSY to insure
against ecological damage.
Together with the benefits of
our harvest from the sea
comes the responsibility to ,

manage that harvest to
maintain present and fUture
options and to prevent
irreversible long term adverse
effects.

The U.S. Supply of
Fishery Products

The overall volume of U.S.
commertial catches has

remained essentially static
over the last twenty-five.years,
althoughthe proportion of
foodfish landed declined from
70 percent to 50 percent. ,

However, the U.S. con- -

sumption of edible fishery

2

1950

Figtire 4.

1960 1970

U.S. landings, imports,
and consumption of
edible fishery products.
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products did not remain
constant. It nearly doubled
over the same period, as
shown In Figure 4. The
increase was supplied by a
steady growth in imports from
700 million pounds in 1948
4.7 billion pounds in 1973
(r weight basis)nearly a
slxfo ultIplIcation. imports
of Indus Jai products,
principal y fish meal, grew
even mo e rapidly, reaching a
high po nt of 13 billion pounds
(round fight equivalent) in
1968 From en they declined
to their lowest level since
1950due largely toe fall in
fish meal Supplies from Peru.
The total value of food fish
imports in 1973 was $1,1
billion. The volume in round
.weight was twice that of the
U.S. catch

The overall record is one of
increasing dependence by Ihe

4.. United States on the proddcts -
of other nations' fisheries.

So much for the past. What is
the future expectation for U.S.
fisheries?

PRESENT

Several long range forecasts
of U.S. landingsend. Imports
of marine fish, by weight and
value, Aave been made.

Two recent:diesare par-
ticularly rel ant.

The first study is The
Economic Value of Oceana
sources to the United States,
a report prepared by Robert R.
Nathan Associates for the
Commerce Committee of the

. U.S. Senattand submitted in
December 1 74. According to
the Nathan forecasts, the total
U.S. consumptiop,of food
fish, now 7.0 billion pounds
(round weight), will grow by
1985 to between 7.3 and 8.7
billibn pounds depending
upon future circumstances.
The landed valuuf this
supply is put at $Z8 to $3.7
billion.

'0

r

I

.
Three forecasts of U.S foo.d
fish landings are made, each
of which is based upon one of
thp following assumptions:
(1) that 'conditions now
existing remain constant; (2)
that there is a long range
improvement in management
and in technological
development and mark
acceptance of new specs;
and (3) that, in additiogf, with
agreement upon( or imposition
of extended jurisdiction,
fishing rights within the 200 -
mile zone are largely reserved
to U.S.' vessels.

4
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Under the first assumption,
Nathan foresees U.S. landings
of fooQfish remaining
const t over time at recent I
levels.

Under the second of these
assumptions, U.S. food fish
landings will increase from 2.3
to 2.6 billion pounds by 1985,
an increase of 300
pounds.

UnciVi the third assumption,
U.S. food fish landings will
feach the 5.0 billion pound
level, an Increase of 2.7 billion
pounds,

Th second study is A
Baseline Economic Forecast
of the U.S. Fishing Industry,
1974-1985; developed ,for the
NMFS by Synergy, inc.

The Synergy-study, baked
upon the most compiete data
currently available, predicts
U.S. commercial landings and
imports 012 categories of
fish consumption. The fore-
cast assumes that historical
trends and cbaillons will
continue specifically that

will bem extension of
U.S. risdiction, thelatent
fisheries resources will not be
developed on abroad scale,
that supporting Gotiemment
programs will remain at

,present real levels with no
'major alterations in program
composition, and that in-
ternational cookeratIon and
sound domestic management
will prevent further overflsh-
ing. Proceeding from these

assumptions, and using
econometric methods, the

ynergy study makes its
eline" forecasts. Amon%

the coriclyelons:

U.S. edible supplies (con-
sumption) of seafood pro-
ducts will increase from 7.0'
to 9.3 billion pciunds (round,
weight) by 1985. But of this
total increase of 2.3 billion
pounds, 2.2 billion
pounds about 96 per-
centkillcome from
imports.

_IJcital U.S. landings will rise
only slightly, from the 4.7
billion poungts (round ''
weight) of 1173 to 4:9-billion
pounds in 1985.

In the commercial har-
vesting sector, employ:

revenues, and p uctivity
ment, average lodes, net

will increase at rates
experienced before1973,
although significant gains
may 8 achievad in wags
and n t 'revenues.

In th commercial .

proceeding sector, no more
than moderate gains are
expected by 1985.

7

The Synergy forecasts may be
considered reference points
from which any improvement
inthe future of the marine /
f istferies can be measured.

°

IS

1 ,

The Prospect in
Summary
Only if present patterns are
changed can U.S. fisheries
meet national needs. Other-
wise valuable stocks will con-
tinue to be depleted, fish
habitats will continue to
decrease, U.S. landings will
remain static, recreafional
opportunities will diminish,
and dependehce upon impale
Of fishery 'products will
grow. As NACOA noted, some
actions are presently being
made to counter these trends
taut not enough and not /.
quickly enough.

The plan sets forth national
goals to reverse these patlems
and makes a series of recom-
mendafionsto meet the goals.
In the net section,.a brief dis-
cussion of the actions needed 44
to meat eaeh of the goals is

-presented. This provides a .
rationale for the detailed
recommendations which
follow_

15
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4 The foregoing survey shows
the magnitude of the
problems that have frustrated
attempts to realize the
potential benef ItWfthe
Nation &living rrne.S
resources. The prospect of
extendedjunsdictIOn offers
hope of exclusive access to

iltbring Its own
new but extended
jurisdiction
problems o management
without solving, In Itself, the
problems of traditional con-
cern. What can be done, then-,
to meet the growing demands
for marine food and recreation
while maintaining and .

strengthening the resources?

The goals of the National Plan
were formulated as responses
to needs in four key areas.- fisheries resources,
recreation, Industry, and food
supply. The following brief
-discussion describes the

. actions that will be required if
these goals are to be
accomplished.

To restore; maintain,-
e nce, and utilize
in tional manner
fisheries resources of
importance to the
United States.

Achievement of this goal is
dependent on two related
actions each of which will be
the subject of a set of recom-
mendations. The first is effec-
tive management of fishing
operations, the second, pro-
tection of habitats essential to
the life cycles of commercial
and recreational fish species.

Depletiori of resources
through overfishing has come
about because of the absence

r

of comprehensive manage-
ment.k Authority for
management is incomplete

%nd varies among concerned
entities. No agreed direct
authority exists for manage-
ment in the contiguous
fisherieS zonefrom three to
twelvemiles from the U.S.
coasts. While some states
have well developed manage-
ment capabilities, others have
not. Frequently, regulations
formulated for stocks of
migrating between sta :s
differ from, stateetotate, so

4,,,that such stock may be
subject to cotiflicting
regulations. The Federal -
Government has no overall
fisheries management
organization, although it has
established a well developed
capability in two of the
necessary elements
research and enforcement. ,
Management of fisheries ,

tends to be by jurisdiction
rather than, as It should be, op

-the basis of plans for (tech
fishery broaOly applicable
throughout Its geographic
range. Management in
anadromouslIsheries
complicated by the "Boldt
decision" which preempts..
some historical rights of
states as resource managers. *
This division of authority .4.!
greatly Increases thettifficulty
of effective management of
these sp9cles.

wor

a

ifs..ComorejAis-14/ f IsherleS
management plans and means
.to implement them are
needed. While present plans
must be based upon thbest ,-----

:.-
available information on th
condition of tithe s
and factors affect' em,
the knowledge t and is In
many cas oefully
inad A major effort is

o increase the infor-
mation on U.S. fish stocks
and greatly Improve the under-
standing of their life cycles \
and ecological relationships. -
This information Is essential
for effective management and
allocation decisions and for
the wise use of the resources.
Such data should be collected
and evaluated regionally In
cooperation with,all Interested
parties. Development otplans
should Involve, where
appropriate, exchanges of
research Information
statistical data with fishermen
and scientists of other,
nations catching and studying .,'
fish stocks of Importance to
the UnIted'Statee. Plans
should befillrected at con-
serving and, where possible,
enhancing fisheries resources

', and restoring depleted stocks.
'` They should make provision

for allocations of resources

U.S. v. State of Washington;
384 F. Supp: 312 (Febaary
1974). This rodent case held
that certain Indian Met,
under Treaties with the
United States, had the right
to tale up fo 50 percprit of the
harvestable catch In waters
outside their reservations
which were otherwise subject
to State jurisdiction.
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between U.S. and foreign
commercial fishermen, and
among domestic commerdial,
recreatienal, and subsistence
fistiernien.

Present mechanisms for,
enforcing complianclth
fishing regulatiopspar-

' ticularly,by foreign vessels,
are in many rtespetts
Inadequate; and violations of
regulations,are frequent. An
effective management'system
must include an enforcenient
capability strong enough and
broad enough to make certain
that violations do not occur
or that, if they occur inci-
dentally, they do not place
important resources in
jeopardy.

As for the actions required to
protect fish habitats, other
considerations are involved.
Modern civilization itself
places heavy tnessure on
marine resources. About two-

\

4

4

thirds of,the marine fishes
found in U.S. coastal waters
inhabit, during some parts of
their life cycles, coastal and
estuarine areas increasingly
sought for commerce,
housing, recreation,.power
generation, or shipping.
Although it is difficult to
measure the changes In
productivity of fish stocks that
are caused by alteration of
habitats, it is obvious that
continually converting fish
habitats to other uses will ,

have cumulative irnpitct on
the size and condiffbn of the
stocks. Also, in view of recent
emphasis on development of
the outer continental shelf,
care must be taken to insure
that such operations are
conducted in a manner that Is
compatible with the continued
availabilify of these areas as
fish habitats..

Full IMplementation and
enforcement of existing
legislatiOn, together with new
legislation where needed, can
provide the legal basis to limit

, habitat losses and
degradation: Present efforts
to limit losses are inhibited,
however, by lack of infor-
mation on the extent' of the

losses and Mir effects, and ,GOAL
because inadequate means
exist to insure that proper
consideration is given to
fisheries' needs in the
pianningAnd control of
changes in the uses of land
and water, and in other envi-
ronmental modifications.
More must be learned on
efficient restoration of fish
habitats and the information
used to offset inevitable
losses. More effective use

-.must be made of present
'legislation to halt habitat
changes in local situations
when it is apparent these may
have critical effects.upon fish
stocks.

A further Important need In
the area of conservation, and
indeed of utilization, is tg
Insure that educational
programs are available to

'attractana train the increasing
numbers of scientific and
administrative personnel that
will be needed.

To develop. and
maintain healthy.
commercial and
recreational fisheries
industries.

The U.S. commercial fishing
industry has before it oppor-
tunities to reach new levels of
production and toexpand *
further its alreadysignificant
contributions to the Nation's
food supplies and economy.
For the Nation as well as for
the industry, the prospects
deserve urgent attention.

Projections of potential in-
creases in U.S. landings show
the effect they can have on the
U.S. economy. Table 3 gives ,

estimates of the effects on the
economy of increasing U.S.
landings to eachrof three
levels. These are compared
with a recent av ragefive-yea
and with the incre se
projected by the Sy ergy
atudy, which assumes a
continuation of present pro-
grams and no extension of
fisheries jurisdiction. It is
estimated that increasing U.S.
landings to meet the projected.
demand in 1985, i.e. by 2.3
billion pounds annually over
the 1973 level, would increase
the present value added to the
economy by over 50 percent.

1 7 3'



Table 3. Impact on the U.S'. economy
of alternative future levels .,

of U.S. commercial landings
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Increasing the catch by taking
over most foreign fishing, i.e.
increasing it by 6 billion
pdunds, would make the
United States a significant.
,fisheries exporter and would
more.than double the value

, added to the economy.,
What actions are needed to
enable the U 5, industry to
undertake such an expansion?
To consider this question, o
should consider what has
previously limited or
depresped,the produ
of my fisherie

In same cases, e al with
fish species o high m t
value,!xpansion of the c m-
mercial fishery has be n
limited bysupply This ay be
the result; varlet
Ca oc may

e fully fish:i and I :ble
of providid hary sts.
Some are depleted or
restricted by quotas or I mitt
ations inttnded to prot t
tecreational needs. Th
locations and abunda de of
many stocks are ill de fined.

To increase prodpction rom
such stocks, where thi is
possible, depleted, sto, s
should be restored,
by reducing heavy fo gn
fishingD.Ich mays fect
them..Mere it is possible and\
useful, L5.5. fishermen should

b-e given preferential access
and, if necessary, foreign
fishing operations should be
terminated or modified.
Elpansion of some fisheries
may be possible in cases
where larger catches will.not
upset ecological balances.
Alternative fish stocks should
be identified to pr.', .e new
dationp for both c mercial
and reEreational fishermen,
although.fishing on such
stocks shouldofroceed with
caution until tdeir capability
to d without damage is
a sassed. Access by U.S.
fishermen to stocks outside
U.S. wit& should be
vigorously-supported,

In Gaser46 which-stocks are
abundant, the market may be
the limiting far pr. The U.S.
fisherman may not be able to,
compete with imports wbi.ch
often are directly or indirecgr
subsidized. U.S. consumer's.

not familiar with some
abundant species widely
consumed in other countries.

O

r.

Some fish 1114 not be
available in attractive forms.
The harvesting, marketing,
and distribution systems may
offer products that cost too
much or are of inferior quality.

Where demand is limited, 40
efforts must be made to in-
creaSe productivity, to lower
costs, and to insure higher ,

and more consistent quality in
thp products. Corrective
actions may lie in the .

directions of technological
improvement in harvesting
apd, plocessing, inappropriate
financial assistance, in im-
-proved marketing and
distribution systems, find
supporting information
services. The danger.in this
approacivf however, is that as
it is su sful it attracts In-
cr in capital to the fishery.
This quently raises the
cost of harvesting as the fish-
ery nears the limit of Ale fixed
resource. lncreasegcosts of
operation can then nter-
balance the gains ofd
mint pr rams. For this.
reason strong ideration
also should be given to
establishJg limited entry
prograTsdeSigned to-over-
come the adverse/effects of

6

the common-prope
of fisheries, effects
offset the advanc

,prOductivity secu
substantial cost thi
actions. Also deed(
review and rwilsic
regulations thaw-
unnecessarily to in
and raiseafishing, p
and distribution c

The respective ro
Government and In
achieving Increas
duction need carefi
sideration. Exper
other areas such as
culture has demon:
effective coembInt
action can be devel
produce strong,
taming Industries.

9
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In the field of recreational
flailing there is need to know
much more about the value
and size of the U.S.
recreational fishing industry,
the Industry which both sup-
ports and depends uponlhe
activities of the more than
nine million anglersanglers
who spent $1.2 billion for
equipment, supplies, and
services in 1970. Such ek
penditures are important to
the economic well-being of
uncounted numbers of small
businesses, including those 4

in the coastal "fishing
centers" used by recreational
fishermen. They are important
to the industries which manu-
facture fishing tackle and
gear, fishing boats and
motors, and other equipment
used by recreational fisher-
men. Assessment of these
economic activities and forces '
is essential to understanding
the condition of the fisheries
industry at large, and of the
kinds of attention that may be
required. The businesses
anti industrles supplying the
needs of recreational f isher-

men are as dependent upon
productive fisheries resources
as are the industries involved
in commercial harvesting and
processing. Before the total
value of the Natioh fisheries
can be established, these
activities must be surveyed
and inventoried, their
economic impacts recognized
by resource management
agencies, and their con-
tributions to the Nation's
economy identified.

GOAL
To improve the
contribution of
marine resources to
recreation and other
social benefits:
The remarkable growth of
marine angling has been
documented earlier.
Projections of such growth
suggest the significance of
marine angling to the Nation's
recreational needs, economy,
and food supply, and under-
score the need for careful
assessment of its impact on
fisheries resources. Assuming
Theavailability of op-
portunities and resources,
participation in marine
angling is expected to in-
crease by 1985 by as much as
50 to 100 percent over the
estimates of the 1970 level.
Several types of actions are
needed if marine recreational
fishIng.is to have room for this
g rdikth,

First, more information is,
needed on' f ish sucks of
present and potentlainterest

. to recreational fishermen.
Only with such Information
will it be possible to make
rational decisions in the
management of-resourcesto
protect and manage preferred
stocks, to offer alternatives to

species heavily fished, to
make equitable'allocations
among users, and to maintain
the conservation of resources
as a whole. Anglers them-
selves must be given better
opportunity to'Crffer advice
and comment before manage-,
ment makes allocation
decisions. Research on the
effects of recreational fishing
on marine fish stocks should
take into consideration the
possibility of the future need
to develop restrictions on
sizes, seasons, and gear
similar to those now applied
to some freshwater fisheries.

Second, it is essential to ob-
tain more and better data on
the numbers of anglers and on
their activities and doend-
itures. Such dap wilehelp put
the total activity in perspective
and enable supporting in-
dustries to respond more
readily to changing '
requirements. In addition,
improved means should be
developed for monitoring and
evaluating the economic
impact of recreational fishing.

aslawar,
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Third, action must betaken to
Improve access to recreational
fishing areas. As marine
anglers increase in numbers,
shorelines, fishing piers, and
boating facilities become
crowded and congested,
creating conditions that
diminish the enjoyment of
fishing. The problem is
especially acute near metro-
politan centers, where
recreation is most needed.
Relief must be sought by
expanding areas and facilities
already available, and by
opening public lands now
closed to anglers The
development of additional
access must be undertaken
with full consideration of the
effects on the distribution of
angling effortend resultant
effects on local stocks of
recreational species. At-
tention must also be paid to
the need to retain attractive
fishing conditions. The desire
for a certain degree of,
isolation may bean important
part of anglers' motivation.

GOAL
To increase the
supply of wholesome
economically priced
seafood products to
the consumer.
The average person in the
United States consumed
directly 12.6 pounds of
commercial edible fishery
products in 1973. Most of the,
industrial fishery products
usecrin the United States
enter the human food supply
indirectly as animal rations.
When these are added Wile
edible consurription andboth
are expressed as round weight
of fish it gives a total use of
48.7 pounds per person. To
this should be added at least
7.5 pounds of fish and
shellfish from recreational
catches for a total use of
about 56 pounds per person in
1973.

The Synergy study estimated
that the U.S. consumption of
edible fisheries products
would increase by 1985 by 2.0
to 2.5 billion pounds (round
weight equivalent). If this
increase is to be met by U.S.
commercial fishermen, the
present U.$. catch of edible
fish must be approximately
doubled and the total catch,
including industrial fish,

increased by about 50 percent.
Such requirements constitute
a major challenge, and the
advent of extended
jurisdiction offers a new
opportunity to go beyond this
point and to supply export
markets created by growing
world demand.

Larger supplies for the U.S.
market may come from several
sources. The first priority
would be to increase U.S.
landings of natural stocks of
the U.S. coasts. This could be
done in three ways: (1) by
restoring fish stocks presfintly
depleted (although this could
take many years and in some
cases might not be possible),
(2) by increasing the U.S.

--fishermen's catch of stocks
now taken off U.S. coasts by
foreign fishermen; and (3) by
developing fisheries,
products, and markets for
resources now unutilized or
underutilized.

4

Projected increases in con-
sumption of some species
cannot be met from U.S.
stocks which now are fully
exploited or offer only limited
capabfflity for expansion. In
such cases solutions may lie
in the development of com-
mercial aquaculture, and
provision must be made for
developing a sound scientific,
engineering, and economic
basis to enable industry to
supply future demands that
cannot be met from natural
stocks:
Food products must be
wholesome, safe for con- 1
sumptiort and of a quality
that encourages consumer
interest and confidence.
Because fresh fish spoil more
rapidly than most other folds,
the quality ofifisheries
products, and consequently
their acceptance in the market
place, is often highly variable
and should be improved. The
growing variety of species
available and of processes for
converting them to products
for retail consumptIoncalls
for improved labelling to better
inform consumers.

The following outline shows
the relationship between the
goals of the plan and the
recommendations.
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A NATIONAL PLAN FOR MARINE FISHERIES

.,

Areas of
National Concern "

Goals for .
Marine Fisheries

FISHERIES
RESOURCES

Depletion of some fish
stocks due to overfish -
ing, including heavy
fishing by foreign fleets.
Shortage of information
on condition of certain
stocks of major interest
Inadequacy of
procedures for allocating
harvests

' Diffusion and lack of
responsibilities for
management
Broadening of
responSibilities under
extended jurisdiction

-

.

. ..._

Restore, maintain,
enhance, and utilize in a
rational manner fisheries d'
resources of importance

.

)
/

Degradation of fisheries
environment

. i
,-,

/
,

.---.........

/
-.,,.

lD TRYrf

-

,

,...

. ,

Segments of industry
- chronically depressed

141./. landings remain
s tic-
Some imports undersell-
ing domestic production
OvercapitalizatiOn in
some fisheries,

:-Productivity n:z-otim-

proved, or decreased in
---- some- fisheries

I.

Reg.inefficiencies,

in somulations

impose
e...,

fisheries

--

.

4

s

.

..
Develop and realsrtalh.
llealthy commerclalAnd,., . -.4 ,,, .. .

-recreational fishinglri,
austries

.

, ,
°

.,-1

.

RECREATION
Lack of biological in-
formation on recreational
fishes
Increasing demand for
recreational oppor-
tunitie§
Growing need for access
to recreational fishinq
Potential competitiorP
with commercial fish-

eries for limited fish
resources
Lack of information on
numbers, fishing efforts,
and expenditures of
recreational fishermen.
Lack of information on
size, Value, and structure
of industries supporting
recreational fishing.

Improve the contribution
of marine resources to
recreation and other
social benefits

, ' .

.

.

;.....,7.. 4......,
, . -

- t ,

4-,-

Providing fer increased
consumption of fishery
products

, increasing dependence
by U.S. on imports
Catches of some species
at or near maximum
limits

v

,

s4.4.-..5,=.- ,
QuallymilocResional
safety eiroblemi with
some fishery products

. ,..

.

Increase the supply of
wholesome economically
priced seafood products
to the consumer

.
.

.

.,.., d.
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Piitsible Major Policy-Thruits
-and Implementing Proposals

Anticipated

R

..
,

Manage for optimum .

-utilization
New State/ Federal in-
stitutional arrangements
including regional
organizations
Improve biologicaj and
statistical information
Wide consultation on
planning '
Mechanism for allocation
and limited entry

- .

, .
.

Expand surveillance,
enforcement
New mechanisms for
management costs k

Prov'Oe opportunities for
co inued U.S. harvests
of/ ighly migratory
sPecies and harvests
.,
in areas of historic

,' importance
New international

,arrangements

.
U.S. stocks of fish
restored and conserved
U.S. fishing oppor-
tunities in waters out-
side U.S. jurisdiction
maintained '

.

$

.

.

_--:--

...

0

-

-Consider fish habitats in
decision-making affect-
ing these areas
Mitigate l'Osees, restore/
habitats lost or
degraded, and enhande
habitats where feasible

Establish as necessary,
sanctuaries and reserves
Improve and disseminate
needed information

Improved conservation of
fish habitats 71

,

*.Legislation to rea irm
-national interest n a
strong-U,S. fl Ing
Industry - ..

Estat2iish an fective
fishery dev iopment
program

t Expand rams for ,
Ashery t noi ogy,
-financia assistance, and
-provkif g economic and

'marketing information
Provide technical

. assistance, grants and
loans to establish fish-
eri es cooperatives
Consider controlled
access of certain fish-
eries .
Minimize impact-o,
restrictive laws ,

,,
-lOrgas .
production
61:i>tilas.vm-ga:d6-..0:841

Otti:IMP
lor Improved inf,ematibn

pOmpeliiilapo,,sit(WO
'04:ciiiirrn C tit
"14341

I:0

- ...::';3 :."-_,--
disetfirti me

employment (0
eiikitarkr .

'661004E4h
--cloiittto-.4';

,-&

Ex hded information on
recreational fishery

. resOurcesjor manage-
ment and participation
Increased abundance
,and availability of

'-recreational fishes
4 Increased access to

/ shorelines, fishing
/ waters, and fish

Evaluation of the needs
for assistance of
commercial enterprises
in developing access,
facilities and services
upon which marine 0
fishermen depend

Improved information
on recreational fish-
eries for management,
planning, and support-
ing service
IMproved access for
marine fishing oppor-
tunities

Greater and more
diversified °poor-
tunities for marine
angling

.

0
increaseU.S. landings

2.3 billion pounds by
1985`
Develop public and
private aquaculture for
selected species
Mandatory inspection of
seafood products

-DwOop a uniform
syfferri for identifiqation
of seafood pioducts

.
. .

,11

,..

I

.

Assured supply-offish,
ery products to U.S.
consumers .

improved U.S. balance,
of payments
Safe,-wholesome, and
clearly identified fish-
ery products for U.S.
consumer

: 4

.
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TO IMPROVEACAMGIMENTAND
CONSERVATION Of MARINE' FISHERIES

Recommendation 1.

Establish policies,
plans, and
institutional manage-
ment arrangements to
restore, maintain, and
enhance fish stocks
within U.S.
jurisdiction, to ensure
the equitable
allocation of these
stocks, and to assist
in the conservation of
stocks of importance
to the United States
outside U.S. waters.

1.1 Manage fish stocks for
optimum utilization. (3q1(a)
(1).]*

1.2 Establish stateand °
Federal institutione
arrangements for
management of domestic
fisheries resources. [302, 303,
304, 305, 306.]

1.3 Ensure that interested
parties have opportunity to
advise on the needs for
fisheries management plans
and the contents of them
[302(g)(2). 302(h)(3), 305(a),
305(b).]

0

The numbers in parentheses
following each management
recommendation refer to the
corresponding sections in the
subsequently enacted P.L.
94-265.

1.4 Develop a sound,
statistical and scientific data
base for the fisheries

'resources to be managed.
[301(a)(2), 304(4).]

1.5 Improve and expand
Federal and state surveillance
and enforcement capabilities
as needed. [311.]

1.8"- Provide a mechanism
which would permit for
limiting entry into fisheries
where biological, economic,
and social evidence shows
Such action to be appropriate. '"
[303(b)(6), 304(cX3)]

1.7 Establish a mechanism
for allocating the harvest,
providing for regional
variations as appropriate.
[201(4), 301(a)(4)]

1.8 Develop a funding
system to pay management
costs. [204(b)(10), 304(d).]

1.9 Provide a contintied
opportunity for U.S. fisher-

, men to participate in fisheries
for highly migratory species
wherever they are found, to
have access to areas of
historical U.S. fishing that
may be within the jurisdic-
tions of other nations, and to
participate where appropriate
in fishing for underutilized
species within other nations'
jurisdictions, and not subject
historically to U.S. fishing.
[202(a)(4).]

1.10 Strengthen inter-
national arrangements with
respect to salmonid socks of
U.S. origin and other fish '

stocks shared with adjacent
nations. [202(a)(4XB).]

k

The Federal Government has.
no authority to manage
fisheries except in cases
where international treaties,
endangered species and, in
certain instances, creatures of
the shelf are involved. It Is
anticipated that with ex-
tension of U.S. fisheries,
jurisdiction the United Slates
will be given the responsibility
for management and con-
servation of fish stocks out to
200 miles from shore. A new
national policy should be
adopted-to create a
cooperative. State/ Federal 4

management authority to
overcome deficiencies which
have existed in the past. For
fisheries resources which are
predominantly within the
jurisdiction of a single state,
management responsibility
should remain with that state.
For fish stocks predominantly
witpin three miles and shared -
by two or more states, or
which migrate seasonally be-
tween state and Federal
jurisdictions, management
should be by the states, with
Federal assistance and ad-
vice. Provision should be
mfite-f or the Federal
Gievernment under certain
conditions to break impasses
which may arise between
states in the management of
such Stocks. For fisheries
beyond the territorial limit,
management should be by the
Federal Government, with
advice and assistance from
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the states. Whatever govern-
mental jurisdiction is
Tsponsible for a particular
fishery, it must have authority
to manage a stock throughout
its, range.

Tfie policy and imple-
mentation decisions made .

concerning state and Federal
roles in management must

.take into account the needs
and interests of commercial
and recreational fishermen
and the general public.
Statisticaland scientific
information will have to be
obtained as quickly as
possible on stocks of
significant value to establish
sound bases for management
decisions. Existing sur-
veillance and enforcement
programs will have to be
improved and expanded to
assure compliance with
management programs. A
system of fees should be
established to support the
management program.

sN,

Present international
arzangements will have to be
modified as a result of the
expected extensions of the
fisheries jurisdictions of the
U.S. and of other coastal
nations. Studies of new
policies and mechanisms
should be started soon to
make ain that the new
arrangem s properly
recognize . Interests. The
arrangemen s must provide
for (1) the protection of
salmonid stocks of U.S.
origin ; (2) the rriaintenance of
stocks of highly migratory
species and stocks
historically fished by U.S.
nationals, but now within the
jurisdictions of other coun-
tries; and (3) the continued
access by U.S. fishermen to
all such stocks.

Two fundamental changes
from present practice and
policy are proposed here: (1)
allocating the responsibility to
the Federal Government for
management of fisheries that
remain predominantly outside
the territorial limit, and (2)
providing 'the opportunity to,
control access to a given
fishery when it can be
demonstrated that exercise of
this option is desirable or
necessary.

4.-

1.1

f49nage fish stocks
for optimum .

utilization.
Optimum utilization is defined
as that which provides the
greatest benefit to the Nation
as determined on the basis of
all relevant economic, social,
biologic,* and environmental
factors, but in any event sets
the level Of harvest below that
which will cause ecological
damage.. It offers the
flexibility that enables
management to meet the w.1*
variety ofneeds occurring in
different regions and different
fisheries. It involves a con-
tinuing process of
establishing and evaluating
goals for a fishery through
consideration of all aspects of
local, regional, and national
interest, and the use of the
best available techniqunto
achieve these goals. Particular
resources may be,reserved for
recreational or commercial
fishing in situatiqns in which
social, economic or other
factors make joint use
inappropriate.
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Maximum sustained yield
should be abasic guideline for
optimum utilization of the
total biomass or of individual
species, as appropriate. The
harvest should not exceed
MSY except in unusual in-
stances in which it Is
determ ed to be desirable to
fish a ock more heavily for a
sp c purpose, e g , to
reduce the abundance of
dogfish to improve th&fishery
for associated species Where

" relevant ecological in-
formation is lacking, harvest
may be setat some fixed level
below MSY Where such data
are available and cannot be
considered in making an MSY
estimate, they should be
evaluated as objectively as
possible and considered in
est ablighing the harvest levell
Under optimum utilization,
MSY may be established as
the management objective in
one fishery and maximum net
economic yield the objective
in another. In some fisheries,
either MSY or maximum net
economic yield may be the
principal objective. The ob-
jective may be modified by
°per objectives, as deter-

S

mined to be appropriat
provided there is a full n-
derstanding of the effec .s of
such modification on the
principal objective.

A variety of situations will be
,encountered in determining
the optimum utilization of fish
stocks. For some fish stocks
it may be desirable to prohibit
or reduce harvest for a period
to rebuild them, or to permit
only a limited harvest to
maintain the stocks as prey
for more.desirable species.
With some stocks the harvest
may need to be restricted to
control the incidental catch of
immature fish of amore
valuable species, whereas in
still other stocks optimum
utilization may involve per-
mitting the harvest of im-
mature fish. In certain stocks
used by both commercial and
recreational fishermen, the
objective of management may
be to maintain the population
at a higher level than essential
for ecological balance to
provide better recreational
fishing. Management for
optimum yield must give
adequate recognition to the
need for safety factors which
alloif for the uncertainty of
biological information.
Management plans must be
designed to retain future
options for each fishery.

1.2
Establish state and
Federal institutional
arrangements for
management
of domestic
fish resources.
The structures of institutional
arrangements for fisheries
management should take into
account4he types of
management planning and
operations involved. As
visualized in this recom-
mendation, a management
plan is a comprehensive
statement identifying the
objectives appropriate to a
fishery and setting out actions
for achieving them. A
management plan usually will
be prepared for a single
species or for a group of
associated species, and if
possible for a total biomass.

Any management Plan should
be developed with con-
sideration of all available
information on the In-
terrelationships among the
subject species, the
associated species, and t
environment. A basi
assumption in these
recommendations is that
management plans will be
established for individual
stocks gr groups of s ks
wherever they occur, r er 4
than for each jurisdicti n j
which the stock or groups of
stocks occur. Management,
measures may differ in various
parts of a stock's range, based
on established need for such
variations, but they will be
related to the overall manage-
ment plan for the stock.

1.2.1 Establish major
policies and guidelines for
managing fisheries in the
contiguous fisheries zone and
for implementinglhe .

management program for
them. es0

Basic national policy for
marine fisheries management
should be established by ,.,

Congress through a fisheries
Management act. Within the
polic set by Congress, NOAA,
show develop national
guide!' and criteria to
guliiithe operations of the
Regional Fisheries ..

.

Management Organizations to
be described later. In
development of such
guidelines and criteria,
maximum opportunity to

t. 4 8
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contribute advice and counsel
should be afforded the states,
commercial and recreational
fishermen, other user groups,
and concerned organizations
and individuals, 4

1.2.2 Fish stocks that occur
predominantly within the
jurisdiction of a state should
be managed by that state.

Each coastal state shOuld
review and brihg up to date, in
light of increasing pressure on
the resources, its programs
for management of fish stocks
of significant value in its
territorial waters.

1.2.3 Fish stocks that occur
predominantly in the territorial
sea and are distributed in or
move through the waters of
two or more states should be
managed jointly by the states
with Federal assistance
through Regional Fisheries
Management Organizations
(hereafter Reg teirfal
Organizations):

These Regional Organizations
should be Created by Federal
legislation. Each should
Include among its voting
members the head of the
fisheries agenoy,in each state
of the regioji and the Regional

-Director of the National
Marine Fisheries Service. The
Regional Organizations

.*

should be given the following
powers and duties.

1. To recommend to the
Secretary which stocks of
fish are of sufficient im-
mortance to have

anagement plans
prepared for them.

2. To prepare management
plans for these fisheries
and to submit them to the
Secretary for review, for
amendment if necessary,
and for approval and -
promulgation by the
Secretary..

3. To submit recom-
mendations to the
Secretary on guidelines
and criteria such as op-
timum yield,
domestic/foreign quota
allocations, and fees to be
charged domestic and
foreign fishermen.

4. To combine or coordinate
their efforts with adjoining
Regional Organizations
where a particular fish
stock extends biworid the
geographic area of
responsibility of a single
Regional Organization.

In the development and im-
plementation of management
plans fora fishery not shared
by all of the states in the
region, the Regional
Organization could operate

Exich Regional Organization
should havp a professional
staff with necessary clerical
support.to coordinate the
work and conduct essential

, necessary functions in
communication and liaison.

through a
. sisting of

affected s
Regional
National M
Service.

ub-group con-
embers from the
tes and the \
rector of the

ine Fisheries,

The ma gement plans
should developed by the
affected states and the
Federal overnment working
through he Regional
Organizati ns. Where
possible, t plans for fish
stocks pred inantiy in the
territorial sea and distributed
between two or more states
should be implemented by
regulations enacted in each of
the affected states. State
fisheries agencies which do
not have the authority to adopt
such regulations should seek
amendment of their basic -
statytes to give them the
regulatory authority needed
for effective management. ,
Appropriate language for such
an amendment is available in
the suggested "Marine
Fisheries Management Act"
developed by the National
Task Force of the Council of
State Governments. Federal
legislation should provide that
if the states cannot agree on a
management plan, or if they
are unable to implement an
agreed upon plan, the
Secretary of Commerce
should prepare a management
plant the fishery concerned

and assume responsib ty for
regulation of the fish
pursuant to the management
plan.

1.2.4 Fish stocks occurring
predominantly in the con-
tiguous fisheries zone should
be managed primarily by the
Federal Government with the
advice of the states through
the Regional Organizations.

Federal legislation should be
enacted which will allow
implementation of
management plans and
regulations for stocks that are

distributed primarily beyond
the territorial sea, but which
allow for management of such
stocks throw h their range.1

The Regiona Organizations
will have all o the same
responsibilitiesand
authorities for contiguous
zone resources as outlined

,above in Section 1.2.3, for
stocks distributed .

. ,

predominantly in the territorial
sea between two or more
states.

The Federal Govern t may
delegate to a stat a group
of states certain aspects of
the implementation of a
management plan where the
state or states have
demonstrated the interest and

J.
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capability to assume these
responsibilities. Among these
Is the opportunity to par-
ticipate as killy as legally
possible in providing advice
and guidance to the Federal
Government on the
negotiation of international
agreements affecting fisheries
of concern to a region. Joint
involvement of Federal and

--State representatives will
assure makimum con-
tributions of state information
and experience and. will help
eliminate the misun-
derstandings and conflicts
that may result if the con-
cerned states have inadequate
opportunity to be heard in
international negotiations:

1.3
Insure that interested
parties have the
opportunity to advise
on the needs for
fish management

,plans and the
contents of them.

Comm al and recreational
fishermen ill be affted by
management regulations.
Representatives of con-
servation ap_Oons mer in-

- terestgroups will Cin=\

-1

oerned with the effects of the
tieheries.and fisheries
nianagementprograms on the
etiv,ironment and on the foci
supply. In addition, effective
fisheries management
requires the cooperation of
various segments of the in-
dustry in implementation of
management plans and in
furnishing data for stock,
assessment and informatioii
on fishing operations. It is
essential, therefore, that
these interested groups be
involved (n the development of
manageeent plebs.

1.3.1 The existing Marine
Fisheries Advisory Committee
could function as the national
advisory body to the Ad-
ministrator of NOAA on
fisheries management.

1.3.2 Federal legislation
should authonte the Regional
Organizations to appoint
advisory committees as
needed.

1.3.3 The Federal Govern-
ment and the Regional p
Organizations should solicit
through public hearings and
other mechanisms the advice
and cooperation of interested
parties regardingplans and
proposed regulafions.

3

l

1.4
Develop a sound
statistical and
scientific data base
for the fisheries
resources to be

_managed.

Effective management
requires information on the
abundance, distribution, and
condition of stocks and the
effects of various fishing
levels and of environmental
changes on stock abunda9te
and distribution. Such)n-
formaticip is being obtained
pn a number of stocks at
present under the Narinal
Marine Fisheries S (vice's
Marine Resources Monikoring,
Assessment and Predict
(MARMAP) program'and
through research programs of
some states. However, it is
presently far short of that 1.

needed for effective
Management of many fish-
eries.

In additiototh(bMARMAP

44

governments, and univer-
sities. The effectiveness of
this.rasearch should be
evaluated in light of demands
of management and new
efforts channeled into voids
found. In addition to
biological information, ef-
fective management requires
studies on the economic and
sociological aspects of fish-
eries concerned, and ad-
ditional research to improve
fisheries management
methods'.

1.4.1 Establish standards for
assessment of fish stocks as
part of the national policies
and guidelines for fisheries
management.

1.4.2 Expand the National
Marine Fisheries Service's
Marine? Resources Monitoring;
AssesSrnent and Prediction
program, incl tiding
cooperative fish stocks
assessment work-with the
states, universities, and the
industry, to obtain on a
continuing basis the needed

;information on all fish stocks
to be managed.

els

program, much applied and
basic research on marine fish
resources and fisheries is
being conducted by the
Federal Government, the state

A
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1.5
Improve and expand
Federal and state
surveillance and
enforcement.
capabilities as
needed.

Effective surveillance of
fi,stiing operations and en-
forcement of regulations are
required to insure the success
of fisheries management
programs. The pattern of
enforcement and surveillance
activities now carried out
covers fishing areas adjacent
to the United States with a
frequency that provides
generally good coverage.
However, to provide the,
surveillance and enforcement
efforts required for sound
management throughout the
area of extended jurisdiction
will-necessitate an increase in
the size and cost of these
programs. The cost of en-
fOrcernent can be lessened
and the fishermen's problems
and costs in complying with
regulationireduceikf en-
forcement aspects We given
proper attention in developing
regulations. (

4

States should continue to
have primary responsibility for
surveillance and enforcement
within state territorial waters.

1.5.1 As the Federal agency
responsible for the
managemenof marine fish-
eries resources, NOAA should
develop and implement, in
cooperation with the U.S.
Coast Guard and with the
states as appropriate, ef-
fective national surveillance
and enforcement programs in
the areas of U.S. jurisdiction.

To strengthen enforcement
capabilities, and to achieve
the most cost-effective
surveillance of foreign as well
as domestic fishing activities,
the program should employ all
appropriate procedures, in-
cluding: (1) mandatory
reporting thlough established
communication systems and
methods; (2) mandatory
reporting in log books; (3)
positioning equipment and
remote sensing; (4) sur-
veillance flights; (5) observers
on selected vessels; and (6)
random vessel patrols to
perform at-sea hoardings and
inspections. Dockside in-
spections of the domestic
fleet also should be per-
formed. The possible con-
tributions of information by
military, spate, and in-
telligence agencies should be

considered in development of
the surveillance program.

t5.2 integrate to t lest
extent practical ie
,capabilities of the states and
of the Federal Government for
surveillance and enfortement.

State demonstrating interest ,

and dapability in surveillance
and enforcement of fisheries
regulations over U.S. citizens
beyond state territorial waters
should'he encouraged, and
may be financially assisted, to
participate in joint sur-
veillance and enforcement of
fisheries regulations under
Federal deputization.

1.5.3- Expand research and
development with respect to
new and innovative sur-
veillance and enforcement
systems and techniques,
including electronic and
satellite monitoring.

The goals Of such irn-
proyements should be td
reduce the costs and increase
the effectiveneps.

1.5.4 Give to NOAA the
authority to impose civil
penalties for violations of
Federal fishing regulations by
domestic fishermen.

The prosecution of violations
should be quick and
equitable. Prosecution under
civil proceedings to the fullest
extent possible will assure

unifor ityof application\-7
throughout the country and
quicken settlemente:

The attorneys end the Federal
courts should\remain
responsible for prosecution of
foreign violators of U.S.
regulations. The U.S.
Department of State should
continue its role with regard to
enforcement Upon foreign
fisheries as this relates to
U.S. foreign policy.
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Establish a
mechanism for
limiting entry into
fisheries where
biological, economic
and social evidence
show such actioi to
be appropriate.

It should be pointed out at the
onset that this proposed
concept does not visualize the
Imposition of a limited entry
system on any given fishery at
this time. Intensive
evaluation, industry review,
and other studies would of
necessity precede any action.
Limited eatry is not an
essential comptinent in
marrageme of most of our
fisheries. I is an option which
would ben fit our fishermen in
some case and should be
maintained as an option.

4,

Fisheries in the United States
have been treated as a

tcommon property resource,
and have not generally been
associated with clearly
defined and enforceable
property rights except for
leasing of lands for shellfish
culture, and salmon in private.
hatcheries. Ac ss to a
resource is op , and it may
be explo y all MO wish
to en ge In fishing,-Irr
general, as a fishery develops
and profits increase, more
effort is attracted to the'in-
dusty. Up
larger yields be rvested
with greater am its of fish-
ing effort; but continuous
increases in effort beyond that
required to harvest the
maximum sustainable yield
resultin diminishing catches:

Even if overfishing does not
take place, there are
sometimes undesirable
economic consequances to
free access. More vessels tend
to be attracted to the industry
than are necessary to harvest
the available resource. Ex-
cessive capital and labor

,frequently enter the fishery
under these circumstances.
As excess fishing effort is
applied, tide cost per unit of
production increases. The
total revenues are sh'ared.by
more and more producers

J
until no pr
distributed, and revenues

remains to be,)
equal cods.

Sf

5

tr

Before fisheries reach this
point, economrc efficiency
should be improved through
the use of less fishing effort.
In economic terms, the most
efficient operation of the fish-
ery occurs when th maximum
net economic revenue is
produced. The economic
benefits which result can be
shared by the fishermen and
the consumer.

The inability of present U.S.
management machinery to
limit entry into coastal fish-
eries has in some situations
resulted in overexploitation,
overcapitalization, and user
conflicts.

Several techniques can be
employed to limit entry to
fisheries, including license
limitations, taxes and fees,
and fishermen quotas. None
of these options is universally
applicable: Careful con-
sideration should be given to
which one or which com-
bination would be best suited
to a particular fishery.

In implementing limited entry,
a means should be provided,
usually referred to as grand-
fathering, of assuring special
consideration of fishermen
currently participating in the ,

fishery. The.transition from
unrestricted access to limited
entry should be accomplished
as fairly as possible and the
burden of conserving the
resource and the vitality of the

*industry should be bomtin a
way that minimizes social and
economic dislocation.
Recommendations 3.2.1 and
3.2.4 propose factors to be -
considered in establishing
limited entry.
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1.7
Establi.sh
mechanism for
allocating the harvest,
providing for regional
variations as
appropriate.
1.7.1 Give domestic fisher-
men preferential access to
fish stocks within the 200-mile
zone consistent with optimum
utilization;

1.7.2 Give foreign fishermen
access to fish stocks beyond
12 and up to 200Vilifies up to
the optimum, utilization level
after the needs of domestic
fishermen have been ac-'
commodated.

In establishing optimum
utilization of a fish stock, a
part of all of the potential yield
may be reserved to prevent the
incidental catch of immature

fish of other stocks, to provide
recreational fishing of better
quality, to provide prey for
other species, or for other
management purposes.

1.7.3 Allocate U.S. fisheries
resources in excess of U.S.
requirements among foreign
countries according to
provisions expected to be
included in a treaty ginerging
from the Law of the Sea
Conference. In the absence of
a treaty, consider among other
things the demonstrated
willingness of affected
nations to abide by sound
conservation measures, the
existence of traditional
foreign fisheries and the
special needs of interested
nations. As a condition of
liceNing, foreign fishing
vessels should be required to
record and submit appropriate
catch and effort data.

1.7.14 Any harvest allocation
among states of interstate fish
stocks and stocks in the .

contiguous zone should be
made by the Regional
Organization as part of the
management plan for that
stock.

1.7.5 Any harvest allocation
of stocks which occur totally
within the waters of a single
state should be made by that
state.

Develop a funding
systeM to p,y
management osts.
Management cos include
the costs of.op rations,
research, regula on, relevant
environment pr tection, and
enforcement. management
system which ill restore
depleted stock , and maintain
stocks at high eld levels will
cost substantial more than
the present ma - gemerit
efforts, even w improved
efficiency of operations. The
present annual expenditures
for surveys and other activities
related to management of
marine fisheries are estimated
to be about $110 million$60
million by the coastal states,
$25 million by NOAA, and $25
million by the Coast Guard.

Adequate funding is essential
to the success of manager ent
and thus to the ability ofthe
United States to carry out its
responsibilities for conserving
and-utilizing thp fisheries

ACD

ea,

resources in the area of ex--
tended jurisdiction. At
present, management
programs are funded primarily
from Federal and state general
funds and state licejlse fees.

If dependence were placed
theon the ntinuance of

the present stem of fund-
ing, major ncreases in
general funding would be
required on the part of both
State and Federal Govern-
ments. Since such ap-
propriations would have to
compete with other high
priority state and national . '
needs, It appears unrealistic
to expect general fund ap-
propriations to provide all of
tle additional funding
'Spiked for long term fish=
eries management. It is

,probably equally unrealistic to -
expect,all management cost to
be borne by fishermen. The
result is likely to be that some
increase in appropriated funds
will be required, especially
during the period of transition
to a comprehensive
management regime, but that
some part of the ultimate cost '
can be covered from license
fees and other charges.

1.8.1 Continue the present
system of funding fisheries
management frdm various
Federal and state sources and
expand as appropriate.

t.,

k
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, Ps
1.8.2 LicenAt all domestic fisheriamanagement it has * 1.84 The Federal Govern-
marine commArcial and been assumed that soma of meat should assess fees on . I .7.,,

recreational fishermen and these costs can be covered , all foreign fishing permitted,
allocate the income to the
-Mete and Federal
management agencies.

Some states,now have
licensing systems for marine
commercial and/or
recreational fisheries, and hi
some cases significant In-
come is derived from these.
On the otherhand, the
management system en-

- visioned will place new
'responsibility on the Federal
Government, involving
ditibfial costs, including aid to
the states to Opand their own
management capabilities. In
developing the policies for
coopeditivii State/ Federal

A e

r4

from income from license Len
on the fisheries. A vexing
mblerniaxists on, how an
eq6itable arrangement ofa '
Federal and state license feb
system can be erected which
will not deprive the states of
existing income, which will
provide therVederal Govern-
ment witp a share of future I'
income, and-which will not
impose an improper burden on
the users of fishery resources.
This problem requires im-
mediate study.

The state did Pederal
licensing systems should be
coordin so aslo support
the manage nt programs by
provid ng the means to obtain

ed d catch and effort
atistics. Licensing,

irrespective of the existence or
amount of a fee, is essential
to Vae collection of muchcof
the basic statistical in-
formation required by a
resource management
program.

For a more datalled.recom-
mendation on licensinggf
marine recreatteneHttirng,
see Recommendation 4.1.3.

1.8.3 The states should give
consideration' toappropriate
poundage fees for domestic,'
commercial landings as
source of funding for
management programs

within the U.S. jurisdiction.

ln addition to the authority to
assess a fee to pay
management costs the
Federat shouldould
be ableio reserve the right*
place a charge on foreign fish -
jng,'for use of the resource,
when such a.charge is
determined to be appropriate.

e

in establishIng,a fee system
for foreign fishing, con-
sideration should be given to
its relation to the fees that are
being charged or may be
charged U.S. nationals by
foreign countries for
their waters The possibilit of
levying appropriate additio I

taxeslon imports of fisheries
roducts as a means,of °
fraying management costs

Iso spould be dOlored.

0

ale

N.

Provide contir
opportunity fa
fishermen to.°
participate.in f
for highly migi
species whew
are found, to
access to arc
historical U.S.
that may be wi
jurisdictions a
nations, and
participate wh
appropriate in
for undetutilla
spepes with
nations' jurisd
not subject
historically to
fishing. f.?
The United States h
and valuablEi fished
highly migratory:
primarily tuna, con(
large part in Interne
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wateraor in waters that may
come within the jurisdictions,
akextended, of other coastal
nations. Present
arrangements are inadequate
for international management
of these species. As frith
coastal stocks, hi ly,
migratory stocks should be

, managed as entities
throughout their ranges and
despite their distribution or
migrations from one national
jurisdiction to another.

Other major U.S. distant-
water fisheries including
those for shrimp off Mexico,
Brazil, and the Guianas will be
affected by the extension of
the exclusive jurisdictions of
these countries. The
designation of the spiny
lobster species as a creature
of the continental shelf by the
Bahamian Government has
adversely affected U.S. fisher-
men.

-L,

1.9.1 The U.S. Government
should advocate and par-
ticipate in international fish-
eries management progl'ams
designed to conserve highly
migratory fish stocks
throughout their ranges and to
provide opportunity for U.S.
fisheimen to participate in
these fisheries.

.11.11.

1.9.2 Highly migratory
species such as tunas, bill-
fishes, and sharks, which are
found in international waters,
should be managed by ap-
propriate international
organizations. Each coastal
nation should control its
nationals fishing these stocks
in accordance with the
promulgated regulations.
When the fish migrate into the
contiguous zone of a coastal
nation, that nation should
regulate all fishing for these
stocks, again in accordance
with regulations established
for conservation and
management of stocks by
appropria p international fish-

eries organizations. In the
abseoce of international
agreements, management
should be undertaken by State
and Federal Governments as
appropriate.

1.9.3 The U.S. Government
should negotiate international
agreements to secure con-
tinued opportunity for U.S.
fishermen to participate in
historical U.S. fisheries within
the extended jurisdictions of
other nations, and to permit
U.S. fishermen to participate
when appropriate, in fishing
for underutilized species
within the jurisdictions of other
nations and not subject
historically to U.S. fishing.

Results such as these might
be accomplished by:

1. Negotiations of reasonable
license fees for U.S. fisher-
men when such are ap-
propriate.

2. Negotiations of reciprocal
fishing rights with adjacent
countries.

3. Offering U.S. research and
technical assistance in
various fields, including
fisheries, to help the
cooperating nations.

4. Providing opportunity and
technical assistance for
establishing joint fishing
ventures in foreign
countries. ,

5. Negotiations of
preferential tariffs for entry
of fishery products from
nations permitting entry of
U.S. fishermen.

6. Training for fishermen in
developing countries to
utilize their local coastal
fisheries.

35
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1:10
Strengthen
international

. arrangements with
respect,toisalmonid
storcks of U.S. origin
and other fish stocks
shared with adjacent
nations.

The U.S. Government should
seek agreement in the Law of
the Sea Conference and in
international commissions to
minimize the catch of U.S.
salmonid stocks on the high
seas beyond the.U.S.-con-
tIguous zone. The United
States should develop
agreements with the coast
nations to minimize the catc
of U.S. salmonids in their
respective contiguous zones
and should seek bilateral or
multilateral cooperation where
U.S. salmonids intermingle,
with the salmonid stocks of
other coastal nations.

4.

.4

The United States and other
nations may have joint in-
terest in other fish stocks of
their respective coasts
beCause certain stocks such
as halibut, cod, flounder, '
northern anchovy, and shrimp
migrate or are distributed be-
tween their areas of
jurisdiction.

1.10.1 Obtain prohibition of
high seas salmonid fishing by
all parties beyond the country -
of- origin's continguous zone.
as part of a Convention
resulting from the LOS
Conference.

1.10.2 Seek acceptance cif
toe concept of country-of-
origin management of
salmonid stocks throughout
their migratory range.

1.10.3 Should the Law of the
Sea Conference fail to adopt
provisions protecting
saimonids on the high seas,
negotiate bilateral or
multilateral agreements with
nations having high seas fish-
eries with the potential to
catch salmonids.

1.10.4 Manage other stocks
common to the United States
and adjacent countries jointly
through bilateral
arrangements. .

New and expanded education
and training programs will be
needed to provide the basic
information for management
and to assure the im-
plementation of management
programs. There is an argent
need to develop and support
such epoprams, not only to
heigfften the general .

"awareness of the significance
of the Nation's fisheries
resources, but to enlarge the
pools of trained personnel
that will be required. The new
responsibilities that come
with extended jurisdiction will
demand larger numbers of
scientists, technicians, and
administrators prepared to
conduct the complex
management system then
necessary. The design of new
programs, if they are needed.,
will be the function of
academic institutions and
technical schools, and one to
which the Sea Grant Program
can make an important find '
constructive contribution.
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TO CONSERVE AND ENHANCE FISEIHABITAIS

Recommendation 2.
Reverse the
downward trends in
quantity and quality
of fish habitats by ,
minimizing further
losses and
degradation of these
habitats, restoring
and enhancing them
where possible, and
establishing
protected areas where
necessary, while
recognizing other
compatible essential
uses of fish habitat
areas.

2.1 Improve the con-
/sideration given to fish
habitats in key decision-
making processes.

2.2 Mitigatelossesof
habitat, where possible

V

restore habitats lost or
degrided, and develop
economically feasible
enhancement opportunities.

2.3 Establish sanctuaries,
reserves or other systems
when necessary to protect
critical fish habitats,
production, and associated
recreational and esthetic
values.

'----\lconomically important fin-
fish and shellfish are
produced) and the offshore ,
areas, particularly of the outer
continental shelf. The habitats
of greatest concern are those
of the coastal zone, where
land and seam eet and (even
more importantly), where man
and sea meet. Coastal
11bitats support populations
of animals used for food,
recreation, and many other
diverse and intense uses.
Rising interest in developing
resources of the outer con-
tinental shelf has also brought
into focus the importance of
fish habitats in this area.

2.4 Improve the quality and
increase the dissemination of
information required for ef-
fective fish habitat con-
servation.

A fish habitat is the
geographical area and its
associated environmental
features required by a fish
species to complete its
natural life cycle. Therefore,

' wise use of areas that semi as
habitats for finfish and shell-
fish is of utmost importance
to all fisheryinterests
and to the Nation.

Habitats for the Nation's
marine fishery resources
include the coastal areas and
anad_romous fish streams,
(whe7e approximately two-
thirds of the country's

Human activities in aquatic
areas can have adverse im-
pacts on fishery resources
The rapid increase in coastal
development in the last 25
years has sharply increased
the problems associated with
such development. Given
sufficient knowledge and
management peocesses to use
it effectively, the adverse
results of many of these

actions on fish can be avoided
or minimized. Much has
already been accomplished by
legislation and research, but
acceleration of these efforts is
needed to reduce habitat
losses while at the sametime
giving greater flexibility and
reducing delays in essential
developments in aquatic
areas. Among the effects of
development are the
following: Disposal of un-
treated municipal and in-
dustrial wastes into water-
ways results in con-
tamination and depletion of
shellfish and finfish stocks.
Fish habitats are destroyed by
dredging and filling
operations associated with
maintenance or expansion of
the Nation's navigable waters,
by development of real estate
properties in wetland areas,
and by the removal of sand
and gravel. Darns and
reservoirs inundate spawning
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areas, and impede spawning
runs and the downstream
migration of young
anadromous species. Im-
poundments and withdrawals
deplete the flow of fresh water
to estuaries, and this may
result in the degradation of
estuarine water quality.

Some of the adverse effects
on fish-habitats result from
essential human activities.
The rapid pace Of coastal '
development will probably
continue. Therefore, the '
perpetuation of these habitats
through the conservation of
spawning, nursery, and feed-
ing areas must be considered
a national goal. Careful
planning, design, and
selective develerpment can
minimize adverse effects.
Multiple use management can
balance socio-economic
needs, including those for
food and recreation. Asex-
amples, prudent site selection
and design of power plants
can greatly reduce their im-
pact on living marine
resources; proper treatment
of municipal and industrial

wastes can improve degraded
habitat, restricting the use of
wetlands to activities which
are water'-dependent can
minimize use conflicts,
carefully plaftad disposal can
reduce the effects of dredge .
and fill activities, ladders and
hatcheries can minimize the
impact of dams on
anadromous fish; planned
fresh water releases can
enhance downptream
habitats. Legislation already -

exists to accomplish many of
these management actions. It
must be used more ef-
fectively.

Although adverse effects on
fish habitat can be
reduced by improved
management, some loss or
degraddli canbe expected
to contin . To counteract
these losses, habitats should
be restored and enhanced
wherever possible. One of the
goals of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972-is restoration of
water quality "...which
provides for the protection
and propagatlim of fish, shell-
fish, and wildlife and provideS
for Lecreiation in and on the
water..." The removal of . 0'
unnecessary dams can restore

spawning areas to
anadromous fish and fresh
water flows to estuaries.
Technology is in the offing for
enhancing areas of low
productivity, including the
increase in net production of
fish through the creation of
marshlands on open water
dredge disposal sites, and by
the construction of artificial
reefs.

Man salmonid tiatcheries
have n constructed to
mitig to thapfects of dam
con truction, Additional
hat hery production could
en ance fish prodtfction in
riv s and in marine areas
G aranteed minimum year-
n and releases of water from
dams could promote
anadromous fish production
in rivers susceptible to
seasonal low flows. Existing
mitigation programs may be
insufficient to offset the
losses which are likely to
occur even with improved
environmental management.
Increased effort is necessary
to reverse the trend, and
achieve higher levels of
production.

I

In some areas it may appear
that even if all feasible
mitigation, enhancement, and
restoration efforts were to be
taken, environmental changes
would result in destruction of
habjtats and in reductions In
recreational fishing appeal In
this event', the only soidtion
may be to set aside those
areas and forbid destructive
uses. The alternative would be
to accept flshery'and
recreational losses. When a
decision is made to protect .
habitat areas, legislation
exists tp establish sanctuaries
in which certain activities are
permitted under careful
management control and
regulation.

This recommendation has
been developed to increase
the effective use of present .
legislation designed to reduce
degradation anctdestruction
of marine and anadromous
habitats and to minimize the
burden on essential
development, The following
actions ire required to carry
out this recommendation.



2.1
Improve the
consideration given to
fish habitats in key
decisfonmaking
processes.

A number of Federai and state
laws have over the years been
instrumental in achieving
habitat protection Of these,
the Fish and Wildlife Coor-
dination Act of-1958, as
amen ed, the National En-
viron entai Policy Act of
1969 the Coastal Zone
Ma gement Act of 1972, and
their counterpart state laws
provide the opportunities to
insure consideration of fish
habitat protection in marine
development decisions.

Full realization of this
potential will require more
effective application of these
laws in Federal and state
planning processes. For
example, the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act requires that

r- fishery,yalues be considered
in the thousands of federally
conitructed and approved
marine and estuarine
development actions. But
current Federal and state
programs under this Act do
not provide sufficient in-,
formation and adequately
developed recommendations

needed in the majority of
actions. The National En-
vironmental Policy Act has
been effective in improving
the consideration of fishery
resources in environmental
impact statements and
subsequent decisions On
Federal actions. However, the
Council on Environmental
Quality in its 1973 Annual
Report expressed concern
about inadequate discussions
of impacts, inadequate treat-
ment of reviewing agencies"
comments, and inadequate
consideration of alternatives
and their impacts in a large
number of environmental
impact statements. Finally,
carefully developed4tate
Coastal Zone Management
programs, prepared under the
Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972, have the potential
to conserve effectively vast
amounts of fish habitat
Active participation by Federai
and state fishery agencies is
needed to assist in develop-
ment of these plans,

"N.

it

The National Coordinating
Committee on Fish and Wild-
life and the National Water
Resources Coordination
Program J and others have
stated that improved ap-
plication of these laws will
require programiwith em-
phasis in three areas : (1)
increased influence in the
conceptual and planning
phase of development
projects, (2) improved rev&
of specific permit or license
requests, (3) intensified
coordination of programs
among state'and Federal fish-
ery agencies. To accomplish
these the following actions
should be considered:,

2.1.1 Amend the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act of
1958, as amended, to insure
fuller coverage of actions

.affecting fisheries.

Amendments should include:
(1) expand coverage to
projects and development of
all Federal and development
agencies, including outer
continental shelf develop-
ment; (2) includaNOAA
among agencies which are to
be consulted on fisheries
impacts; (3) strengthen
mechanisms for effective
consideration of fisheries, and
(4) provide for transfer of

r

V This committee, composeti of
State fish and wildlife
agencies, private'
conservation groups, the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the
National Marine Fisheries
Service was fbrined in 1970 to
develop and Implement the
recommendations of the
"Action ReportConservation
and Enhancement of Fish and
Wildlife in the National Water
Resources Program."

funds from Federai con- 4,
struction and licenslng
agencies to fish and wildlife
agent es for conducting
studies and investigations
required by the Fish and Wild-
life Coordination Act.

1.1.2 State and Federal
agencies concerned with
developing or regulating land
and water useprojects should
develop policies and practices
which insure full con-
sideration ht all stages of the
impact of these projects upon
fisheries. s'-.)

Fishery agencies should be
consultecrin the course of
formulating policies and
practices for development and
regulatoFy agencies tognsure
that the impact of each
program or project affecting
fisheries is analyzed from the
outset, and at each ap-,
propriate stage. Full impact
analysis of the effects of
projects and project alter-
natives on fisheries should be
made in all Environmental
Impact Statements prepared

39
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under the National En Viron-
mental Policy and analogous
state laws. In view of the
importance of the coastal
zone to the maintenance of
fish stocks, it is especially
important that plans
developed under the Coastal
Zone Management Act be fully
reviewed by appropriate state
and Federal agencies for fish-
eries impacts.

2.1.3 'State and Federal
agencies should develop
measures to insure a closer
coordination in the review and
monitoring of projects and 40
programs.

Although legal mechanisms ,

exist which provide a basis for
reviewing and monitoring
projects, the number of
agencies involved and their
overlapping responsibilities
complicates and prolongs the
process, leadifig to delays.
Effective interagency coor-
dination could significantly
accelerate action. Agencies
should enter into Memoranda
of Understanding or other
agreements which will im-
prove and expedite con-
sideration given to projects

and to the fisheries habitats.
These should define areas of
responsibility, eliminate over-
lapping, and insure maximum
coordination in appropriate
areas.

2.1.4 State and Federal
agencies concerned with
reviewing projects for their
impact on fisheries should
develop sufficient program
capabilities to insure
adequate review.

Fuli consideration of fisheries
values at each stage dproject
planning and implementation
can only be achieved if the
concerned agencies have
sufficient trained staff and
Junding to.
(1) Meet their legal

obligations under the
National Environmental
Policy Act, the Coastal
Zone Management Act,
the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1973, and
the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act as
presently written; or as
amended (See
Recommendation 2.1.1.)

(2) Assist non-fisheries
agencies in planning the
f Leheries aspects of
projects.

The provision of adequate
staff to meet these obligations
will also speed up con-
sideration of projects and
reduce the waste of time and
funds which result from
delays.

2.2
Mitigate' losses of
habitatrhere
possible, restore
habitats lost or
degraded, and
develop economically
feasible enhancement
opportunities.

Some development agencie6
are required to take actions
which compensate for adverse
impacts on fish stocks and
habitats resulting from their
programs or policies. The
present-requirements for
mitigation are not applit,able
to all activities that cause
habitat losses and are
inadequate to assure com-
pensation for all losses.
Additional programs and
policies to restore and

enhance fish habitats require
the following actions:

2.2.1 Federal and state
agencies responsible for
development and regulatory
activities in marine; estuarine
and anadromous fish habitat
areas should develop and
implement policies under
which enhancement and
restoration programs are
instituted wherever ad min.
istrative decisions result in
habitat loss or degradation.

2.2.2 State and Federal
fishery agencies should
expand their capability to
provide deollopment and
regulatory agencies with
technical information and
assistance for enhanceirient
and restoiation programs.

c
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2.3
Establish sanctu-
aries, reserves or
other systems /
when "nOcessary to
protect critical fish
habitats,, roduction,
and associated
recreational and
esthetic values.

*tt

The surest way to perpetuate
fish habitat areas in an un-
spoiled condition is to obtain
title to them and establish
them as sanctuaries, or under
other designations that
preclude degqrddat ion and
alteration. A number of
Federal statutes exist which
permit the preservation or
protection of land and water
areas in such aTmanner. These
include: the Marine
Protection, Researa, and
Sangtuaries Act of 1972, the .

Coastal Zone Management
Act' of 1972, and National
'Wildlife Refuge System
Administration Act of 1966.
TheEndangered Species Act
of 1973 (Section 7) provides
for the identification of critical
habitat of threatened or en-
dangered species and the
need to consider its preser-
vation in sanctuary proposals.
The intent of Title III of the

Marine Protection, Research
and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 Is
to preserve or restore coastal
marine areas for conservatroth
recreation, ecological and
esthetic values. Title III
provides an opportunity for
state and Federal agencies-,
and non-governmkInt in-
terests, such as the com-
mercial and recreational fish-
ing industries, private con-
servation clubs and societies,
etc., to identify important
proposals, develop in-
formation relevant to their
support, coordinate with other
agencies and interests, and
represent fisheries values and
interests, as the proposals
proceed through the various
stages of nomination, Official
designation, and development
of Luies and regulations
regarding each proposed area.
Support for such proposals by
fishery agencies would facii-

itate the establishment of
Such areas:while passive or
inactive support would result
in fewer and smaller protected
areas and less protective rules
and regulations for managing
them. In order to increase the
Nation's reserve of protected
marine habitat areas, the
following actions should be
considered:

2.3.1 Federal and state
fishery agencies adopt and
implement policies in support
of-appropriate proposals for ir
the establishment of parks, 4r
refuges, and particularly
marine sanctuaries under Title
III, which would permanently
protect and preserve fish
habitat: '

2.3.2 ,in its role of admin-
istering proposals for marine
sanctuaries under Title Ill,
NOAA's.Office of Coastal
Zone Management should call
upon state and Federal fishery
agencies for information and
guidance regarding fishery
resources throughout the
process, from sanctuary
nomination to development of
rules and regulations.

2.3.3 Federal and state fish-
ery agencies should inventory

' - and describe all significant
fish habitat areas, including
critical areas of ,threatened
and endangered species,
within their respective juris-
dictions in order to provide
basic information and,.where
appropriate, to make
propiisals for protected areas.

2.4
Improve the quality,
and increase. the
dissemination of
information required
for effective fish
habitat conservation.

In ordei to give proper c,On-
,.sideration to theimpact of
development actions upon
fisheries and their habitats,
decisionmakers need reliable
assessments of their probable
biological, economic and
social consequences.
Frequently these kinds of
informationare deficient,
leading to inadequate con-
sideration for fisheries and
delay and waste in consider-
ing proposed developments.
To overcome this, sufficient
research must be undertaken
to give information neededfOr
equitable and wise decisions.
The scope of the problem
faced in maintaining and, -
restoring fieheriesabitats is
immenseOrid,the research
resources are'rel atigely small.
It is therefore essential to
Insure that research under-
taken is directly responsive to
the most importantiong and
short term problems. The
Regional Fisheries Manage-
ment Organizations described
in Recommendation 1 could
provide centers for regional
guidance to evaluate ongoing
and future 0 ramsan u ure pr g am ot,
agencies and instituti6ns
conducting hatlitat and en-
vironmental r
suggest how the
rhay be increas

ealch and
r relevance
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In addition to re in
formation, gencies respon-
sible for environmental
decisions concerning coastal

evelopment and pollution are
I need of detailed quan-
t tative information on the
extent of existing habitat and
the rates at which degradation
is occurring. This is needed
for reasoned administrative '
judgments concerning . trends
In habitat losses due to
degradation; program staffing
and funding needs; and
assessing social and
economic fishery losses.

Followup and monitoring
programs are needed to deter-
mine how previous decisions
worked, and what was the
short and long range ef-
fectiyeness of alternative
techniques for reducing
environmental losses. Such
evaluations would increase
the effectivendss of fisheries
agencies recommendations in
future decisions on simil%
and related projects.

r-

4

The success of habitat
conservation programs will
depend a great deal on the
attitudes and actions of an
informed public. Efforts are
needed to provide the public
with continuing, readily avail-,
able factual information on ,
important aspects of fish
habitat conservation.

To reduce the deficiencies in
information, its collection,
and its dissemination, the
following actions should be
considered:

2.4.1 Indease the relevance
and level of research programs
on problems facing habitats to
the level needecrfor effective
environmental decisions.

The direction and relevance of
research programs to provide
for the effective conservation
of fish habitats including
enhancement programs
should be insured through: (1)
establishing multi-agency
regionatcoordinating com-
mittees to i entify high prior
ity researc geds;.(2) con-
ducting 'odic inventories of

-habitat areas to determine
losses at local, state, regional
and national levels, using

1

1'

guidelines established
cooperatively by state and
Federal agencies, and (3)
monitoring and assessing the
short and long range effects of
previousdecisions on fish-
eries habitats. To meet these
needs state and Federal fish-
eries agencies should improve
andexpand their in-house
research programs, and
encourage increased work on
priority problems by
regulatory agencies and uni-
versities.

2.4.2 Dedicate a portion of
revenues obtained from Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS)
leases to suppport research of
the effects of OCS develop-
ment on marine fishes and
their habitats

Little informatioq,now exists
to predict the effects on fishes
of ecological changes which
could result from development
of the OCS. With increasing
developthent It is essential td

Obtain information which can
used to permit QCS ac-

tiv ties to be designed so as to
produce a minimum effect on
fisheries resources, their
habitats, and their harvesting.

2.4.3 State and Federal fish-
ery agencies should increase
their habitat information and
make it more readily available
to other relevant agencies, to
the scientific community, and
trlhe general public.

Many state and Federal
agencies, universities,
associations, and,others
collect habitat infolmation
through research, surveys,
regulatory procedures, hear-
ings, etc., to serve particular
needs. Much of this in-
formation would be gf yalue in
related studies and In
decisionmaking. Thcex-
change of such information
between concerned ups is
essential to maxi um
progress in conse g fishl
eries habitats. ditions, it is
ImportanWhat such infor-
mation should, be readily-
available in easily understand-
able f9rms to the general
public.

fts
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TO STRENGTHEN THE U.S.
COMMERCIAL FISHING INDUSTRY

Recommendation 3.
Strengthen the U.S.
commercial indu-strle
to enable it.to provide
increased supplies at
competitive prides.:

3.1 Establish an effective
fishery developmeht program
to enable the U.S. commercial
fishing industry to enlarge its
share of markets through
increased productivity, lower
costs, and increased ac-
ceptability of fishery products

t to the consumer.

3.2 Design fish management
plans and revise unnecessarily
restrictive regulation's to
permit increased industry
efficiency and tower
pipduction costs.

1F,

V

It was noted in the intro-
duction that U.S. commercial
fish landings have remained
essentially static over the last
25 years. Although the catch
of several species has risen,
the increases have been offset
by declines in other species.
At he same time world
catches havfi tripled and .

foreign catches within 200
miles of U.S. coasts now
exceed the U.S. catch. More-
over, the U.S. consumption of
both edible and total fishery
products has nearly doubled
over the same time. The
paradox is that there are
ample resources off our
shores. With the likely advent
of extended fisheries Adis-
diction, the United States will
gain control of these stocks
and be able to obtain
preferential access to them.
How can the U.S. commercial.
Industry take advantage of
this situation working within
the need for spilft con-
servation and the growing
demands of rec ational fish-
ing?

. .

Some U.S. commercial fish-
eries, such as tuna and
shrimp, have shown steady

growth over the years. But
many of the fisheries which
will come under U.S. manage-
ment will consist of species
for which the U.S. Industry
has not competed success-
fully in the market against
foreign, often supsidized,
fishermen. Also included will
be species for which the U.S.
consumer has shown limited
interest. One key then is to
provide the opportunity for the
industry to operate more
competitively through in-
creasing productivityThe
second,key is through cgn-
sumer education, product

es,development,.and marketing
to increase consumer aware-
ness and a p nce of
species pr ntly bjected to
limited commercl fishing.
This can be don rough,
coniprehensi well.
organised, peratively
designed rogeams of fishery.
development, and by modify-
I ng laws and regulations
which lead unnecessarily to
inefficiency inliahing and
processing.

1
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3;1
Establish an effective
fishery development,
program to enable
the U.S. commercial
fishing industry to
enlarge its share of
markets through
increased produc-
tivity, lower costs,
and increased
acceptability of
4.1tbery products to
the consumer.

Projections by Synergy, Inc.
referred to previously, fore-
cast that the U.S. con-
sumption of fishery products
will increase from 1973-1985
by 2.3 billion pounds (round
weight). Based on historical
trends, this will be supplied
largely from imports. The U.S.
fishing industry should be in a
position to change this trend
and to supply the needed
increase from U.S. landings.
Further than this, it may be
possible ,under changing
world circumstances for the
United States to Increase its
exports of seafoods sub -
stantially from landings of
U.S. coastal stocks.

p,

The factor's leading to these
opportunities are threefold.

'First, world catches are
continuing to grow but at a
somewhat slower rate than
previously and cannot in- 1
crease indefinitely. Many
major fisheries appear to have
reached or exceeded their
maximuTh sustainable yields.
Meanwhile world population
growth,continueS to ac-
celerate. The competiti
the limited world suppl
therefore increase and affec
the U.S. import market.
Second, rising fuel prices are
likely to increase the costs of
operating foreign distant
water fleets off t.),S. coasts
more than those of U.S. fleets
operating from nearby shore
bases. Third, with the ex-
tension of fisheries juris-
diction the United 5tate4 will
assume primary claim to the
huge fishery resources which
lie within 200 miles of the U.S.
coasts. In spite of these
opliortunities it has been
argued that it may be in the
interest of.the U.S. consumer
to continue to rely on foreign
fishermen to provide for all
our increasing needs.

No exact assessment is
available of the impact on the
U.S. economy of this course
of action. However, good

,-indications m be obtained
from a study Cen-
taur, Inc. on the econo is
impacts of the U.S. co

mercial fishing Industry.
Centaur estimated the
potential maximum gains to
the U.S. economy of replacing
all fish imports by U.S. land-
ings in 1973, would have been
an increase of $2.97 billion in
value added and 205,000 man-
years of emplOyment. This did
not include the additional
short term effects upon the
economy associated with the
added capital knvestment
which would hdve been
needed.

On the other hand, replace-
ment of U.S. fishermen by
foreign fishermen (replacing
U S, landings by imports) in
1973 would have meant a loss
of $2.04 billiorrin value added
to the economy, and 133,000
man-years of Roployment.
These losses-1/7m A have been
somewhat less if foreign
fishermen had purchased
fishing inputs (operating
expenses and replacement
investments) from U.S. s>
sources.

It would be fallacious to at-
tempt to apply these figures
directly to the 2.3 billion
pounds increased con-
sumption anticipated for the
United States in the next ten
years; but it Is clear frOmthe
results presented above that
the impact on the U.S.
economy of providing this
increase'fromU.S. landings
would be of an order of one to
three billion dollars and a
hundred tO two hundred
thousand man-years of
employment greater annually
than it would be if the Increase
came from imports. This is a
highly significant Impact on
the economy.

The question then beconiOs
what should be done by
Government and Industry to
increase U.S. pro&iction, and
what are their respective roles
in doing this? lome of the
implemeptint proposals
which should be considered
are in the fisheries manage-
ment area, which is primarily a
Government function. These
include restoration of
resources, assurance to
continuing stocks, and
possible limited entry
programs. They are discussed

- elsewhere in this document.
Other suggested proposals
involve development programs
to increase the catch and use
of species not now being fully
utilized by U.S. fishermen, .

although sometimes utilizeb
by foreign fishermen. Such
increases would, of course, be
within management_
limitations to avoid ace:coiing
sUstainable yields, while
taking account of recreational
requirements.
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For the most part, the
problems of fisheries develop-
ment in the United States have
had no more than piecemeal
castjaianalyses at the various
government levels. Successful
fisheries development can be
complex, and examination of
only a small aspect of a total
system may leave the real
problem untouched. To avoid
such limited strategies, fish-
eries development should be
based on comprefienstve
studies of the needs of I

complete catch-to-market
systems for particular fish-
eries. They must identify the
impediments to growth and
provide means to establish
sound, self-sustaining in-
dustry programs.

If industry is to compete more
successfully for domestic anti
foreign markets, it will have to
imp rove,and diversify its
present operations. Joint
government-industry fisheries
detielopment programs are
proposed. These should,
provide the necessary tech-,
nology, information, and
financial support to create this

'opportunity. In such
programs, the fishing in-
dustry, Government agencies,
-and Universities must join
togeect innovative action
dir towat'd more com-
plete and effibient use of

V

resources. Development and
resource.management should
be regarded as two aspects of,
movement toward a single
objectivethe rational
utilization of the resources.

Many segments of the fishing
industry are unable to under- --
take such development alone
Many are fragmented and
consist of scattered small
units Fish stocks on which
they depend vary in yield from
year to year. Their markets for
these stocks have been
subject to many years of
fierce, subsidized foreign/
competition As high risk'
industries, their capital
sources demand rates of
interest above those available
to industry generally, and call
for short term payoffs. Their
financial structure-has not
been one able to support
research and development
programs on any significant
scale. These limitations are
especially inhibiting,in the
face of the sudden and--__
massive opportunity which
extended jurisdiction could
present. This could over-
whelm,zthe capacity of the
Ii ushy to respond, and the
chance of success would be
limited without substantial
assistance.

O

The role of Government in
such a development program
is to provide the basic in
formation needed, such as
that on fish behavior, gear
technology, the physical and
chemical properties of the fish
caught and their qhanges
under various storage and
process conditions, food
safety requirements, etc. That
of industry is to translate this
fundamental information into
practical means of harvesting,
stoAng, landing and process-
ing fish into marketable
products, and to apply it
commercially. At the inter-
face, a high degree of
cooperation is needed.
Government must also provide
'continuing biological, tech-
nical, and economic in-
formation needed for follow
through. A well considered
and adequate program of
financial assistance to enable
industry to make the
necessary large investments
is proposed for consideration.

act

In view of the economic
potential indicated above, it is
proposed for consideration
that Government make a sub-,
stantial effort to assist in-
dustry in appropriate ways to
develop its capability to in-
crease its share of markets,
and to maintain them on its
own. The opportunity exists
for a comparatively modest
Government effort to lay the
foundations for substantial
increases in growth and
stability of One of the
Nation's oldest industries.
Such an expanded industry,
based on abundant and
renewable resources will make
a significantly larger con-
tribution to the economy of
the Nation and to the well
being of many of its coastal
communitibs.

Fisheries development,
programs might include
several kinds of activities
designed to increase supplies
through cultivation of latent
fishery resources and to in-
crease productivity:

Status-of-stocks in-
formation obtained by -
resource assessment,
coupled with information
acquire:Ow commercial
fishery interests, provided a
basis for decisionstn those
fishery resources that offer
potential for commercial
development.

/ 6 5
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1 An exploratory fishing
program which involves
gear development, testing,
and demonstration provides
specific information on
target speciei which have
been Identified forlfery
development.

Product and processing..
research is aimed at fuller
utilization of fishery
products having a potential

'demand by :-(1) increasing
the level of quality of fishery-
products available to the,
consumer; (2) developing
acceptable new product
forms ;13) Improving trans-
portation and storage of
fishery products (e.g:,
improving the holding
characteristics of the
product and developing
better shipping methods), It
and (4) improving process-
ing methods (e.g.,
mechanization of shipboard
andprocessing operations).
The net effect is to use a
wider variety °flaw
materials to make available
lower cost, more varied, and
higher quality products in
the marketplace.

4

ti$5
a

Marketing services and
trade and consumer
education complement
industry efforts in the in-
troduction of such new
species and new products
into the domestic or foreign
markets.

EcAbenic analysis, in-
cluding market research,
provides a basis for
decisions throughout the
fishery development
process, including the
evaluation of investment
alternatives, the establish-
ment of fishery develop-
ment priorities, and the
assessment of risks affect
ing investments made by
the industry.

3.1.1 Enact legislation
which will consolidate and
strengthen programs of
assistance to the fishing
industry.

General authority for the

I

.

Federal Government to .,
conduct fisheries develop-
ment is contained In several
pieces of legislation. How-
ever, more specific legislation
will reaffirm the national
concern for the Industry,
provide means for fisheries
development, and c early
delineatethe Federal.G ern-
ment, role.

3.1.2 Establiph regional
advisory groups to study
regional needs, propose prior-
ities for development
programs, and Implement
such programs where ap-
propriate through cooperative
government-industry action.

Development programs im-
plemented through Joint
action between Government
and Industry could have much
potential and value. The
advantages of joint industry-

, governinent ventures are that
they: (1) insure that the right'.
question are asked from the-
standp r tg both Industry
and Gove merit; (2) utilize
commercial vessels, gear, and
fishermen in fishing trials so
that results are representative

of what can be expectethrom
a commercial fishing
operation , (1) utilize industry
facilities to test process
species, thereby quickly
determining their suitability
for domestic and export
markets; (4) collect scientific
data to permit Government to
4gsess the management and
utilization aspects of a
potential fishery; (5) Jointly
execute programs designed to
place new or additional
products into the market, and
(6) insure the industry will
have immediate access to the
data.

The concept of joint ventures '
does not necessarily mean a
50-50 sharing of all develop-7
ment costs between Industry
and Government. Industry
may contribute to these
programs In kind, by giving
practical advice, donating
vessei'time for experimental
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I.

gear development and demon-
stration fishing, providing
adequette samples of species
for processing research,
product development, and
market testing, use of plant
facilities for develpping new
or improved processing tech-
niques and demonstrations,
and participating in market
testing of new products.
Ultimately, industry Invest-
ment will far exceedigeitern-

3.1.3 Expand programs of
sj,ery technology including

esting, handling, and
processing, to increase
productivity and quality and
decrease cost and waste.

With a few notable exceptions
the fishing industry ties not
res nded to the remarkable
ad noes in technology whichv

e occurred in last 30h
years For example, blue
crabs are still largely picked
by hand; little mechaRical
handling is used-on U.S.
vessels. Opportunities exist to
apply techniques established
In other areas to sophisticated

\

fishing strategies, to the
speedier location and harvest-
iing of fish, their mechanical
handling on board and their
processing into a wide variety
of new and diverse products to
supplement and expand the
sale of traditional lines. Well
designed technological im-
provements can not only
increase productivity but
increase the share in existing
markets, while opening new
ones to U.S. fishermen.

As new species are developed,
modification and testing of
new fishing gear will be-

------1 dad. Shipboard handling
and storage methods to
maintain top quality must be
determined for species which
have not traditionally been
taken. Freezing charac-

-teristicsend new packaging
requirements must be studied
if quality is to be maintained
throughout the marketing
chain.

......,
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3.1.4 Redirect and
strengthen financial
assistance programs for
fisheries.

The capit ntensive fishing
industry i generally unable to
finance its production equip-
ment in the private debt
capital market over a period
commensurate with the useful
life of that equipment. The
private capital market assigns
fishing vessel financing to a
high-risk category. The in-
dustry usually pays a premium
cost for debt capital with
shorter than justified
maturities Fishing enter-
prises are characterized by
large fluctuations in earnings
potential, which keep working
capital reserves marginal and
prevent accumulation of
equity capital reserves for
replacement of production
equipment. 6py attempt
approaching full domestic
utilization of fisheries
resources within an extended
jurisdiction will require ex-
tensive amounts of new
capital for both the harvesting4

a.

7
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and processing sectors. This
will often constitute a high-
risk venture capita situation t..,,,

The approach of anteeing. f',1"
private credit wouSzi e the *
most appropriatenvernment.
role for major capital projects.
The most appropriate role for
Government in the area of
equity capital accumulation
would be tax deferrals. Grants
to stimulate research and
development and low-interest
long term direct loans for
commercial pilot ventures in
fisheries development are
generally not available. A
number of Government
agencies provide a variety of
financial programs but a
comprehensive program to
meet the future needs of fish-
eries doe, not exist, and
should be established.

3.1.5 Provide ec'nomic and
marketing information to
define opportunities for the
introduction and expansion of
the use of underutilized
species.

C
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6.T

Broader consumer demand
patterns can be developkd by
innovative arecomprehelisive
seafood marketing and
education programl. An
effective national program is
required which cbordinttes
the skills and experience of
everyone conc ed in various
industry, state, Federal
marketing activit es. Such a ,
program will enlaance the fish
marketing capabilities of the
various cooperators. The
development of consumer
educational material which
acquaintsithe public with the
valuable nutritional qualities
of fish and shellfish can do
much to expand the con-
stimptiOn of fishery products.
Likewise, educational material
can inform the public of the
as allabilify of new species and
proattekforms resulting from
the development of undek
utilized species. Marketing
efforts at all levelsFederal,
state, and industrycan be
guided mew effectively if 4
there is a background of basic
marketing research. This
would Include such ateas as
characteristics of consumer
demand and the market struc-
ture and flow of fishery
products from dockside to the
consumer's table.
'3.1.6, Provide technical
assistance, grants, and loans
to assist in establishing fish-
eries cooperatives for low- ,

Income fishermen.

,67

Fishery cooperatives psn
provide the individual fisher-
man, who is essdht)ally a
small businessman, with
economies of scale in
purchasing supplies and
transporting fish, a marketing
organization, and tax ad-
vantages. Through a
cooperative, memberp jointly
perform and obtain services
which individuals could not
perform and obtain alone.

3.1.7 Un e a compre-
hensive review of tars d
non-tariff barriers t it
impact on U S trade in ishery

oducts and Ncommend
modificationi to berief it the
industry.

Under the General
Agreements on Trade and
,Tariffs (GATT) there has been
a general relaxation in world
trade barriers. This has been a
consistent policy of the
United States since the
1930's. Tariffs have declined
steadily on U.S. imports of

rn

fishery produ s. In 1973, the
avetage ad lorem rate was
on1/31.6 percent of the value of
all fithery imports. The low
average rate on fishery
prockeets is because many
items are received duty-free A
fOw items have relatively 'high
fariff rates-with Tne corn-
modity having a rate of 35

44percent. In contrast, the
average rate for all other U.S.
Imports was more than 3
times higher. Other nations of
the vvd?Id have not been as
generous In reducing their'
'fisheries tariffsIn-recent
years, many nations have
actually raised their tariff rates
in order to protect their fishing
industries.

49
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negotiators'at GATT over the
next three or four years. The
study should make recom-
mendationsas to how tariffs
should be modified to
alleviate any hardships ex-
perienced by the U.S. fishing
industry as a result of other
nations' direct or indirect
subsidization of their fishing
industries.

3.1.8 Fund development
programs through apportion-
ing 100 percent of the tariffs
on imported fishery products
for this purpose.

The Saltonstall-Kennedy Act
of 1954 directs the Secretary
of Agriculture to transfer
annually to the Department of
Commerce 30 percent of the
gross receipts from customs
duties collected on fishery
products. SUch funds are to
be used for: (1) promoting the
free flow of domestically
produced fishery products by
conducting a fishery

e

educational service, and
technological, biological,
and related research
programs; (2) purchasing,
constructing, equipping,
and operating vessels or
other facilities for conduct-
ing this research ; and (3)
developinti and increasing
markets for domestic fishery
products and to conduct
biological, technological or
other research pertaining to
American fisheries. If this
share were increased to 100
percent, funds Would in-
crease from ;8 to $10 million
per year to about $25 to $30
million per year based on
present import levels.

.

P'3=a---

3.2
Design fish
management plans
.and revise,.
unnecessarily
restrictive regulations
to permit increased
industry efficiency
and lower production
costs.

If a fishery is nianagpd tQ
conserve the resource, the
amount of fish which should
be caught in one season will
be relatively fixed by
regulition. Fishermen
respond to such regulations
by employing fishing
strategies designed to in-,
crease their shares of the fish
availableby using bigger
arid faster boats, as in the
tuna fishery, or by using more
gear, as in the lobster and .

crab fisheries. These
strategies may increase the
individual fisherman's share
of the catch, but they do'not
increase the total cap'. The
result is oVerdapitalization, a
situation in which tlifi sum of
Individual efforts to achieve
efficiency leads to inefficiency,

0

0

of the total, fleet, and
average cost of harvesting the
fish 16 higher than it need be.
In overcapitalized fisheries,
profits aremarginal, the
probability of business failure
is high, and the long-run
prospects for fishermen to
make a decent living are not
good.

A solution to this problem is a
limited entry program which
limits the number of fishing
units participating in a fishery.
in order: (1) to create an
environment in which tech-
nological improvement results
in overall gains in fleet ef-
ficiency and to society; (2) to
ensure a healthy economic
climate in the fish'ery; and (3)
to terminate fishing strategies
that are at odds with the goal
of conserving the resources.,_

In a number of fisheties
limited entry is not an appro-
priate management measure
at this time. The costs
of applying entry control to
these fisheries Would ndt
produce equivalent benefits.
There are two types of fish-
eries that can benefit from
controlled entry. One is the
traditional, well developed,
higher-value fishery. The
second consists of those fish-
eries in which a consiberable
growth of fidhing effort may
be expected in themear future.

ad. .69
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3.2.1 Limited entry should
be considered at a manage-
ment tool for application to
those fisheries in which over-
capitalization exists or in
which there is good likelihood
that:overcapitalization will
develop.

3.2.2 Socio- economic base
studies should be conducted
to determine whether limited
entry should be applied to
each particular fishery under
consideration, and to develop
grass-roots understanding
and support for it.

3.2.3 If limited entry is to be
employed, it should be im-
plemented by the age,ncy
reSponsible for managing the
fishery as discussed in
Section 1.6.

1.

-4,

3.2.4 Repeal or modify
existing fisheries manage-
ment regulations that do not
fulfilta management purpose
or that impose unreasonable
inefficiencies on a fishery.

Tetheextent possible,
regulations should avoid
imposing inefficiencies on a
fishery. Wherever possible,
they should be designed to
lessen conflicts between
different user groups and
different types of gear. n-
forcement aspects should be
considered in the develop-
ment egulatiohs. Thes;h4y
actio will lessen the co
mane ement, make it more
efficient, and reduce the
burden and cost on the in-
dustry,

3.2.5 Give state marine fish/
eries agencies adequate
authority to manage marine
fisheries resources effectively
and efficiently.

a

In a number of coastal states,
existing laws or the lack of
appropriate statutory
authority limit the fisheries
agency's capabilities to
manage fisheries. The great-
est need in some states is for
the fisheries agency to have
adequate regulato authority.
In these statesm t if not all
management regulations can
be implemented only by legis-
lation, but the delay and-0'
uncertainty associated with
management by legislation
usually prevents effective
action, since most legis-
latureveneet for only a few
months a year and in some
states only every other year.

;.
410

.4

s.

The general goal is to achieve
strength and direction in
management. Some coastal
states need , (1) to broaden
fisheries management to
include economic and social
as well as biological ob-
jectives ; (2) to mandate,
rather than simply to permit,
close cooperation with the
Federal Government; (3) to
require licecksing of resource
users and'adequate catch
reporting ; (4) to encourage
advisory contributions from
resource users, conservation-
ists, and others interested in
decisionmaking and
regulatory processes; and (5)
to establish effective penalties
or deterrents to violation of
regulations, with provision,
where appropriate, for
reciprocity with adjoining
states in enforcement ac-
tivities in boundgry waters:

4
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Objectives and provisions
such as these are reflected in
the suggested legislation
mentioned earlier, the
proposed "Marine Fisheries
Management Act" developed
by the Council of State
Governments and distributed
to the legislators of the fifty
states. Each state fisheries ,
agency should compare the
statutory basis of its own
operation with theprovisions
of this suggested act and seek
adoption of those parts that
will improve its capabilities
for fisheries management.

3.2.6 Minimize the impact of
unnecessarily restrictive laws
and regulations on the U.S.
fishing industry.

The recommendation applies
to laws and regulations other
than those concerning fish-
eries management. The
growth of Government rules

-* a

and regulations in the 1960's
and 1970's has been con-
siderable. Since the cost of
many requirements falls more
heavily on small.companies,
the structuriof the U.S.
commercial fishing industry,
with its large number of small
enterprises, makes it par-
ticularly sensitive to the mired
requirements and costs
resulting from Government
regulations. For example, the
Environmental Protection

gency (EPA) has stated that
percent.of all fish process-

ing plants should be exemp-
ted from its effluent limitation
guidelinesbeqause these
plants would go out of
business if forced to meet its
requirement. Even with theie
exemptions, EPA estimates
that 16 percent of all plants
will be forced to close
because of its regulations.
Not only do new requirements
add substantially to operating
costs directly, but they divert
increasing amounts of

company time, funds, and
effort from their primary func-
tion. This is further com-
pounded by the fact that
regulations from different
agencies frequently conflict,
and that means to resolve the
conflicts are inadequate. In
particular, requirements of
safety, public health, and
waste disposal are at times
inbompatible in both principle
and application. No
mechanism exists to assess
the total impact of all rules
and regulations on the sea-
food industry. Individual
regulations by themselves
may have relatively little .

impact; howeVer, the
cumulative effect could be
significant on a large segment
of the seafood processing
Industry. .

f
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01IMPROVEMARINE RECREATIONAL
FISHING OPPORTUNITIES

Recommendation 4.
ithprove opportunities
for participation in
marine recreational
fishing. *

4.1 Expand and accelerate.
research needed for the trn-
proved management and. use
of recreational fisheries, and
improve the distribution of
information thus obtained.

4.2 Increase the amounts
and kindi of fisheries
resources available for
recreational use.

/ 4.3 Increase access for
recreational fishermen and
others to shorelines, waters,
and fish.

4.4 Determine the needs of
commercial enterprises for
assistance in developing
access, facilities, and services
upon which marine
recreational fishermen
depend.

*In all subsequent uses in
Recommendation 4 the words
fishing, fishermen, fishery, or
anglers mean :marine
recreational fishing" or
"marine recreational
fishermen" unless'otherwise
qualified.

Marine recreational fishing,
which here includes the
harvesting of shellfish as well
as finfish for personal' use,
has become a major marine,
activity in the United States.
Supplying supporting services
and products has become a
major industry. Programs are
needed to ensure that the
rapid increase in demand and
effort do not decrea tis
faction of marine f heries
recreation, or li futiire
marine recr-- onal
opport unit' s.

The starting point is in
broadening the presently
limited knowledge and under-
standing of the factors affect-
ing the well -being of stocks of
fish presently or potentially of
interest to marine anglers.
Such information is urgently
needed to ensure the main-
tenance of stocks, their fair
allocation to all users, and
their use and appreciation by
anglets. To avoid increasing
congestion, additional shore-
line and marine access for
fishing must be developed,
making opportunities avail-
able to as many geographic,
economic, and social groups
aepossible. This policy is
especially important in
coastal mettopolitan areas.
where access to shorelines
and waters is limited, and
where recreational oppor-
tunities are most needed.
However, care must betaken
that development of
recreational access is under-
taken in an ecologically sound
manner that fully considers
the preservation of estuarir
and shoreline habitats.

w,

Few studies have been made /,
of the social and economic
values of marine recreatiog.
Such studies are needed td
permit a better evaluation of
the relative economic con-
tribution and social benefits
of marine recreation. Present
.funding arrangements for
fishing facilities and research
management programs are
inadequate. The development
of programs to provide better
and more enjoyable fishing to
more p ple, now and in the
future, ill require additional
funds. ishermen must help
through the purchase of
licenses, to meet the costs of
providing the beoetite they
receive.

I
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Volunteer assistance of
fishermen and their organ-
izations in research, develop-
ment, and environmental
monitoring coked further
contribute to the well-being of
the environment and the living
resources fishermen enjoy.
Such assistance programs
should be developed and used
wherever feasible. Findings of
research should be prepared
In popular forms. These
Should be speedily

-distributed, not only to
resource managers to con-

e the resources better and
to optimize the use of the
resources, but to anglers,
commercial fishermen,
conservationists, and the
general public, to increase
public understanding, know-
ledge, and enjoyment.

S

A

bP's
Information for development
of additional' fighinb oppor-
tunities and the improvement

. of services should be made
available by resource manage-
ment and economic develop-
ment agencies to the private
sector to enable thein to serve
the public better. Con- ,

sideration should also,be
given to extending exiSting_
financial assistance programs
to economic activities that
support the activities of
anglers.

Other social benefits derived
from living marine resources
are enjoyed by many people
who do not participate in
angling, but are concerned
about conservation of all
living marine resources, and
the maintenancedf the marine
ecosystem, Fisheries
managementlagencies must
be aware of these other social
ben its and concerns, and
ma e the utilization and .

co ervation of fisheries
res urces on the basis of
co sideration of whole marine

systems.

so

4.1
Expand and
accelerate research
needed for the
improved manage-
ment and use of
recreational fisheries,
and improve the
distribution of
information thus
obtained.
4.1.1 increase biological
research on recreational
fishes and their ecology,
develop information in .
suitable forms, and distribute
to resource managers, fisher-
men, and the interested -'
public.

Better and more extensive
biblogical information on
marine.recreational fishery
popUiations will improve
management, utilization, and
conservation of these
resources. Where stocks are
subjected to competing uses,
understanding of the complex
interrelationships will improve
regulatiohf multiple fish-
eries, minimize conflicts be-
tween competing users, and
help the general public to'
understand better the prin-
ciples and effects of manage-
ment policies. Stocks that
could provide greater fishing
opportunities can be iden-
tified as possible targets for
fishermen. This will not only
increase recreational oppor-
tunities, but help relieve
pressure on local; heavily-
fished stocks, and utilize
availablerstocks more ef-
-fectively and fully. The
necessary research should be
conducted as part of the
arrangements discussed in
1A Much of the research
information now produced is
available only to scientific and
management audiences.
Ready and prompt access to it
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in popular forms by fishermen
and others will greatly in-
crease its use, and the e oy
ment of fishing A signifi nt
responsibility for this Could be
undertaken by Sea Grant uni
Versales and the associated
marine advisory service

4 1 2 Establish and rnairoain
a national statistical base .-r'
*ecreatIona ftsh ng nc ....I ng
ParstCiPan's heir fishing
efforts batches expend.*,:res
and the disposal of their
catches

insufficient information is
available On the effects of
recreational fishing harvest on
the stocks to permit manage-
ment for optimum recreational
opportunities and benefits.
Data are needed on the
numbers of anglers, fishing
effort in terins of angler-days,
the locatiotis and methods of
these efforts; catches by
species, numbers, and sizes;
direct expenditures for fishing
at the fishing sites and In-
direct expenses elsewhere;

, .

41

disposition of catches
(released alive, tagged and
released eaten, sold, given
away, or wasted) and
perhaps information on the
satisfaction and fishing
i.-Jreferences of anglers of
Ifferent backgrounds ages
and locations All this in
formation will great' v assist
management agencies in
tespunding tieeds
aria using the PtOdUcil ay and
Denetits of marine fishery
resources most ettectiveiy
The design and execution of
the surveys of fishing ac
tivities should be coordinated
on a national basis to ensure
comparability In cases where
efforts must be increased to
meet additional Federal
requirements for information,
the extra costs should be
supported by supplemental
Federal funding.

4
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4.1.3 Develop and maintain
valid and current economic
evaluations of recreational
fishery resource q, activities
and potentials. 14:

Improved measures of the
economic values of activities '

4associated with marine
recreational fishing are
needed for environmental and
resource management
decisions. This information is
important in the development
of managemel plans,
especially wher conflicts be-
tween competing r urce
users must be resole These
measures must b coor-
dinated nationally for
uniformity and applicability by
Federal agencies in close
cooperation withetate
agencies and academic
researchers.

4.1.4 Develop a nationWlde
'cooperative State/Federal
licensing system for marine
fishermen, as discussed in
1.8.2. The income should be
allocated to-the state and
Federal management agen-
cies.-

Programs to meet the needs
and wtshts of marineenglers
ate low on the priority lists of
many marine fishery agencies.
This is partly due to lack of
informatipn on how important
angling is to how many
people, but primarily to the

I

absence of adequate funding
to undertake such programs.
Additional funding is .

proposed for recreational
research, and management,
purchase of shoreline
properties, construction and
maintenance of adequate
facilities, securing improved
access,,and other programs to
maintain and enlarge marine
recreational opportunities.

Asnationwide coolVtive
State/ Federal licen ng
system for marine recreational
fishing will not only provide
improved documentation of
anglers, it will assist in fund-
ing these benefits needed by
anglers.

It is estimated that an annual
license fee equal to 2 or 3
percent of the annual ex-
penditure of the average
marine angler will Orovide
sufficient funds to pursue
many of the programs
necessary to maintain angling
opportunities and satis-
faction.

A uniform registry of licensed
marine anglers, not now avail-
able, also will provide more
equitable allocation to marine
recreational fisheries of the '
taxes levied on all fishing
tackle sold in the United

_States under Federal Aid in
the Fish Restoration Act (16

777-777K). All states.
,require licenses for fresh

water angling, but relatively
few for marine angling. Thus
some states with large but *

uncounted marine angling
populations do not receive an
equitable portion of the funds
which are allocated from this
source on the basis of the
number of anglers licensed in
each state. Reciprocal
reCOgntan of the licenses of
neighboring States in all inter-
state border waters should be
considered.

4.1.5 Enlist the aid and
participation of marine
recreational fishermen and
their organizations in
research, development, and
environmental monitoring
programs.

Voluntary involvement of
concerned fishermen and
their organizations in certain
aspects of research programs
could provide valuable
assistance to fisheries
agencies. Such activities
could include catch-tag-and-
release of game fishesottle
early reporting of environ-
mental disturbances, gather-
ing of participation and catch
data. In special instances,
physical help might be given
in research programs and
developing facilities such
artificial reefs, boat-ramps,
and shoreline fishing sites.
The feedback to the volunteer
fishermen of the results of
their efforts must be assured.
The capability for this already
exists in tits Marine Advisory
Service.

4

4

4.2
Increase the amounts
and kinds of fisheries
resources for
recreational use.

4.2.1 Insure that
management agencies give
full consideration to
recreational interests in
allocating resources.

Fisheries management
agencies should give con-
sderation to the increased
recreational uses of marine
resources. Since approx-
imately 90 percent of marine
angling and personal-use
shellfish harvesting occurs in
state territorial waters and
shorelines, most of these
considerations will be at the
state level. In addition, im-
portant recreational target
species migrate into inter-
national waters, especially the _

billfishes, tunas, salmons,
and many others that spend
part of their lives in offshore
waters. Many of these stocks
will be managed by the
recommended Regional Fish-
eries Management Organ-
izations. Management
decisions must be preceded
y-ciiportunities for alt in-

terested parties to present
their viewpoints. (See'also
Recommendation 1.3.3.)

0
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4.2.2 Improve the abundance
and availability of recreational
fishes by use of aquaculture,
transplantation, artificial
reefs, and other managefnent
techniques.

In specific instances and
locations, application of one
or more of the above tech- -

niques could be use
augmenfthe-abuedance and
availability of recreational fish
stocks. In locations where
environmental conditions
have deteriorated, in highly
industrialized harbors for
instance, transplantation of
fish and shellfish may help
replace lost resources. If
environmental qualities tiave
been restored, efforts to rein-
troduce the former resident
species can be undertaken. If
the environment has been
permanently changed, intro-
duction of other species that
can accept or adapt to the
existing environmental
conditions can be considered.
In every case, full and critical
evaluation of all possible
effects must precede such
introductions.

Additional artificial reefs,
especially in accessible near-
shore locations, could
provide more opportunities for
angling and improve resource

productivity. In the artificial
propagation of some anadro-
mous and migratory species,
selection of stocks with
unique migratory habits may
provide additional fishing
opportunities over longer
periods of time, and prevent
exposure of the fish to
competing harvesters. The
improvement of habitat
considerations, discuss
Policy Thrust 2, can play an
important part in improving,
the abundance of recreational
target species and the esthetic
qualities of marine
recreativi opportunities.
Such projects should be
undertaken through the
cooperative efforts of ap-
prppriate regulatory and
developmental agencies and
all interestedpart les:Federal
funding should be considered
to assist in initiating
cooperative programs. The
states involved should then
gradually assume the major
portion of the support in their
continuation.

4.3
Increase access for
recreational
fishermen and others
to shorelines, waters
and fish.

4.3.1 Develop an up-to-date
national inventory of marine
access and supporting
facilities.

One of the major limitations to
optimum recreational use of
marine fishery resources is
inadequate information on

where they are, and how they
can be reached. Surveys of
available public access areas
by number, location, and
description should be con-
tinued or initiated Are
needed, on a cooperatiO
basis by state, Federal fish-,
eries or recreational- manage-
ment agencies or IN private
organizations involved in
recreation and travel. The
results should be distributed
by public agencies or the
private communication media,
as appropriate, for use by
fishermen and other marine
recreationists. This in-
formation would also provide
a basis for determining use
patterns, future needs, and
where best to develop ad-
ditional access. ,

00.
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4.3.2 Develop and maintain
additional public access.

Access to publicly (wined
shorelines Is frequently
restricted: The reasons for
such restrictions should be
reevaluated and, if not now
valid, the areas should be
opened and developed for
recreational fishing. Access is
especially needed in or near
densely populated cities, and
especially for the use of
juveniles, the elderly, the
physically handicapped, or
the economically limited, who
cannot travel to other areas for
recreation. Public works such
as highway bridges, levees,
and breakwater, could be
modified to provide fishing
sites. Public docks should be
developed and maintained as
safe fishing sites.

State agencies with
responsibilities for developing
and maintaining shoreline'
access should be encouraged
and aided in their efforts to
provide additional access.
Development of artificial reefs
in the immediate vicinity of .
these access areas and fishing
sites should be part of the
overall plan. User fees to
support development and
maintenance of access facil-
ities could be considered
where general funding may be
insufficient.

-Ps

4.4
DeterMine the needs
of commercial
enterprises for
assistance in
developing access,
facilities, and
services on which
m rine recreational.
fish rmen depend.

st

4.4.1 Inventory commerl
operations providing seivi s
to marine recreational fis er-
men and evaluate their
contributions to local and
national economies.

Establishing sound manage-
ment policies and deoisions in
respect to recreationtl fish-
eries is limited by a lack of
information on the economic
aspects of the expenditures of
fishermen and the con-

' tributions to the economy of
the commercial enterprises
supporting them. More
complete and accurate in-
formation is needed to provide
a batis for rational and
equitable management
decisions.

,,,T4insure national uniformity
and application, surveys to
obtain suctrinfortnation
should be designed and
initially funded by a Federal
agency, working closely with
the Regional Fisheries
NanagementOrganizations.
They should be conductedy
appropriate state agencies or
throughtederally funded
contract studies when states
cannot undertake them.

4.4.2 Determine whether
assistance to the private
sector is Deeded to supple-
ment putillic access, support
facilities, and services.

Most fishermen rely on
supporting services and facil-
ities provided by the private
sector. In many localities
where public access and facil-
ities` are overcrowded during .

the fiAhing season, oppor-
tunities exist for the private
sector tQ absorb part of thig
additional de nd Without
adding to the payers'
expense.

Apprgpriate state and Federal
agencies should cooperate in
studies to determine the
needs for additional develop -
ments,the kinds that could be
provided by the private sector,
and how and to what extent
management and develop-
ment agencies should assist.

r'\
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TO miET PROJECTED CONSUMERZEMAN-DS

Recommendation 5.
Ensure the availability
to the U.S. consumer
of supplies of
Wholesome fishery
products from U.S.
sources sufficient to
provide for projected
increases in
consumption.

-1^

4

5.1 Increase U.S. com-
mercial landings by 2.3 billion
pounds by 1985 to provide for
the projected increases in
U.S. consumption.

5.2 EncoUragethedevelop-
ment of public and private
aquaculture for selected
species of fish and shellfish.

5.3 Absige the wholesome-
ness and identity df fishery
products to U.S. consum rs
through a comprehensi e
program of inspection of .S.
and foreign production facil-
ities and supplies.

5.1
Increase U.S.
commercial landings
by 2.3 billion pounds
by 1985 to provide for
the projected
increases in U.S.
consumption.
This recommendation ad-
dresses the sources of supply
which are now or can be made
available to meet future In- '
creases in U.St consumption.
It identifies-the-actions de-
signed (fish stocks sufficient)
to enable U.S. harvesters to
increase landings by 2.3,
billion pounds in the next ten.
years. It makes the following
assumptions: In the near
future with the extension of
U.S.Ii4heries jurisdiction the
United States will be given the
responsibility for conservation
and management of stocks
out to 200 miles from shore. It
will manage its fisheries

resources to ensure their full
conservation and provide
exclusive or preferential treat-
ment for U.B. fishermen.
Other recommendations othe"
National Plan relating to
management, development,
recreation and environment
will be implemented.

It does not take into account
the significant contribution
made to the food supply
through marine recreational
fishing, sirice consumptiort
statistics. now available are
based on the commercial
supply. It should, however, be
noted that, according to salt-
water angling surveys,
recreational fishermen land an
amount of fish equal approx-
imately to 71/2 pounds an,
nualiy for each person in the
United States: It is likely that
much of this fish is eaten and
so adqg to the overall-food
supt.
To match the potential U.S.
supply and demand the
following factors are con-

. sidered:lhe present sources
of supply of fish and fishery
products to U.S. consumers;
the projected increased U.S.
needs for food and recreation;
and the potential U.S. catches
of fish in U.S. waters and in
distant-water fisheries of
Interest tb U.S. fishermen.
Based on the foregoing, the
pOtential sources which could
contribute to future U.S.
needs are reviewed. Table 4 at
the end of this section ,

summarizes these factors.

iba
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"How Much More Fish
Will The United States
Need In 1985?

Synergy, Inc., projected an
increase In the annual U.S.
consumption of fishery
products from 1973 to 1985 of
2.3 billion pounds on a round
weight basis. This single
target was broken down into
"market classes" of fishery
products, classespf products
having a similar identity,
within each of which an inter-
change of products be
accomplished fai readily.

This is necessary ause
there is a spebtrum
demand. The consumer of a
premium product such as

\it

lobster is unlikely to be satis-
fied with fish sticks. Another
consumer may seek products
of lower value because these
are all he can afford. 'Future
increases in consumption
must therefore be iidered
not only in t ut also in
terms of rket classes. The
Synergy study provides fore-
casts of consumption of
edible fishery products in
eleven such classes.

Table 4 lists the major market
,classes. It shows U.S. con-
sumption for each in 1973
from U.S. landings and im-
ports, and projected increases
for food and recreation by
1985. Ina number of cases
estimates for the increases in
recreational n s are not
available, but i is assumed
that they will b significant in
amount.

I

How Can The
Increases Be Supplied
From y.S. Landings?

It has be noted that in-
creased su lies of fish and
fishery produ is can come
from sever ources. Con-
sideration of these must take
into account the need for
measures to retain as much ds
possible of present supplies
while developing new oppor-
tunities. The potential sources
are:

1. Harvesting part or all of the
stocks now caught off the
United States by foreign
fishermen.

4e.

2. Developing fisheries and
markets for species ngw ,
underutilized.

3. Restoring depleted a '

4. Developing commercial
and public aquaculture.

5. Developing and expanding
international arrangements
outside the 200-mile zone
to assure continued oppor-
tunities for U.S. fishermen
on the high seas and,
where possible, in other
countries' jurisdictions.

Development of these'
potential sources is the
subjectof recommendations

fa'
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elsewhere Intihis plan and .
such sources will be dealt
with here only as thlay
represent possible con-
triPulions to future need's.

The first objective of
Recommendation 5.1 fs to
hold imports at the present
'level and to meet future (IS.
demands from domestic
sources. It is not suggested
tat there ben° increases in
imports of any fishery
prodikt, but rather that overall
imports beheld to no more
than4he present level. In some
cases, notably those of tuna,
shrimp, and lobster, it may
not be possible to increase
U.S. landings to the extent
required. In other cases,
furttier efforts may be needed
to offset potential decreases
in present supplies.

Table 4 shows b' market class
theU.S. catches inside and
outside the 200 -mile zone*
the foreign catch within 200
miles of the U.S. coasts. An
estimate of the aggregated
MSY is given for each class. It
is recognized that MSYs are in
many cases only approximate
estimates and that fisheries
are subject to considerable
annual variations. MSYs of
different species are not k
always additive dueto inter-
actions and, furthermore,
other considerations enter
into regulating the catch in
any fishery. However, they-are
used here since they provide

the only available estldiate 9f
biological resources
limitation,. Finally, the table
shows the potential sources
referred to earlier for projected
increases by market classes.

The following brief summaries
by market classes indicate the
general potential of U.S.
fisheries to contribute to
future needs, Also considered
are some of the problems that
may be encountered in in-
creasing supplies from these
sources for food and
recreational uses. It
portant to reemphasize that
the proposals for increased
catches go hand-in-hand with
the need for adequiite
-management plans to ensure
the continued conservation of.
the fish stocks, and that they
keep in mind the increasing
demands of recreational fish-
ing. .

Groundfisb

The estimated increase
needed by 19851 1 42 billion
pounds includin 340 million
pounds for recr atiohal
purpoAes. By ell inating all
or a ,pion of reign fishing

by develo ing under-
ut )zed species, ample
resources are available to

meet tFe projectedJncreases.
Some species such' as cod,
haddock, and certain flat-
fishes could provide 250 '-
milliop pounds to the
premium groundfish market ,

following stock restoration. .
Other major potential sources
'are Alaska pollock and flatfish

n(4.7 billion pounds); North
Pacif16 groundfish (350 million
pounds); and Gulf of Mexico
groundfish -(1.1 billion
pounds).

Halibut
The estimated increase /
needed by 1985 is 40
pounds. Because most of the
halibut caughtincidentaq by

so 62



foreign and domestic trawls
are below the optimum size,
the MSYeven under an
efficient management
regimewill be less than
previously attained by the
North American setline fish-
ery. With efficient manage-.
ment of trawl fisheries and the
expected beef its f rpm
present management of the
setline fish* a 40 million
pound increase is anticipated
but the restoration is not likely
to be completed);iy 1985.
Approximately half of this
amount will be caught by U S
fishetmen, the remainder
supplied through imports,
mainly from Canada.

Tuna

The estimated increase
needed by 1985 is 370 milliOn
pounds, assuming that
present supplies also remain
availa.V. This increase in-

. cludes 30 million pounds for
recreational purposes. The
U.S. catch in 1973 was 515
million pounds; imports were
1.5 times this. Although the
catch has increased, the U.S.

X63

share of the yel iowf in caught
in the Eastern Pacific has
declined from 90 percent in
1966 to 68 percent in 1974, due
to increased fishing efforts by
other nations, and is projected
to decline further. The out-
come of the Law of the Sea
Conference or other
negotiations and the im-
plementation of any resulting
agreements are uncertain. The
chances of increasing present
catches in this area are not
high and losses are possible.

The biggest opportunity to
expand tuna landings is in
improving knowledge of skip-
jack tuna resources in the
Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans and in developing
means of locating and her,-
vesting these resources. A
potential catch of over 2
billion pounds annually has
been estimated. Expansion of
efforts such at those now
being made under the Pacific
Tuna Development Program
should help to develop a U.S.

Nte
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fishery for these resources
which could realize at (east a
part of future-needs. The
present Pacific !eland
Development Program is aim-
ngloincrease catches by 200

million pounds as a first step.
It also is estimated that in,
creases in landings of Pacific
albacore of 30 million pounds
may be possible.

Sal mon'

The estimated increase
needed by 1985 is 90
pounds, including 30 lion
pounds for recreation

.
purposes.

Salmon stocks are currently
under scientific management
which generally maintains
such stacks at MSY levels.
These levels have fallen due to
habitat degredaUon, mainly by
darns and logging,tut levels
could be raised by expander*
management actions such as
stream improvement and
stock manipulation, plus
expanded public hatchery
production and increased
production by private aqua-
cultureAuch actions could
increase publicly generated .,

9,

salmon supplies by 30 million
pounds and those froin private
aquaculture by 60 million

. pounds annually. These in-
creases would require major

'investments.

Scallops

The estimated increase
needed by 1985 is 13 million
pounds. Resources presently*
available to U.S. fishermen
are sufficient to provide for
projected increase if
mechanical shucking of calico
scallops can be perfected and \
the distribution and abun-
dance of this resource can be
monitored. Restoration of the
Northwest Atlantic sea
scallop resource through
proper management would
also contribute to the ex-
pected increase in bonsurnp-
hon.

Shrimp

The estimated increase in
demand by 1985 is 245 million
pounds. In 1973, the U.S
catch was 392 Million pounds

'Whilelmpdrts totaled 203
Million pounds. An estimated
40 million pbunds now lanced
by U.S. fleets in other's
countries probably will be
caught by foreign vessels in
1985 if some long term ac-
commodation is not reached.

§.
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The estimated unfished
shrimp resources off the
United States amount to 277
million pounds, but much of
this is small, lower-value
pandalid shrimb whtch would
not automatically satisfy the
demand for the larder penaeid
shrimp. Increased aquaculture.
offers a prospect of 15 million
pounds of marine shrimp and
10 million pounds of fresh-
water,' 'shrjmp by 1985 if the
technology and economic
prodpction systems can be
developed rapidly These
eources alone will, not meet
future demand and irprorts of
shrimp will need to be in-
creased.

Lobster

The projected increase needed
by 19851s 40 maims pounds.
InshoreJobster reCurces are
probably being overexploited.
Offshore lobster stocks have
declined from yirgin con-

buf the exterit Qt
decline is not yet clearly- .
documented. The develop-,
ment of a technically and

-

economically feasible culture
system which would produce
substantial poundage by 1985
has a low probability. Only
small increases in imports are
likely. Althougffthe future,
increases might be met, in
part, by importseqf Northern
and spiny lobsterS, incieases
in supplies will not be sufT
flaient to meet the projected
consumption level

Crabs t
The estimated market increase
needed by 1985 is 10 million
pounds. The 1973 U.S. catch
was 292 million pounds of all
crabs. Foreign catches off the
U.S. in 1973 totaled 70 million
pounds. The estimated MSY
for all species is 515 million
pounds, leaving a maximum
potential increase of 220
million pounds annually when
the U.S. jurisdictional limits

I

are increased to 200 miles.
High cost is now the limiting
factor and more efficient
processing is needed tolower
costs and increase yield. As
hosts are reduced, markets
can be expancrecte

0

Clams

The projected increase needed
by 1985 is 40 million pounds
annuail*The estimated MSef
is 250 million pounds. Present_
andings provide 106 millibn
pounds. However, most of the
traditional stocks which can ,
be legally taken are fully
utilized. Large quantities of
clams are presently
unavailablOrong the middle
and north Atlantic coasts
bec are in polluted
wafers. Large stocks of clams
along the shokelines in Alaska
are.no ing utilized because
of paralytic Ifisti poison -,
ing (PSP), and dt on the
continental shelLoff aska
have never been utill d
because of difficult logistics
and uncertain economics.
Private aquaculturd might add
7 million pounde by 1985,
given research on culture
systems, quality control, and
favorable zoning decisions.
U.S. supplies exist in
abundance t meet needs if
certain actions are taken.

ft

Oysters

With a concertec
and marketing el
dustry to make h
oysters readily
throughout the E
it is projected th
consumption cri
by 20 million p

Production froth
could be increas
in the Atlantic at
Howeyer, by adz
aquaculture met
other countries,
production t out+
by 80 million po
by 1985. Major r
information an
provernent of s
disease control
of economical c
t ystems, impro
forms and mark(
ability of space
culture in clean

s.
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Miscellaneous
Species

The ten market classes
previously discussed cover
the most popular species
There are, howeVer, species
used in smaller amounts
which collectively account for
about a fifth.of present U S.
consumption. The estimated
increase in these other
species needed by 1985,is 400

_million pounds. Present
foreign cat& in U.S. coastal

-waters of species other than in
theten market classe s over
2 billion pounds annually,
while the United States landed
a total of 533 million pounds
in 1973. \

Aggregate M'SY estimates vary
greatly, but the total is at least
two 6r three times more than
the present catch .Ample
stocks exisftp meet projected
increases, but they include
species which are not in great

' demand because of a wide' ,

range of technological or
marketing problernewhich '

vary from species to species.
. Progress is being made in

sblving these problems but
etforlt will havto be Sub-
stailiatly accelerated.

Fish Meal and
\ Fish Oil .j-

The United States.procluced
585 million pounds of fish .
meal in 1973; of which 65
percent came fidm menhaden.
Tuna and mackerel scraps
accounted for 15 percent,

"`herring for 1 percent:end a
mixture of other species 18

/4

percent. Imports in 1973
totaled 67emillion pounds,
primarily in anchoveta meal.

iThe Synergy forecast
indicating an increase in
consumption of fish meal of
669 million pounds by 1985 is
probably high due to changes
in utilization patterns oc-
curing since 1973.

It is believed that menhaden
are harvested at MSY. To
boost production, alternative

,resources will have to be
'used. The currently regulated
California anchovy fishery
appears to be the most
promising unutilized resource
to serve as the base for ex-
panded fish meal production.
Current MSY estimates of the
virgin anchovy stook range
from 1.5,to 5.3 billion pounds.
With a 20-percent yield factor
fot fish meal, this fishery
could provide from 30 million
to 1.1 billion pounds of meal
enough to cover the an-
ticipated increase in demand.

The Major constraint in
commercial develodment f
the,Callfania anchovy
resource is the interest of the
recreational group& in an-
chovy as a bait fisfrand'as
foOd for game fish. Significant
increases in domestic fish
meal prociuctioh may be
'possibje if adequate
bjologrcallriformation Is
developec9 demonstrateihat
larger harvests will not impair
the ecology upon which
recreational 'species depellti

The United States produced
225 milliOn pounds of fish oil
in 1973, of which 200 million
poundSpame from menhaden.
Almost all of this was ex- ..

ported. Since 01148 a by-P.'
product of fish meal
production, increased
production of oil 'is link to
the expansion of fish meal,
production. .

4 9

Conclusions

Fisheries resources available
and potentially avallablego,the
Natiortare estimated to be
sufficient, not only to meet
the Nation's own projected
annual increase of 2.3 billion
pounds by 1985, but also to
support the future growth of
exports of seafood products.

Such assurances are
predicated, however, on
certaiffilifisumptions. One is
that U.S. fishermen will be
taking a larger proportion of
the fish presently harvested by
foreign fleets off U.S. coasts.
Another is that the United
,States will be developing its
fishing for species currently
-underutilized. Increased land-
ings of groundfish, scatiops,
crabs, and-miscellaneous

. Species will alone account f&
1.8 billion pounds.

.
4

I

Potentiajs for additional
increases lie in the directions
of aquacultUre and restoration
of depleted stocks, butyl .

each instance the prospects
for success de related to the
success in.working out hard ,
questionS rang ing.from the
ecological to the economic.
Meanwhile, aquaculture
seems capable of meeting the
predicted increases in mand
for salmon (90 million pounds)
and oysters (20 million
pounds)end portions of the
necessary increases in shrimp
(25 red' ion pounds) and clams
(7 niillion pounds)

In summary, essential
resources exist and areavail-
abie for catching or cu' vation
in the coming decade. The
catching and the cultivation
depend upon the strength of
the determination to make
themnational objectives and
the zeal and resources with
wIlich the associated
problems are attacked and

'solved.

J
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Table 44 !Presenand Estimated, Potential Supply> of,
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6.4

4

5.2 _N.

Encourage the
development of public
'and wrote
aquaculture for
selected species of
fish and shellfish.
Aquaculture includes any
means of artificially increas-
ing the yield of aquatic
species through culture and
husbandry, from public
salmon hatcheries to private
oyster, catfish, or shrimp
farms in marine, estuarine or
fresh water environments.

In the United Sta , public
aquaculture of began
acentify ago a f about one-

: quarter,of the tion's salmon
originate in hat heries. Private
aqu actAture produces 40
percent of U.S. oysters, half
of the,ratf ish and crawfish,
and nearly. all of tk trout for a
total of 1.43 mill ioWpounds.
This is abOur3ipercent of U.S.
landings or 1. percent of U.S.
total consumption of fishery
products. s

t

a

It was noted in the previous
recommendation that land-
ings of some highly preferred
specieS of fish and shellfjah
have reached the maximum
sustainable yieldlevel. Also
-unless extensive environ-
mental imprpvement occurs,
future increases of oysters
and clams cannot be obtained
from natural stocks.

Attention should be tumed to
aquaculture ag a means of
extending production of
species such as salmon,
oysters, penaeid shrimp,
American lobster, clam and
scallops. In other cases ower-
cost products could be made
available by aquaculture of
fast-growing herbivorous
species in brackish or fresh
water, and arlplication of new
processing techniques.

CP

0

.

5.2.1 The Federal Govern-
ment should conduct or
sppnsor research develop-
ment, and other programs to
provide a sound basis for
public and private aqua-
-culture,.

Many of the concepts and
techniques that have made
private aquaculture possible
in the United States have
resulted from research and
development eithe-r conducted
by the Federal Government or
sponSored by it in univer-
sities, mostly by way of the
Sea Grant 'program. Com-
mercial trout culture became

a,

possible as'a result of Govern-
ment research and develop-
ment for public hatchery
programs, whch solved major
'nutrition a disease control
problem . In 1954, 1.4 million
pounds f trout w9te
produ in private f is
farms; 73, ion
wasab ut p nds.

Si'rrillarly, Government salmon
culture has provided a solid
technological bade for private,
salmon farming. When
,Government researchers
developed techniques for pen-

. rearing of salmon, the result
was immediate interest 6y
industry and Indre thaq ten
companies have begun private
salmon farming. The hatchery
produdion of oyste,r larvae is
largely attributable tilesearch
ancisievelopment at-Govern--
mentiaboratories, that began

. more than thirty years ago.

6

Federal action is proposed to
condu or fund research and
devklop ern' whicfpwill
pro ndbasis for
aquacultu of selected -
species; to take national
action to maintain galtable- ,--action

to recluxce legal
. ,

. 0
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and institutional problems
that limit aquaculture, and to,
assist the established aqua-
culture industry to solve long
range problems or
emergencies beyond their
capabilities to handle. Actign
is propOsed to encourage
Federal agencies, the states,
local governments,, the
academic community, and the
private-sector tb cooperate
and participate in the develop-
ment of aquaculture.

It Is also importantto en-
courage earlccomniercial /
application of research results
by providing scientific and
technical information to the
aquaculture cclrnMuni as a
wholathroughpubli
workshOps, and advisory
servicesi-

5.2.2 States,shauld
establish laws and policies to

6 encourage privataqua-' 4
culture,,Maintain suitable
environments, and operate
hatcheries for stocking public
waters with-selected species.

1/4

Since states have a respon-
sibility for resource manage-
ment within given juriso#
dictions, they have a
significant role in the develop-
ment of aquaculture. Several
state fiSheries agencies and
universities have ongoing
projects to encourage private
aquaculture. Some of these
prdgrams are carried out
entirely with state hinds ,
"othersre partially funded by
ff.ederal'agencies.

Ef foils of state fisheries
agencies are generally on
short term projects of im-

ediate importance. It is ,

icult for them,to fund long_
term or basic research in areas
such.as disease contra
genetics, physiological
etudies or nutrition' which
hay!) wide geographical bp-
lication A major-role of the
states is tdeStablishlaws, ,
policies, and administrative
proceduressto encourage
aquaculture, to ogerate hatch-
eries for itocking.trublic
waters, and to maintain high
duality etivironmentsin -bays,
estuaries and coastal waters.'

5.2.3 Private industryshould
develop efficient systems tti
produce high quality products
and -expand markets.

For some species such as
oysterS, trout, and catfish,
aquaculture methods are well
known and, roduction can be
readily increased, although
solutions are needed to long
range'problems such as
distease control and genetic
improvement orstocks to
reduce prbduction posy. (

0'

997

For other species, researchrequired
to provide adequate vg,: 3

is r .
biolcitical and technological'
information for development',
of private aquabulture. Private\
companies often are unwilling ,
or unable, however, to con
duct basic research or
development because of the
uncertainty of results, the
need for specialized facilities
and capabilities, and the
potential for few
iscoveries.

*Ce the expected private
,returns from investment in
research and development are
low la relation to alternative
investments, It is unlikely that
adeq\iate research and
develOpment would be forth-
coming at the proper time if
left to the private sector.

Even A, estimated industry
expenditures during the Eiast
f ive, years, for research and
development include over $22
million fbr mjarine shrimp and
freshwater prawns, over $4' 4
Million for salmey and over $6,
rrtillion fOr oystert and clams.
Some of these expenditures
represent contributionsto
joint/programs withqovern-
ment or universities, hit most
are for direct industry efforts.
Further efforts by industry are
needed to develop cost-
effective production meth
to assure high quality and 17
consistent supply of - ,

produCts, and to expand
markets.

Assure the
wholesomeness and
identity of fishery
products to U.S.
consumers through
4 compreben$ive
program of inspection
of U.S. and foreign
-production facilities
and supplies. ,*

Present supplies of seafood
products, yL,
acceptable, are sometimes
variable in quality apd on e

occasion haveendahgered
public health. This isbf
concern both to the con-

whois'entitieil to fo&
thdt is safe and aeptable
quality w of = -ome), and
to the producer,
buljness is diminish- by
lick of consumer confidence
in fisher' jirodudts. All-other
animal protein food's are '
produced a6d marketefribilder
legislated mancjatoq

`inspection prOgrarns

, -
t. -a

specifically designed to meet
theirpahicularefieeds and
characteristics anti con-
ducted as a public respon-
kibility with public funding.

4
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The safety and consistent
quality of fishery products can
be best ensured by the
establishment of a broad,
comprehensive, mandatory
fisheries inspection program.
The program should be
designed to take maximum
advantage of existing
capabilaes in Federal and_

* state agOlcies, in other
governments, and in industtsi

'`` solhatit is operated
uniformly, economically, and
efficiently. But it must -z p

s maintain an adequate level of
o achieve its

purposes.

A national inspection program
forlish and shel)fish products
sold in the United States
should:,

\ 1. ASsure Poniptiance of both
't domestic -and fqreign facil-

ities by maiMaining
adequate) inspection levels.

2. Provide continuing
assurance of pr uct
wholesomen

Z. Establish for the guidance
'sof consumers uniform and
-clearlyddentified levels of
product quality.

.

a.

Such a program shobilcie
introduced in a way that will
not disrupt industry un-
necessarily. It is recom-
tended, therefore, that a ,

national mandatory I n s pec t Ion
program be preceded by a
transition period to enable the
necessary adjustments to be
made by Government and
industry both domestically
and abroad.

5:31 Integrate and expdnd
preserit Government and *e'
industry programs to improve
and increase inspectiOn of
vessels, processing plants, -
and product comMerpe to
prepare for a oothlian-
sition to a national mandatory,
program of inspection of sea-
foods.

This would be an interim
aption, pending enactment
Aid implementation of.
comprehensivemandatory
seafood inspection I egis-

h

01{

o

4

laden. It would entail the
expansion and integration of
all existing Federal regulatory
and voluntaryjnspection
programs for fish and shell-
fish with related activities of
indubtry, the states and
foreign countries. It.should be
directed toward eventual
systematic inspection of all
fishing vesVels, processing
establishtnents and products
in commerce. This action
should include the supporting
programs needed to develop
standards for the safety and °

wholesomeness of seafoods.

To expand and integrate the
continuing activities, a Work- 1

wsharinystem should be
devised with appropriate-
responsibilities and roles
ciearly delineated for the ,

Federal Government, State
and foreign governmentsnd
the industry., Consumers
should have an'approptiate
role in the processes of
establishing policies, quality itt
standards, etc.

NOAA, in cooperation with
the other Federal agencies
involved, should draft and
submit new seafood
intectiorisiation for
hthaltjergion by Congress In
the interest of prOgr
uniformity and effe411.49tbas,
a single Federal agency.: e

should be gilleq overall
authorhy for thertatiortal
program, Thetagency shObid
be responsible for all policies,
standards, and controls within.
legislated,limits. This would ,

aPhiesre uniform policy and
administration with respect.td
all seafood inspection and -
thereby avoid duplication of .

effort. Fishery products, with
certain exceptions primarily
ante- and post-mortem in-
spections, reqpire controls
during handling,processing,
storage and distribution
comparable to the controls
provided for red meat and

5.3.2 Introduce and im-,
plement legislation fbr

.,maridatory insQectIon.of sea-
foods ertterind:proceesed,
and SoTei in the United States, 1.

with a five-year preparatory
period.

I

4.' imr)
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poultry. The U.S. Department
of Agriculture, which con-
dercts.these programs, would
be one logical choice as the
imptementing agency. An
alternative is to locate primary
responsibility for seafood

. inspection in the Department
of Commerce, which now is
charged with the execution of
programs that deal with most

I facets of commercial fish-
- pries, including the ongoing

USIA valgn tary food
ins trorr Progr

The primary r onsibi ty-for
...implemdntin he nat4611

inspection policies, stag-
s( 'dards, andcontrols called for

legislation would rest
with tile 'ngustry, using its
own quality control Systemsy-
as the'primary mechanism. r'

. I.

a

These industry efforts would-
be monitored for their ef-
fectiveness in insuring
compliance with such
established requirements.
States and the Federal
Government would monitor
and verify the industry's '
performance and compliance
on a cooperative work-
sharing basis: Foreign 6

government agencies would
be required to institute ap-
proved and verified inspection
systerris for importS. Finally,
the public would be informed ,

_of the efforts, to provide them
with:buying information,and
assure theirtonfidence in
seafood produCts..4

5.3.3 Develop sirniale,
practical, and enforceable
quality'standards for fishery
products at the vessel,
processing, and retail tevelt.

Standards of quality must be
Sufficiently specific to offer
consumers clear choices
oblong products of the same
kind. They must be capable of
erTforcpmeill at all points.
They must be understandable
by the-consumers as wey,as'
by 'th4 Hiatt'

N

7,

A

0

1

To assure national uniformity
and consistency, quality
standards should continue to
be developed by a ,,gle
Federal agencytffl. Depart-
ment of Commerce. Use of the
standards should continue to
be voluntary. Advice should
be sought from consumers
and from industry to deter-
mine their requirements and
preferences, and retain
product surveys used to
identify problems with respect
to existing standards.

To encourage fishermen to
produce and market products
of consistently high quality,'
and to provide ebonomic
incentives for doing so, new

',:national quality standards for
,gradiesh fish at the dock

established Such
standkisshouWbe; i,..

,,developed by the Federal
overn Went with *Ade-from

the states, irrdustry and
consumers. Maintenance -Of
the standards might be made
the responsibility of states
having the interest in and

,capability to participatein the
program, their participation
supported by use Of adequate
matching funds. Where such
programs were in effect, .

prices paid to fishermen 'for
their catches could be scaled
to the uality, thus adding an
import nt and necessary
ince ve to,produce high
quality fish.

O

A It

88

5.3.4 Complete the develop;
ment of and implement a
uniform national system for
assigning market names for
fish and fishery product

This activity has been cam--
menced by NOAA, should
cotItinue to be deVeloped with
advice from Federal and State
Governments, industry,,arici- ti
consumers. The Department
of Commerce would assume
primary responsibility for
development and menage-

. ment of the system in
cooperation with other
concerned agencieS.

5.3.5 EducAte.the
distributing trade and con-

affecting quality and the
significance of inspection
marks in identifying quality.

'
A Qational education effort is
proposed. This effort would
be condudteddriMarily by
industry; using infoMiation

. 'and concepts developegby
the rederal Government in
cooperation with industry ariii

r interestea.paqies. It
would.beeimed at7f11 imizing
losses in quality db g both ,

the distribution and se of
''fishery products, and at
enabling consumers-to make
informedchoices among fish- e
ery product's offered for sale.

1
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PATTERNSTORACTION

Tile National Plan exists'
because NACOA, surveying
the condition of the Nation's
fisheries from the perilous
prospects of theiesources
and the disparities betWden
production and need, urgEd
planning on a national scale
and, more than that, a
national effort to put plans
into action.,

Having suggested such
planning In its first annual
report of 1972, NACOA
returned to the theme-the
following year. In pressing for
"overview planning"'NACOA
wrote:

What NACOA finds lacking
is pace, more than direc-
ticaa. Some of the right
things are being done, but
onlyisome and not quickly
enough: Coastal matters are
being worked out, but only
at asnail's pace. In-
ternational, matters are
being worked ott,..,taut as if

avoidance okonflict were
it; a victory. Meanwhile
the fish stocks slip, the
young menQo into other
work, and as a Nation we
import most of the fish we
eat. What we dohave to find
out is whether we will or will
not do viiething about it.

Now, with-the National Phan
before it and a decade in.
which to prepare for the longer
future, the Nation should
indeed find-out what it is
willing to go for its marine
fisheries. -

The plan contains no
guidelines or timetableafor
impleme Cation of its .
recomme tlbns. The
decisiorho his score was a
deliberate one. 8o many
gossibld actions are in- -

terdependent, so many in-
terests are involved, and so
many entities have parts to
play that it was considered
inappropriate to try to prepare
at this stage What really would
be a detailed Implenientation
plan.

,
1ts

Determining the course of
ilplementation thus remains

Imprentation Is the

Phase 1 of the National Plan is
a statement of general' policy

ancorporkting recom-
mendations that are subject to,_
review and acceptance before '
irriplementatioh goes forward.
The plan stands as a
document about which the
Nation can mobilize thought
andaction,Phasq, km

% plementation, is a separate
task, and thebigger on

at.

Nex 'Task
e next step. TheINIMPS, in

ways suggestedhereafter, will
beihstituting preliminary
actions tOdolfhis. Meanti
all those persons web con-,
tributed their thoughts andl
experience to the creation of.
the planall those most

_directly, oncerned for the
future o thefrtarine
fisheri are considered,
ready dhelpdeterminethe -

shape and time of im-
plementation. Such strength
is itself- resource. 7

a

.
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The Process of
Implementation
Implementation'must be
geared to the necessities. It
must have pace, as NACOA
suggested. Implementation
does not mean, however, that
actions will go forward all at
once on Ilfronts. In many
cases the st action simply
must lie th athering of
information pon which long'
term programs may be based.
But primary needs must be
sorted out and priorities
established.=

e- Implementation will be in
some areas exploratory and
evolutionary. However it
proceeds, it will require new
kinds of coordination at many

' levels local, statkregional
ehd national. It will pifese
demanjls for deci 'ons ith
regard to leg'
organization, pr. design
and funding. It ill require
commitments on the part of
Industry and !the states, and

t, the-support of all who are
interested in Conservation and
in'recreational fishing. The
extent and speed of im-
plementation will depenq
ultimately, of course, upon
the weight given the plan by

'the-Congressand the

ti

73

r.

Executive Branch as they
consider alternative
requirements in the realm of
the national priorities.

Actions Already )n
Progress

The pace of implementation
will be affected thin out-, .
come of several a fiqns now

- in progress. These include.

1. The deliberations of fhe
Law of the Sea Conference,
which probably will be
resumed in 1976,

2. The consideration byt
Congress of legislation
establishing extended
jurisdiction and
authorizing a new fisheries
management regime.

3. The studies by a NOAA
task force of management
requirements that will
come with extended
jurisdiction.

4. The studies by the in-
terstat marine fisheries
commissions under the

Eastland Resolution,"
Senate Concurrent
Resdlution 11 of the 93rd
Congress.ffike studies are
expected to be completed
late in 1976, when
recommendations will be
developed to "save the
commercial fishingn-
dustry,"4.`s the resolution
put it, and to respond to

related questions including
the needs of the sports
fishirig' industry.)

5. The preparation by the r)
Senate Ocean Policy Study
group of a National
Fisheries Policy which will
relate to policies to be
developed on the use of all
ocean resources.

Elements Pointing
Toward Success.

The National Plan, as it is
placed before the Nation,
appears to have the elements
and the force essential to
successful implementation.

Efforts to assist or to plan for
the Nation's fsherie,s are not
new. Programs of the former
Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries and other agencies
sought to improve the con-
servation and use of fisheries
resources. The Fish and
Wildlife Act of 1956 prescribed
specific actions to aid the -

fisheries. The Fish and
Wildlife - Coordination Act, last
amended in 1958, in-
corporated early, If Milted,
responses to the need to
preserve fisheries en-
yironments. The record of
efforts to strengthen the
Nations fisheries is a good
one.

I
4
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e record of achievement,
however, is otherwise. Fewof

e programs approached the
bleui in sufficient breadth.
intent of legislation
uently was frustrated by
fficiertt funding. In some

es lans were not carried
npletion or were,not
mented. The common
was failure to achieve
objectives. Above all, -

there was no widespread
commitment to action, no
truly national resolve to follow
through!

9
Th
fre
ins

The National Plan builds upon
this experience. But it also
points to ways`tio make
success possib 9.
Surrounding it and implicit in
it are fora's610 as these:

\. The plan is/broader Than any
ever attempted before,
nationarin its Dbals and
national in design.

The plan, springing from
the recommendations of
NACOA, a Presidential
advisory body, has a new

- flavor of determination to
achieve, this time, action as

'large as the needs.

The plan is intended to
respond to the baslcob-
jectives of all segments of
the marine fiperies field.

The plan places'heavy
emphasis on com-
prehensive management in
fisheries.

A
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The plan reflects awareness
of the problemuf
legislation, authority,
organization, and funding
that have presented dif-
ficulties in the past.

The plan is developedas
no other plan before it could
beupon the assumption
that extended fisheries
jurisdiction become a
reality and that with such
jurisdiction will come both
new opportunities and new
responsibilities.

T9 Put
Implementation
in Motion

The task of implementatione
being as large as it is,
preliminary initiatives should
come from the Federal level,
in particular from NMFS,
where certain basic steps can
betaken within its present
authority and means, while
the policy and legislative
deliberations proceed.

Undertaking these steps is
appropriate to NMFS, which
was at the center of activities
during preparation of the plan.
The most important will help
lay the groundwork for im-
plementation. They are:

1. Determining, in
cooperation with all in-
terested parties, the range
and kinds of actions
necessary to prepixe for
management of title
fisheries under extended
jurisdiction. This is a major
staff effort' already well
advance.

2x, Making the preliminary
studies and projections of

' what may be required, in
implementation of the
National Plan, in such
areas as administration,
program, legislation,
authority, and probable
cost. This also will be a
specific staff. effort con-
ducted within the scope of
present NMFSauthority
and budget.

Cost implications of the
National Plan will be given
close scrutiny in the
preliminary surveys. Sound
estimates of cost increases
cannot be made until im-
plementing actions have bedh
set out Trrsometetail, but
increases will surely'be
necessary to support such an
enlarged overall eff&t. It is
estimated that present ex-,
penditures on marine fisheries
by State and Federfak
Governments exceeM140
million annually. These and
other implementing costs may
eventually reach hundreds of
millions.

In addition to its basic surveys-
the NMFS isprepanng to carry ,

out other Iltionaprecom-
mended by the National Plan
or within the spifit of it, to
advance preparations for`

implementation. Examples of
these are:

1. Beginnin Comprehensive
studies 6 eds and
priorities in th area of
fisheries flag lopment.

2. Moving to place fisheries -
data colleption on a
uniform nationwide basis.

3. Expanding the data base in
the field of recreational
fisheries.

4. Exploring possible new
needs for the */lining of
fisheries managers,
scientists, and other
professionals as such
needs may arise ynder
extended jurisdiction.

5. Outlining a national
program to accelerate
commepdfal aquaculture.

6. Supporting the marine
fisheries commissions'
studies under the
."Eastland Resolution."

will provide a core staff
functiobipg uhder ad- .

ministrative and advisory
arrangsnts still to be
work t. Guidance and
consultation may involve a
subcommittee of the present
MAFAC or other means of
obtaining broad management
guidance.

Ina of this, broad and
consistent consultation is
regarded-as essential.
Communication will be
continued with the states,

't with industry, with com-
mercial and recreational
fishermen, and with all other
elements of the national
concern. The NMFS strongly
urges that-representatives of
all such interests consider
what actions they may take to'
help move the plan toward the,
national goals.

The Depth of the
Commitment
Implementation of the
National Plan requires a
commitment larger and deeper
than ever has been asked,
before in the field of fisheries.
The NMFS will do all tharit
can within the limits Of its
authority and present means
to prepare the way forini-
plementation. Specifics as to
thenecessary new
mechanisms, and the changes
in or ization and I islation
requir , ill be e mined in
coming months: he NMFS .

Properly supportedand
given the commitment it '
invitesthe National Plan'
may come to be regarded as

. marking a tumipg-point in the
history of the Nation's marine .
fisheries. But this will depend
upon what follows, and the
test should begin at the
earliest. \
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